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1. Introduction

This study seeks to explore and theorise remote gig workers’ everyday work

practices of making and sustaining global connections mediated by online

platforms. By shedding light on an aspect of work that is usually unpaid and

often overlooked, the insights generated from this study are anticipated to

contribute to debates about how work can be organised, managed, and al-

located more fairly. Moreover, with the notion of ‘practices of assembling’,

concepts of work are extended to better reflect everyday experiences of work

in the gig economy.The study focuses on everyday practices by freelance de-

signers based in India, who connect to overseas clients via online platforms.

With online observations, in-depth semi-structured interviews, and digital

photo diaries, I compiled key elements of a global assemblage of platform

work and related them to each other.

This chapter begins with a short vignette of how Ankit,1 one of the re-

searchparticipants of the study,organiseshis everydaywork.This is followed

by an outline of transformations in the world of work brought about by the

growing influence of online platforms, and prevalent academic perspectives

on platformwork. Building on this, I present the conceptual framework, the

purpose of the study, and the research questions guiding analysis. Subse-

quently, the researchdesign andmethodology are outlined.The chapter con-

cludes with an outline of how the thesis is structured.

1 All research participants’ names have been pseudonymised to ensure the protection of their per-

sonal data.
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1.1 Background and context

Ankit usually starts his workday in the early afternoon, Indian Standard

Time. Most of his clients are based in the US or Europe, so it is still night

or early morning for them when he sits down at his desk. He lives in Pune,

a university town in India, not very far from Mumbai but not exactly in

the centre of the creative industries, either. At the time of our interview

in March 2020, he works as a freelance graphic designer, combining local

jobs, which he gets mainly through recommendations, with remote gigs

mediated by the online freelance platform 99designs.

On 99designs, he regularly participates in design contests like this one:2

Manuela Altenhagen, a coach for personal development based in Germany,

wants a new logo for her business, which should include her name and her

slogan, “personal coach with heart”. On the website, she provides a brief de-

scription of her business in German and English, using keywords like inner

satisfaction, recognising one’s strengths, and achieving harmony.Moreover,

she has selected colours for designers to choose from and located the design

she is envisioning with sliders along the lines of several pre-set categories,

between classic and modern, grown-up and youthful, feminine and mascu-

line, playful and sophisticated, economic and luxurious, geometric and or-

ganic, and between abstract and specific. In addition, she has attached a pdf

document with exemplary designs that transport her ideas, including the

font she likes, and specified that the logo should contain a heart to reflect

her slogan.

What ismore, Ankit can seewhat files he is supposed to deliver if hewins

the contest and how much the winner will be paid: 190 US dollars, in this

case, for a bronze contest. If Ankit decides to participate, he creates a logo

to match Manuela’s brief and hopes to hit the nerve of what she was looking

for.With the information he gets from a contest brief, he often finds it chal-

lenging to grasp a client’s vision – quite often, he finds that the information

only equips him for “making a design based on an educated guess of what

they would like” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20). If Ankit manages to win

the contest, he will hand over the design that he has created in the file for-

mats that were specified in the brief and sign the rights to the design over to

Manuela Altenhagen. Afterwards, shewill have five days to review his design

2This fictional contest brief is based on an aggregation of different contest briefs; names and de-

tails have been altered to ensure anonymity.
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and request minor changes until the payment is released to Ankit. If some-

one else’s design is chosen, Ankit will not earn anymoney for the design that

he has created.

Ankit originally studied animation, but he found that the Indian anima-

tion scene did not offer himmany job opportunities. As an alternative source

of income, he transitioned to graphic design, starting with small jobs for

friends. Quite early on, he started using online platforms to get design jobs,

attracted by ads he saw online and recommendations from friends.When he

started venturing intoplatformwork,he triedoutdifferent platforms, strug-

gling to win any competitions at first as a young and rather inexperienced

designer. By taking part in different contests, he gradually found out how to

create designs that appeal to clients, and he took breaks in between to study

design principles in depth via online courses and lectures that he found on

YouTube.Now, he predominantly uses 99designs and he has advanced to the

level of a platinumdesigner there.Like all designerswho register on the plat-

form, he had to verify his identity first by uploading his ID and started as an

entry-level designer. This means that he could only participate in a limited

number of contests in the beginning, and only bronze briefs like Manuela’s

were open to him. After around a month, he contacted the 99designs team

to ask for his designs to be reviewed and proceeded to the next level after

this. Over the course of a year, he made his way up to the highest level, plat-

inum designer, which allows him to participate in all briefs from bronze to

platinum.While bronze briefs start at roughly 200 US dollars, he can get up

to 1400 US dollars for winning a platinum contest.The design levels are not

necessarily a measure of the complexity of a task but rather reflect the strat-

ification of designers: if a client submits a platinum-level brief, 99designs

promises them submissions from their best designers.

Having access to all levels of design briefs means that Ankit can earn

muchmore money on 99designs, of course, but it also makes his work there

more complex.When he chooses which one of the many contests to partici-

pate in, he weighs the risks and rewards associated with each design level: if

he chooses a lower-paying brief, his chances of winning are quite good, but

he also will not be paid very much for his design. If he chooses a platinum

brief, by contrast, he can earn a lot of money, but competition is fierce and

his risk of losing and thus havingworked in vain is high. Tomitigate this risk

and tomake the decision on a brief a bit less complex, he has created a struc-

ture for himself where he switches between levels of briefs daily: he looks

only at silver briefs on Monday, at gold briefs on Tuesday, and at platinum
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briefs onWednesday, for example.This way, he spreads the risk and reduces

the complexity of briefs on offer to some extent.Heworries that if he did not

do this, he may spend the whole day getting lost in different opportunities,

never getting to the point of deciding which brief to apply for: “because,

see, there are like a thousand briefs on 99designs and it’s really hard to go

through all of them, obviously, because there are a thousand briefs and, me

personally, just my personality, I’m quite indecisive” (Interview with Ankit,

01–03-20). Once he has chosen what briefs he wants to work on during the

day, he tries to finish them as efficiently as possible – as he puts it: “online,

I have to dish out designs pretty fast, and I cannot spend a lot of time de-

signing online, because, as I said, it can get rejected instantly, so, I have to

just give them the gist of the design” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20). This

phase of creating designs for design contests varies – sometimes, he gets

stuck on a brief for the entire day, other times, he completes two or three

in an afternoon if he does not have any local jobs to complete. Afterwards,

he usually goes out to meet friends for a couple of hours and often fits in

another shift after midnight until about 3 or 4 am to interact with clients

who are online or to incorporate feedback that he got in the meantime.

Just like his remote clients, I have never met Ankit in person. I found his

account through the “Indiandesigners” subgroupof the 99designsdesigners’

forum.Later, I found out that he ismainly active there to catch the 99designs

team’s attention, hoping to be featured on their website and thus to increase

his chances to be approached by prospective clients towork togetherwithout

going throughadesigncontestfirst.We talkedonSkype in earlyMarch2020,

about twoweeksbefore face-to-face interviewsbecamea thingof thepast for

the remainder of my thesis due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.

At that time, the medium of communication was more a matter of conve-

nience, to bridge the roughly 850kilometres betweenBengaluru,where Iwas

based duringmy field stay, and Pune, where he lives and works. As an active

user of the online platform 99designs, Ankit is one of millions of workers in

the rapidly growing global gig economy.

Online platforms have come to mediate a wide range of different jobs,

from location-based services, such as driving a taxi or delivering meals, to

web-based services, including graphic design or translation but also med-

ical consultations, for example (cf. ILO, 2021, p. 43). As the vignette above

illustrates, continuously forming new work connections, navigating these

multiple connections, and interacting with the mechanisms of the online

platform, takes a lot of work. Gig workers who connect to clients remotely
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throughonline platforms spenda lot of time andeffort organising theirwork

and preparing the ground for gigs – according to an ILO report, “[f]or every

hour of paid tasks, workers spend about 23 minutes on freelance platforms

and 20 minutes on microtask platforms doing unpaid work” (ILO, 2021,

p. 166), such as searching for work, setting up and curating one’s profile.

Although they make up such a substantial portion of workers’ time, these

practices are usually unpaid and not counted within the category of work.

In this thesis, I will focus primarily on practices of making and sustaining

connections in an uncertain environment. I will draw on prevalent research

perspectives on platform work to outline how the growing influence of

online platforms on the organisation, allocation, and management of work

is transforming the world of work.

1.2 Research problem

First, thegig economyorganisesworkas loose and short-termrelations, thus

making workers’ everyday practices very volatile. Most gig platforms have

a drastic oversupply of workers: out of the 42781 freelancers registered on

99designs in September 2020, for example, only 37 percent had completed

at least one project, and only 10 percent had completed more than ten. On

Guru, another online web-based freelance platform, only 0.5 percent of over

amillion registered workers had earnedmore than one US dollar (ILO, 2021,

p. 50). In the academic literature on the gig economy, the lack of stability and

the shift of risk to workers is frequently associated with increasing precarity

(cf. e.g. Kalleberg & Vallas, 2018; Sutherland et al., 2020; Wood & Lehdon-

virta, 2021b).

Second, online platforms manage and mediate work processes. Techno-

logical processes are closely intertwined with economic interests here: the

affordances and constraints, that is, the range of possible uses, that online

platformsprovide are basedon their respective businessmodels (vanDijck et

al., 2018). In the literature on platformwork, authors have come to different

conclusions about the degree to which online platforms can control work-

ers – while some define gig work by the absence of an employer (Friedman,

2014), others find that online platforms play an important role in structuring

work processes with technological features (e.g. Aneesh, 2009) or rule sets

(e.g. Jarrahi et al., 2020).
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Third, work relations are spatially reconfigured by the rise of platform

work, prompting Graham and Anwar (2019) to proclaim the emergence

of a “planetary labour market” enabled by digital technologies. Unlike the

classic business process outsourcing (BPO) industry, online platforms out-

source jobs and services without a mediating formal organisation (Graham,

Hjorth, & Lehdonvirta, 2017, p. 137), and work is spread globally in more

dispersed ways. However, work relations in the remote gig economy are still

predominantly formed between clients from high-income countries and

workers from low-income countries (ILO, 2021, p. 53), and workers’ location

affects what they earn for a gig on average (Beerepoot & Lambregts, 2015), as

well as whether clients will trust them with tasks that require special skills

(Gerber & Krzywdzinski, 2019, p. 37).That is, not only technology affects the

spatial reconfiguration of work through online platforms, but also various

social, cultural, and economic factors. For workers, the planetary labour

market also increases complexity and competition, as they sort through

an almost unsurmountable number of briefs, hoping to be selected from a

global crowd of workers.While the academic literature has made important

contributions to understanding global platform work, it also misses some

perspectives, which I will outline below.

First, while the literature on work experiences in the gig economy is

growing, there is still a stronger focus on work regimes than on everyday

practices and workers’ perceptions. Against this backdrop, Gandini (2019)

proposes “not to overstate the relevance of employment regimes [and in-

stead] to expand our interest to these workers’ experiences” (Gandini, 2019,

p. 1052). What is more, online platforms as novel actors in work constella-

tions call for a framework that leaves space for how different actors’ roles

are negotiated. Categorising work in a dichotomy between flexibility and

stability misses important nuances of workers’ practices and experiences

(cf. Ivancheva & Keating, 2020). As Wittel (2004) argues, especially political

economy approaches to digital labour reduce labour to an abstract category,

neglecting subjective experiences and workers’ agency (p. 17).

Second, existing approaches to platform work often neglect the hetero-

geneity and ambiguity of platform workers’ experiences. When platform

work is studied, especially in terms of its precarity, authors usually – implic-

itly or explicitly – take a Fordistmodel of standard employment, that is, full-

time permanent employment (cf. ILO, 2016, p. 11), as a point of reference.

Within this framework, the loose connections of gig work are classified as a

departure from stable employment. However, this perspective neglects that
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standard employment relationships have historically and geographically

been an exception rather than the norm (Neilson & Rossiter, 2008). Con-

sidering the global spread of work connections through platform work, it is

important to depart from perspectives that only reflect the experiences of a

small proportion of those who perform platform work. While a framework

of exploitation by platform capitalism provides important insights into

working conditions, it often leaves little space for the heterogeneity and

ambiguity of workers’ experiences, as well as their agency. Thus, categoris-

ing work in a dichotomy between flexibility and stability misses important

nuances of workers’ practices and experiences (cf. Ivancheva & Keating,

2020).

Third, a narrow view of work is often applied when studying platform

work, focusing on activities that are considered directly economically pro-

ductive. Connecting this point to the one made above, the unpaid work that

is necessary to enable the standard employment relationship is often over-

looked. Discourses on de-limitation of work (Gerber & Krzywdzinski, 2019;

Gregg, 2011) or subjectification (Huber, 2013; Krohn, 2013), too, suppose

a pre-existing clear distinction between work and non-work that is only

recently eroding. As a result, practices beyond paid employment are often

neglected within these perspectives. This includes care work, for example,

but also the unpaid work done by platform workers, which I have described

above. To grasp the scope of unpaidwork done by gigworkers to navigate the

uncertain work environment of the platform, concepts of work that extend

beyond the job descriptions on the platform are necessary.Moreover, across

different perspectives, workers’ integration in interdependent relationships

is regularly overlooked (Ivancheva & Keating, 2020, p. 274).

As I have outlined above, online platforms contribute to a transforma-

tion of howwork is organised,managed, and allocated.This development is

reflected in a transformation of work practices: as actors in a work environ-

ment that is characterised by loose and short-term work connections, on-

line platforms steering work processes, and an unevenly global labour mar-

ket, remote freelancers perform a great deal of unpaid work to prepare the

ground for paid gigs. While the literature on working conditions in the gig

economy is growing, little is known yet about the everyday work practices of

navigating this uncertain work environment. The emergence of these work

practices, moreover, poses the question of how work can be conceptualised

in a way that reflects the ambiguities and the heterogeneity of gig workers’
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experiences, and that accounts for the multiple dimensions of work beyond

paid labour.

1.3 Research questions

To address the research problem outlined above, this study seeks to explore

and theorise remotegigworkers’ everydayworkpractices asmakingandsus-

taining global connections mediated by online platforms. By approaching

work from a relational angle, I aim to centre practices and experiences, tran-

scend categories of paid or unpaid work, and foreground the interdepen-

dence of actors.The study focuses on the elements of remote platform work

that are directly connected to managing the uncertain work environment,

largely leaving further aspects of work in the gig economy aside. It can thus

not provide a full picture of work but aims to contribute one element to a

spectrum of work practices.

The research questions guiding this study start from the assumption

that while online platforms provide the technological infrastructure tomake

global connections, it takes work to put these connections into practice

and to stay connected over time. How gig workers relate to other human

and nonhuman actors is influenced by technology, but also by explicit and

implicit rules of conduct, by power asymmetries, and by their implication in

interdependent relationships beyond platform work. Accordingly, through-

out the analysis chapters, I will explore the work of making and sustaining

connections. Reflecting the notion of a “life-work continuum” (Ivancheva

& Keating, 2020), both relationships with clients and with platforms as

nonhuman actors, and relationships beyond the realm of platform work

are included in this exploration. Approaching this combination of elements

from the perspective of everyday work practices, the overarching question

of the study is:

How can platformwork be conceptualised through the lens of making and sustaining

connections?

The exploration of gig workers’ practices of making and sustaining connec-

tions is embedded in the three critical lines of transformation that I have

outlined above: the volatility of the gig economy, the management of work
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processes by online platforms, and the global reach of work connections.The

research questions reflect these aspects:

How do gig workers navigate the volatility of work relations?

Thisquestion is directedat the freelancers’ everydayworkpractices. It guides

the exploration of how freelancers organise their work, as well as the strate-

gies they develop to deal with the uncertainty of their work environment.

Do they try to introduce stability, or do they embrace the flexibility of their

work? How do they try to stand out to prospective clients, and what resour-

ces do theymobilise to be successful?This set of sub-questions addresses the

heterogeneous experiences of platformwork.

How do online platformsmediate work practices?

This question connects freelancers’ work practices to their interaction with

theonlineplatforms that theyuse. It directs the explorationof platformwork

at howworkers relate to the technological infrastructure of online platforms,

as well as how they negotiate the rules set up by them.Through this guiding

question, I aim to incorporate the ambiguities of worker agency and plat-

form control into the analysis.

How do remote freelancers align global work relations with local, situated practices?

Thisfinal sub-questionpoints topracticesof relating to clients fromdifferent

cultural and geographical backgrounds. I aim to explore the friction between

the global form of platformwork and situated work practices by asking how

workers anticipate cultural stereotypes in the way they present themselves,

as well as how they work on aligning different scales.

The three themes reflected in the research questions are interrelated and

jointly contribute to the exploration of making and sustaining connections

in remote gig work.
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1.4 Conceptual framework: Assembling volatile connections

Taking the premise that work is a socially constructed category as a start-

ing point, the conceptual background of this study is based on research

approaches that critically examine and expand what counts as work, going

beyond paid labour or occupation. As Star and Strauss (1999) argue, work

as a category is not self-evident, but depends on how a situation is defined

– and who has the power to define it. First, from an STS perspective, this

includes invisible background work associated with technology (Star &

Strauss, 1999; Vertesi, 2014). Second, I connect my research to feminist

perspectives on work. Feminist scholars have sought to shed light on un-

paid work, frequently performed by women, such as care work, by framing

reproductive labour as work in its own right (cf. Mackenzie & Rose, 1983).

Moreover, work has been expanded to an emotional (Hochschild, [1983]

2012) and affective (Hardt, 1999) domain. Third, taking it one step further

from adding new aspects to a nevertheless relatively stable category of work,

more recent perspectives propose to fundamentally rethink work and the

productive domain to account for the embeddedness of economic actors in

interdependent relationships (cf. Ivancheva & Keating, 2020).

In addition, I use the term “global assemblage” (Ong & Collier, 2005) as

a sensitising concept to construct the field of research. The ontology of as-

semblage reflects the tension between the technological promise of a global

labour market and the actual situated work practices and lived experiences

of graphic designers using gig work platforms in India. The practices that

constitute the field of platform work are constantly in flux and both the ele-

ments andhowthey relate to eachotherkeepchanging.As thephenomenonI

study is highlydynamic, it cannot begraspedby ideas of a static andbounded

field. I use the term volatility here to reflect how loose the connections that

gig workers make are: volatility implies that there is no stable structure as

an endpoint for gig workers. Instead, they continuously work on making

and sustaining connections, thus contributing to the assemblage of platform

work.

While the feminist perspectives outlined above provide the foundation

for a broad understanding of work, including both paid and unpaid prac-

tices, and acknowledging their interdependence, the assemblage perspec-

tive provides a framework to grasp the work of making and sustaining con-

nections. As Li (2007) argues, “[a]ssemblage flags agency, the hard work re-

quired todrawheterogeneous elements together, forge connections between
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them and sustain these connections in the face of tension” (p. 264). Connect-

ing the deconstruction of the category of workwith the assemblage concept,

I tentatively frame work as the continuous effort of making and sustain-

ing connections. This perspective also informs the research design of this

study. Rather than building up a coherent image of work from constitutive

elements, I feather out different practices and relate them to each other, fo-

cusing on the building process instead of its result.

1.5 Methodology

To address the research questions posed above, I have chosen a “non-digital-

centric approach to the digital” (Pink et al., 2016, p. 7), that is, I have studied

digital media through the everyday practices of their use (cf. alsoHine, 2015,

pp. 28–29). I have focusedmy research on the experiences of graphic design-

ers in India: by choosing a creative type of work that requires specialised

skills, I anticipated a higher level of personal interaction and a stronger need

to standout as thebest one for a job than formore routine tasks. Indiaas age-

ographical framewas chosen as one of the countrieswith the largest popula-

tions of freelancers ononline platforms (ILO,2021,p. 53). I switchedbetween

sampling, collecting, and analysing material in an iterative process, using

coding techniques based on GroundedTheory (Strauss & Corbin, 2003).

At the beginning of the research process, I generated an overview of

different online platforms from the literature and through online research.

From the large field of different online platforms, I selected four for a closer

investigation through theoretical sampling: 99designs, Upwork, Talent-

house, and Fiverr. I conducted online walkthroughs of these platforms to

establish their “environment of expected use” (Light et al., 2017), and ob-

served debates in the online forums that are part of the platforms (cf. Hine,

2015, pp. 157–180). Based on this exploration of the platform-mediatedwork

environment, I conducted semi-structured interviews with creative profes-

sionals during a field stay in Bengaluru in February and March 2020. As the

COVID-19 pandemic brought about travel and contact restrictions shortly

after my field stay had started, the research design had to be adjusted: in-

stead of shadowing remote freelancers at their places of work, I conducted

follow-up interviews after a first round of selective and axial coding (Strauss

& Corbin, 2003) to report back and to refine my hypotheses. To fill in the

gaps in my material, I created photo prompts and short questionnaires,
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based on which research participants documented and reflected on their

everyday work practices for seven days.

1.6 Argument and structure of the dissertation

The rationale of this study emanates from the need for an understanding of

work that reflects the ambiguities and heterogeneity of gig workers’ experi-

ences, and that accounts for the multiple dimensions of work beyond paid

employment. It starts from the observation that online platforms are trans-

forming theworld of work, leading to a complex, volatile, and dynamic work

environment. Remote gig work is characterized by loose and short-term

work connections on a global scale, and platforms have emerged as novel

actors in work constellations. Navigating this work environment brings

aboutwork practices that current concepts of work cannot fully grasp.Using

standard employment relationships as a reference and neglecting workers’

integration in interdependent relationships, they capture only a part of the

activities of platform work, while others remain not only unpaid but also

unnoticed. By applying a global assemblage perspective to platform work,

the focus of this thesis is directed at workers’ everyday practices of making

and sustaining connections, which I refer to as practices of assembling

in this study. This focus on relational practices allows for an exploration

beyond a dichotomy between flexibility and stability, incorporating affective

relationships within and beyond platform work, as well as multiple spatial

scales.

Throughout the study, different dimensions of practices of assembling

are explored and related to each other, including affective dimensions,

negotiations over value, and relationships beyond platform work. From this

kaleidoscope of practices, I distil four characteristic features of practices of

assembling: guessing and anticipating, adapting to constant change, pro-

ducing relatable selves, and creating temporary alignment. These features

reflect how freelancers interact with the platform-mediated work environ-

ment by continuously negotiating uncertain relations. From this vantage

point, I compare my findings about work in an assemblage to existing ac-

counts of work, focusing on flexibility and precarity, worker agency, and the

subjectification of workers.

The results of this study are significant on several levels: First, by ampli-

fying stories of everyday work experiences in the gig economy, unpaid and
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largely invisible aspects of gigwork are elucidated. Shedding light onmostly

invisible and unpaid aspects of work can contribute to the articulation of de-

mands for fair working conditions. Second, the lens of global assemblages

provides a perspective on work beyond dichotomies between flexibility and

stability, or work and non-work. This allows for a more nuanced classifica-

tionofwhatplatformworkentails.Understanding the everydaynegotiations

of gig workers’ livesmay “begin a longer conversation about the better work-

places we might imagine for the future” (Gregg, 2011, p. 18). This is relevant

for various actors: gig workers,workers’ initiatives and unions, platform op-

erators, as well as policymakers seeking to adjust regulatory frameworks to

changing work environments. Third, this study seeks to contribute to aca-

demic debates on the transformation of work in digitally mediated environ-

ments from a feminist perspective, expanding the notion of work to incor-

porate relationships and their various dimensions. The insights generated

on practices of assembling can inform perspectives on work beyond remote

platformwork by providing a relational framework.

The study is organised as follows: In Chapter 2, I present a focused re-

view of the literature onworking conditions in the gig economy. I provide an

overview of the research on platform work and outline the literature along

three lines of transformation: volatile work connections in the gig economy,

platforms as novel actors in work constellations, and spatial figurations of

platform work. Based on this, I further elaborate on the gaps in the litera-

ture. In Chapter 3, I lay out the conceptual framework of this study. First, I

outline research perspectives that have aimed to expand and deconstruct the

category of work by foregrounding a variety of practices beyond economic

productivity. Second, I elucidate the assemblage perspective that I use to

construct the field. Building on these two elements, I develop a tentative un-

derstanding of work as practices of assembling. In Chapter 4, I present my

methodology and reflect on the research process. I locate my study within

a methodology of digital ethnography and outline the tools from Grounded

Theory that I have used. Moreover, I describe how I iteratively gathered and

analysed material through online analysis, interviews, and digital photo di-

aries. Finally, I reflect on instances of friction in the research process and

ethical implications.

Subsequently, I present my findings, organised along three sets of prac-

tices. In Chapter 5, I explore how platform workers continuously negotiate

the value of their work, how the value of their work is entangled with their

value as workers, and how the process of negotiation is framed and struc-
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tured by online platforms. In Chapter 6, I show how platformworkers man-

ageboth their ownand their clients’ emotions,andhowonlineplatformsme-

diate emotions. InChapter 7, I look beyond the realmof platformwork to ex-

plore how remote freelancers align platform work with further elements of

their lives. I describe how they are integrated into interdependent relation-

ships and point out the specific challenges that platform work brings about

for integrating it with life beyond the platform. In Chapter 8, I summarise

myfindings and synthesise them into four characteristic practices of assem-

bling, which reflect the complexity, volatility, and opacity of the platform-

mediatedwork environment. Finally, inChapter 9, I point toward the contri-

bution that this study makes to the study of work, as well as its significance

and implications.Moreover, I reflect on the limitations of the study andways

in which further research can build on it.



2. Literature Review: Lines of
Transformation in the Gig Economy

As I have elaborated in Chapter 1, this study seeks to explore and theorise re-

mote gig workers’ everyday work practices of making and sustaining global

connections mediated by online platforms. The literature review provides a

backdrop to the focus of the study on the invisible and unpaid work of or-

ganising one’s everyday practices as a remote platform worker and the re-

search gap that I am going to address with it. The literature review was de-

veloped throughout the study alongside an iterative process of collecting and

analysing material. After an initial overview of the existing body of work to

focus my research interest, I continuously used literature to probe prelimi-

nary hypotheses, compare and contrast, and guide theoretical sampling (cf.

Strauss&Corbin,2003).Research onplatformwork is developing as dynam-

ically as the field itself: while academic literature on the gig economy was

quite scarce a few years back, with grey literature or business advice domi-

nating, research in thisfieldhasgrown tremendously since andnow includes

more detailed and critical investigations. I focus on studies on the gig econ-

omy from social sciences and humanities in this literature review, leaving

out the equally growing literature that deals with legal questions, such as the

categorisation of gig workers.

In the first part of the chapter, I provide an overview of the gig economy

and the range ofwork practices covered by the term.Against this backdrop, I

then outline three central themes of the research on the gig economy: the or-

ganisation ofwork in the formof gigs, themanagement ofwork processes by

online platforms, and the globally dispersed work relations of remote plat-

formwork. Based on a synthesis of this review, I finally point out the gaps in

the literature on platformwork that I aim to address with this study.
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2.1 Overview: Dimensions of platformwork

Broadly defined, online platforms are “a programmable digital architecture

designed to organize interactions between users” (van Dijck et al., 2018,

p. 4). The platform business model of creating two- or multi-sided markets

to bring together diverse actors predates online platforms: Rochet and Tirole

(2003) have used the example of shopping malls connecting retailers and

consumers to illustrate how platforms operate. Over the past years, online

platforms have come to play an important role in a broad range of differ-

ent activities, causing scholars to proclaim the emergence of a “platform

economy” (Kenney & Zysman, 2016, p. 61), “platform capitalism” (Langley &

Leyshon, 2017; Srnicek, 2017), or “platform society” (van Dijck et al., 2018).1

In this study, I focus on a specific form of social interaction: work. When I

write about platformwork here, I refer specifically to platform-mediated gig

work, that is, workers connecting to clients via online platforms to perform

single, clearly delineated tasks. I exclude both the work done by platform

employees and the work of developing the technological infrastructure of

online platforms.2

Woodcock and Graham (2020, pp. 42–45) divide the sections of the gig

economy along spatial and temporal lines: They differentiate, first, between

high or low degrees of geographic ‘stickiness’, that is, whether a job can be

performed remotely. They refer to work that is bound to a specific location

as ‘geographically tethered work’ and work that can be done remotely as

‘cloudwork’.3 Second, they differentiate between jobs by their temporality,

leading to four types of work: they distinguish ‘geographically tethered

platform work’, such as driving for Uber, performing domestic work via

Helpling, or delivering food via Deliveroo, from traditional waged employ-

ment by temporality: while traditional employment would usually last over

a longer time, one gig usually lasts a few hours at most. In the realm of

cloudwork, the authors distinguish between the categories of microwork

1 For a more detailed account of the development of online platforms, see Ibert et al. (2022,

pp. 566–568).

2 Gray and Suri (2019) argue that a lot of the developments attributed to automation and AI are

based on ‘ghostwork’, such as contentmoderation or transcription.There are some overlapswith

platform-mediatedwork, but the backgroundwork of the digital economy goes beyond the scope

of this thesis.

3 Other authors have used ‘crowdwork’ to refer to remote platform work (e.g. Krzywdzinski and

Gerber (2021); Wallis (2021)).
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and online freelancing.4 Microwork is often done directly via the interface

of platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, and work is often divided

intominuscule tasks thatmay last only a few seconds.Online freelancing, by

contrast, involves more complex tasks, which are usually completed outside

the platform. Here, online platforms serve to connect workers and clients,

often with both parties being able to bid and negotiate over rates.

The India-based graphic designers at the centre of interest in this study,

who are connecting to worldwide clients via different online platforms, such

as Upwork or 99designs, fall into the category of online freelancing. Ticona

et al. (2018) refer to platforms mediating online freelance work as ‘market-

place platforms’ and argue that as these platforms manage and control the

work process less, self-branding is much more important and standing out

to clients as the best candidate for a job plays a bigger role.This differentia-

tion is an important backdrop for the literature on platform work or the gig

economy.5While there are some general characteristics of platform- medi-

ated work, which will be outlined in more detail below, different forms of

platformwork also entail vastly different work experiences. So far, location-

based platformwork has attracted a large proportion of scholarly attention,

especially studies on delivery riders (e.g. Barratt et al., 2020; Goods et al.,

2019; Heiland, 2021; Tassinari &Maccarrone, 2020; Veen et al., 2020) or taxi

services (e.g. Chan, 2019; Rosenblat & Stark, 2016; Wells et al., 2021; Zwick,

2018). While studies on remote platform work were originally focused on

microwork, especially on Amazon Mechanical Turk (e.g. Bucher & Fieseler,

2017; Irani, 2013, 2015), there is now also a growing number of studies on

freelance platforms (e.g. Anwar & Graham, 2021; D’Cruz & Noronha, 2016;

Shevchuk et al., 2021; Sutherland et al., 2020). However, although design

tasksmakeup a substantial portion of remote freelancework, studies specif-

4 Gerber and Krzywdzinski (2019) differentiate platform work along similar lines between micro

andmacro tasks.

5 In this study, I use the term ‘platformwork’ to incorporate theorganisation in the formofgigs and

themanagement of work by digital platforms. I use ‘gig work’ in instances where I want to stress

that a practice is specifically impacted by the volatility of work connections. Moreover, I follow

the ILO (2021) in the use of the terms ‘location-based platforms’ and ‘onlineweb-based platforms’

for geographically sticky and remote work, respectively. I focus on remote platform work in this

study – in the analysis, I will only mention it specifically to highlight how the remoteness is rel-

evant to the situation and otherwise just speak of platform work.The platform workers whom I

have interviewed for this study predominantly referred to themselves as ‘freelancers’. To reflect

this, I also frequently use this term to refer to them in the analysis section.
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ically on creative work or design are still scarce (with a few notable excep-

tions, see e.g. Demirel et al., 2021).

2.2 Online platforms and the transformation of work

After having outlined thedimensions of the gig economy,as a next step, Iwill

review the academic literature on platform work along three themes: First,

I outline how the literature on the gig economy frames volatile work con-

nections. Second, I focus on the literature on how online platforms control

work processes.Third, I outline how spatial constellations of platform work

have been viewed in the literature so far. I argue that these three aspects of

platform work are interconnected and bring about specific experiences and

practices.

2.2.1 Freedom or precarity? Volatile work connections in the gig economy

One line of transformation regarding platformwork that has received ample

scholarly attention is the change ofworking conditions brought about by the

organisation of work as gigs, that is, single, clearly delineated tasks (Fried-

man, 2014). Compared to a standard employment relationship, gig work is

characterised by loose and short-term connections. While the high degree

of flexibility of these work constellations is uncontested, its implications for

working conditions andexperiences are subject to controversial debates.De-

pending on research focus and perspective, scholars have come to different

conclusions on the question of whether this entails freedom, precarity – or

both. In the following subchapter, I will outline the central arguments in this

debate.

Kalleberg and Vallas (2018) define precarious work as “work that is un-

certain, unstable, and insecure and in which employees bear the risks of work (as

opposed to businesses or the government) and receive limited social benefits

and statutory protections” (p. 1). Precarity, then, implies a combination of

volatile connections with vulnerability. To them, the digitalisation of work

and its increasing organisation through online platforms are drivers of

precarity (Kalleberg & Vallas, 2018, p. 5). Further authors researching the

platform economy conclude that gig work is precarious, too, also arguing

that risk is shifted to workers (Friedman, 2014; Ravenelle, 2019) and that
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workers often do not know whether they will have an income the next day

(Altenried, 2021b, pp. 61–62). Moreover, they contend that workers have

poor bargaining power and little chance to develop their skills on the job

(Graham,Hjorth, & Lehdonvirta, 2017), that payment is usually low (Scholz,

2017; Wood et al., 2019a), and that working hours are often irregular (Wood

et al., 2019a) and hard to predict (Schneider & Harknett, 2019; Wood, 2018).

Looking at the implications of these working conditions for work practices

and experiences, scholars have found that many platform workers suffer

from social isolation, sleep deprivation and exhaustion (Wood et al., 2019a).

What is more, workers have to perform additional unpaid work preparing

the ground for gigs (Wood et al., 2019b). Adding an emotional dimension

to the notion of precarity, Petriglieri et al. (2018) argue that as independent

workers are less defined by belonging to an organisation, they face the task

of creating and defining their work identities for themselves. This absence

of a ‘holding space’ for their identity brings about emotional tension, as they

contend based on a study of independent workers.

The loose and short-term work connections of the gig economy are not

exclusively described as precarious: it is especially the promise of indepen-

dently organising one’s work and not answering to an employer, that is, to

workwith greater flexibility, thatmotivatesmanyworkers to sign up towork

on a platform (Altenried, 2021b, p. 63). However, many authors agree that

the flexibility of the gig economy benefits employers and platform compa-

niesmuchmore thanworkers.According toGriesbach et al. (2019), for exam-

ple, freedom often remains an illusion for workers: under constant pressure

to make enough money, they are only flexible in theory. In practice, then,

many gig workers are constantly available for clients, ready to grasp the next

opportunity to get work (Altenried, 2021b, p. 63). What is more, the unpre-

dictability of gig work comes with challenges for connecting paid work and

care (Warren, 2021).Moreover, gig workers’ ability to control their ownwork

time is met with structural and cognitive-cultural constraints (Lehdonvirta,

2018) and control mechanisms put in place by online platforms further re-

duceworkers’ opportunities to flexiblymanage their work time (Wood et al.,

2019a).

While most authors who study work in the platform economy find that

there is precarity in gig work, they differentiate this diagnosis to varying de-

grees and along the lines of different dimensions.Griesbach et al. (2019) find

that while the food delivery riders at the centre of their study do work un-

der precarious circumstances by standards of employment, their perspec-
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tives are muchmore ambivalent and also leave space for notions of freedom

and independence. Similarly, Dunn (2020) finds that how working condi-

tions are perceiveddiffers betweenworkers, as they approachplatformswith

differentmotivations, characteristics, and intentions. Based on similarly di-

verse work experiences reported to them, Myhill et al. (2021) argue that ex-

isting categories to assess what good work entails focus too much on tradi-

tional employment and cannot adequately grasp the diverse experiences of

gigworkers.Moreover, Schor et al. (2020) contend that gigwork is not inher-

ently precarious for everyone: their study ofwork in different location-based

platformsfinds that experiencesof freedomorprecaritydependonhowplat-

form work is integrated into a constellation of different sources of income.

For those who do not depend on an income from the platform asmuch, plat-

form work can be very flexible, while those who do depend on it experience

precarity to a greater degree. Howcroft and Bergvall-Kåreborn (2019) differ-

entiate working conditions and degrees of precarity along the lines of differ-

ent types of crowdwork, thus contributing to the argument that considering

all platformwork as precariouswould be an oversimplification.According to

Sutherland et al. (2020), precarity in platform work is mitigated as workers

develop ‘gig literacies’ over time, learning to use platforms more effectively

and reducing their risk of being rejected for jobs.

Against this backdrop, some authors have createdmodels of uncertainty

in platform work that seek to grapple with the ambiguities of freedom and

precarity.Wood and Lehdonvirta (2021b) take the ambivalence between pre-

carity as a defining feature of platformwork and the heterogeneity of work-

ers’ experiences as a starting point and find that the ranking and reputation

systems of online platforms create a volatile working environment even for

experienced gig workers. As they conclude, precarity in the sense of a lack

of stability is inherent in platformwork despite differences in everydaywork

practices and experiences.Caza et al. (2022) develop a conceptual framework

along the lines of six challenges they have identified to be commonly faced by

gigworkers: viability, organisational, identity, relational, emotional, and ca-

reer-path uncertainty. By doing so, they depart from the rather broad and

loaded term precarity and replace it with a multi-dimensional understand-

ing of uncertainty. Based on a study on remote gig work in several African

countries, Anwar and Graham (2021) discuss flexibility, freedom, precarity,

and vulnerability in their research participants’ work, concluding that, in

fact, all four terms can be applied and help carve out different dimensions.

They argue that it is necessary to move beyond a development discourse on
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freedom and flexibility through platformwork in low-income countries and

to integrate both: their flexibility as something they value, as well as the vul-

nerability that comes with it.

Regarding precarisation as an overarching process, authors come to

different conclusions about whether platform work is indicative of a larger

trend of increasingly precariousworking conditions, impacts, or even drives

this process. Ruyter and Brown (2019) argue that precarity is not something

new at all but rather has been predominant for most of the history of capi-

talist societies. Kalleberg (2018) embeds platformwork within a larger trend

of precarisation; similarly, Ravenelle (2019) perceives the shifting of risk and

liability to workers as a symptom rather than the cause of the casualisation

of labour. Building onMarxian concepts, Joyce (2020), too, argues that work

in platform capitalism is not novel, but that platform workers’ struggles

and resistance can be understood as a continuation of historical worker

struggles.While also embedding platformwork in a present transformation

of global capitalism, Altenried (2021b) argues that digital technology and

the new role of data bring about new aspects for the study of precarious

platform work. This perspective is shared by Griesbach et al. (2019), who

perceive the gig worker as the ideal type of the precariat. Along similar lines,

Tassinari and Maccarrone (2020) contend that gig work is a “new frontier

of precarious work” (p. 36). The oversupply of labour on digital labour plat-

forms is perceived to exacerbate precarity (Graham,Lehdonvirta, et al., 2017)

and further authors argue that labour platforms create precarious working

conditions (Dunn, 2020) or increase precarity (Cant, 2020; Sutherland et al.,

2020). Taking on an intersectional perspective on exploitation in platform

work, van Doorn (2017) embeds platform work within the historical context

of exploitation along the lines of gender and race. He argues that inequality

is an inbuilt feature of the on-demand economy, further contributing to the

gendered and racialised exploitation of low-income workers.

To sum up, the volatility and risk associated with gig work are reflected

in working conditions in diverse and sometimes ambivalent ways. Framing

work as precarious sometimes glosses over the different dimensions and

practices of loose work connections. To study their implications for work

experiences in a meaningful way, it is important to be specific rather than

producing broad statements about precarity. Paying attention to specific

constellations of workers’ perceptions, platform features, and contributing

structural factors can offer more fine-grained analyses of the volatility of

the platform-mediated work environment.
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2.2.2 Agency or control? Platforms as novel actors in work constellations

While the focus of the previous subchapter was on howwork is organised in

the formof gigs andwhat that entails, this subchapter deals with how online

platformsmanageworkprocesses.Friedman (2014) entitledhis article ongig

work in theUS “workerswithout employers”,which is true in a legal sense: in

most cases, platform workers are not categorised as employees but as inde-

pendent contractors. Moreover, workers often start platform work with an

expectation of disintermediation, that is, of working independently (Gan-

dini & Pais, 2020, p. 232). However, empirical research has established that

platforms do manage and control work processes in various ways. Techno-

logical processes are closely intertwined with economic interests here: the

affordances and constraints, that is, the range of possible uses, that online

platforms provide are based on their respective business models (van Dijck

et al., 2018).This subchapter, then, is based on the premise that online plat-

forms manage work processes, exploring how they do so and what agency

workers have in relation to platforms.

Referring not only to online platforms but more generally to work medi-

ated by technology, Aneesh (2009) has introduced the term “algocratic man-

agement”. What sets this form of governance apart from a hierarchical or

market organisation is that

“[a]ction is controlled neither by socializing workers into regulatory demands, nor by pu-

nishing workers for their failure, but by shaping an environment in which there are only

programmed alternatives to performing the work. Thus, work involves a lower focus on

the knowledge of regulations and a greater stress on the ability to use a software program”

(Aneesh, 2009, p. 356).

In this view, there is relatively little space for negotiation: workers face a

range of possibilities for action and can only act within it. While Aneesh

based his analysis on the integration of workers in the software industry

in a common framework spanning the US and India, online platforms use

similar mechanisms to steer work processes, which are mainly referred to

as algorithmic management (Krzywdzinski & Gerber, 2021) or algorithmic

control (Prassl, 2018; Veen et al., 2020; Wood et al., 2019a). Also stressing

the power of digital technologies to manage work processes, Moore (2018)

speaks of “neo-Taylorism”: she argues that in digitalised work environ-

ments, beyond just standardising tasks, workers are increasingly surveilled

and quantified. Altenried (2022) applies a similar perspective specifically to
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online platformsmediating work with ‘digital Taylorism’.He argues that the

algorithmic architecture of online platforms allows for the integration of

distributed and diverse workers in front of their computers or smartphones

into standardised labour processes. Huws (2016) attributes a paradigm

shift towards what she calls “logged labour” to the increasing importance of

online platforms for various work processes:

“Workers are, therefore, ‘logged’ in several different senses: their work is chopped up into

separate tasks just as trees are logged in a lumber yard; they are ‘logged’ in the sense of

being monitored continuously by employers, clients or their intermediaries, and they are

‘logged’ on in the sense of being required to be connected to the Internet, ready to receive

a summons to work at any time” (Huws, 2016, p. 22).

While these approaches provide important insights into aspects of theman-

agement of platform work, it is important to differentiate the argument of

standardisation when applying it to complex tasks managed via online plat-

forms. The theorisation of how work is managed by online platforms has

so far been done overwhelmingly based on studies of microtasks. However,

the management of work processes for macro tasks is more complex, less

standardised, and requires more of a communication process (Jarrahi et al.,

2020, p. 180). Moreover, matching clients and freelancers is more complex

in knowledge work (Jarrahi et al., 2020, p. 181). What is more, technological

structures are only one of several ways in which online platforms exert con-

trol.

Gandini (2019) suggests applying the Marxian concept of labour process

theory to studying the role of online platforms inmanaging work processes,

framing them as digital-based points of production. He argues that

“beyond their role of market intermediaries, platforms act as the milieu within which the

capital-labour relation is enacteduponworkers.Akin to a factory,or anoffice, theplatform

represents the place whereby the social processes of production are put under logics of

managerialization andwork organization within a single, clearly delimited environment”

(Gandini, 2019, p. 1045).

Instead of an employer who controls work processes, then, he views plat-

forms as corresponding to a factory, that is, the placewhere control happens.

Altenried (2017, 2022), too, uses the image of a factory referring to platform

work, albeit especially focusing on the standardisation of tasks in this re-

spect.Moreover, several authors have taken up labour process theory for em-

pirical studies on platform work: Heiland (2021), for example, investigates

the contested production of spaces based on a study of food delivery plat-
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forms in Germany, using a framework of labour process theory to elucidate

how online platforms control delivery riders’ routes. Also using a framework

of labour process theory, Veen et al. (2020) contend that online platforms

control labour processes in variousways, going beyond algorithmicmanage-

ment, in their study on food deliveryworkers in Australia.They point out the

extensive surveillance enabled by the technological infrastructure, informa-

tion asymmetries, and opaque performance management as central instru-

ments of control.

Based on an empirical study of Uber drivers’ experiences, Rosenblat and

Stark (2016), too, stress the important role of information asymmetries in

how online platforms control workers. They find that the notion of algo-

rithms and automated decisions is leveraged by the platform to obfuscate

its managerial role. Similarly, Shapiro (2018) finds that platforms limit

workers’ ability to make informed decisions by keeping mechanisms in the

dark, further contributing to the argument that the opacity of the platform-

mediatedwork environment limits worker agency. Jarrahi et al. (2020) focus

on the online freelancing platform Upwork in their study, also concluding

that the platformmanages work processes with a variety of functions. Plat-

formic control, which they propose as an alternative to algorithmic control,

encompasses a combination of algorithmic decision-making, technological

features, and business rules. They identify six functions by which Upwork

frames interaction: managing transactions, channelling communication,

resolving conflicts, providing information, evaluating performance, and

gatekeeping (Jarrahi et al., 2020, p. 169). This combination of features not

only goes beyond technological aspects but also leaves more space for ne-

gotiations and worker agency: differently from the standardisation of tasks

reflected in algorithmic control, platformic control considers both platform

mechanisms and the process of negotiating their effects.

This leads to a further distinction of platform controlmechanisms: direct

or indirect control.Krzywdzinski andGerber (2021) argue that labour control

in crowdwork consists of twomain forms: direct, automated control, and in-

direct control, that is, creating motivation and commitment through gam-

ification. A central mechanism of indirect control, which is present on al-

most all gig work platforms, is the establishment of rankings and reputation

mechanisms,which provide incentives to be continuously active on the plat-

form (Gerber & Krzywdzinski, 2019, p. 29). Gandini (2019), too, argues that

online platforms exert control through ranking and reputationmechanisms:

he finds that theymotivateworkers to performunpaid labour in the hopes of
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improving their position on the platform.Managing one’s online reputation

is part of personal branding, that is, curating the image that one portrays

via the platform (Gandini & Pais, 2020). Ticona et al. (2018) argue that this

practice plays amuchmore important role inmarketplace platforms than in

on-demandplatforms.However,personal branding also plays a role there, as

Chan (2019) finds in his study on Uber drivers who produce YouTube videos

giving fellow drivers advice on how to succeed on the platform.

While the arguments outlined above focus on the framework that plat-

forms provide, there is also an increasing number of studies considering the

ambiguities of agency and control in everyday work practices of relating to

these frameworks.Shapiro (2018) argues thatworkers do have agency in how

they deal with the setup of the platform: he finds that workers reflect on the

rationalities behind platform mechanisms and only go along with them as

long as they are congruent with their interests. Several authors differentiate

between collective and individual agency, stating that while workers can ex-

ercise agencyonan individual level to someextent, there is hardly any chance

for collective action. Veen et al. (2020), for example, find that surveillance,

information asymmetries, and opaque performance metrics leave workers

with close to no collective agency. Based on similar observations, Barratt et

al. (2020) speakof ‘entrepreneurial agency’, that is, the individualisedagency

directed toward improving one’s situation.This is reflected inworkers’ inter-

action with rankings and reputation systems, for example.

WoodandLehdonvirta (2021a) dofindevidenceof collective agencybygig

workers, which co-exists with their self-perception as self-employed free-

lancers.They conclude from their study of remote gigworkers that platforms

create ‘subordinated agency’: while workers act as entrepreneurs in relation

to their clients, platforms’ measures of control mean that they are not free

agents. Building on the notion of algorithmic control outlined above, Vallas

and Schor (2020) argue that online platforms selectively incorporate many

features of markets, hierarchies, and networks, thus producing a distinct

form of governance.They contend that

“platforms govern economic transactions not by expanding their control over participants

but by relinquishing important dimensions of control and delegating them to the other

two parties to the exchange. […] The platform firm retains authority over important

functions—the allocation of tasks, collection of data, pricing of services, and of course

collection of revenues—but it cedes control over others, such as the specification of work

methods, control over work schedules, and the labor of performance evaluation” (Vallas &

Schor, 2020, p. 282).
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In this context, it is not clear whether the room for manoeuvre that work-

ers have is a sign of their agency or part of the platform’s business model.

It illustrates, however, that agency and control in platform work are multi-

faceted and contingent.

To sum up, online platforms manage work processes through a variety

of different mechanisms, including but not limited to their technological

features.The opacity of platformmechanisms is not simply a by-product of

technological mediation, but information asymmetries serve to constrain

workers’ agency. Overall, there appears to be neither complete control by

platforms nor complete worker agency. Instead, agency and control are

negotiated in complex relationships between platforms and workers.

2.2.3 Unevenly dispersed: Spatial figurations of platformwork

After having outlined prominent strands of research on the organisation and

management of platformwork, I deal with a third aspect in this subchapter:

the reconfiguration of how work is spatially distributed with the emergence

of platform work. While the research referred to above spanned location-

based aswell as remotework, the development outlinedhere is specific to re-

mote platform work. With online platforms mediating connections, clients

can hire someone anywhere in the world with an internet connection to cre-

ate a logo orwebsite for them,or an anonymous ‘crowd’ of people in different

places can work together on a project that has been divided into minuscule

tasks. Platform companies leverage this development to promote platform

work as granting unlimited access to jobs and chances for success: the free-

lance design platform 99designs, for example, proclaims that “design doesn’t

do borders” and “every designer, from Sydney to Serbia, can be successful

on our platform”.6Research on translocal work connectionsmediated by on-

line platforms remains relatively scarce, but existing studies suggest that the

implications of platform work for access to work and work experiences are

muchmore ambiguous than this proclamation of a compressed space with-

out borders suggests. Platforms do provide opportunities for inclusion in

previouslymore closed-off labourmarkets, but these labourmarkets are also

stratifiedand there isdiscrimination (Graham,Hjorth,&Lehdonvirta,2017).

Below, I will outline central perspectives on how the spatial reconfiguration

6 http://99designs.com/about, last checked on 16/05/2022.

http://99designs.com/about
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of work through online platforms is not only affected by technology but also

by various social, cultural, and economic factors. Moreover, I will consider

the implications of these factors for work practices.

Work relations being formed across large distances do not constitute

a new development brought about by online platforms or even by dig-

italisation. Altenried et al. (2020), for example, use the term “platform

mobilities” to describe how work is spread globally via online platforms.

Building on Aneesh’s (2006) concept of virtual migration, they argue that

translocal work relations mediated by online platforms are a continuation

of labour migration – with the difference that workers do not physically

move to another country but share a technological infrastructure with their

clients.7 Embedding remote platform work in a history of business process

outsourcing (BPO), Graham, Hjorth, and Lehdonvirta (2017) argue that

the organisation through online platforms brings about a greater disper-

sion of work: differently from the BPO industry, through online platforms,

jobs can be outsourced without a mediating formal organisation (Graham,

Hjorth,& Lehdonvirta, 2017, p. 137).Moreover, online platforms do not need

to operate in spatial proximity to workers but mediate work connections

between multiple places on a global scale, which sets them apart from call

centres, for example. This has prompted Graham and Anwar (2019) to state

the emergence of a “planetary labour market” enabled by digital technolo-

gies. Differently from both labour migration and BPO work, remote gig

workers often connect to clients based in various countries in parallel,which

is reflected in their work time covering the business hours of different time

zones (Shevchuk et al., 2021).

However, work relations in the remote gig economy are still predom-

inantly formed between clients from high-income countries and workers

from low-income countries (ILO, 2021, p. 53). What is more, differences in

payment reflect this categorisation in high- or low-income countries (Beere-

poot & Lambregts, 2015). That is, the physical location of workers impacts

what they earn for a gig, which reflects that technological integration is

not the only factor to be considered. At the same time, global competition

for work seems to lead to lower overall wages (Beerepoot & Lambregts,

2015). Ettlinger (2017) points out the paradox of how the platform-mediated

global labour market is technologically almost independent of physical lo-

7There is also an emerging strand of literature studying location-based platformwork from ami-

gration perspective, cf. e.g. Altenried (2021a); van Doorn and Vijay (2021).
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cation, but still spatially differentiated in practice. She finds that there are

separate regional regimes targeting workers in ‘developed’ countries, “un-

derpinned by assumptions among firm agents about an exclusive geography

of talent” (p. 30), as well as a deterritorialised regime targeted at finding

the lowest prices worldwide, and localised regimes targeted specifically at

workers in very low-income countries, mediated by governments and social

enterprises. She traces this differentiation back to

“ethnocentric assumptions that cast labour markets in underdeveloped countries as un-

suited for cognitive piecework […]. Such spatial discrimination echoes the socio-spatial

dynamics of the post–World War II and earlier colonial international spatial divisions of

labour whereby the so-called third world and former colonial territories respectively were

conceptualised as a vast reservoir of cheap, unskilled labour, and high-skilled labour was

presumed to be geographically fixed in the so-called first world” (Ettlinger 2017, p. 28).

Casilli (2017) comes to a similar conclusion, arguing that colonial discourses

are reflected in the practice of globalised platform work. In their empirical

study on freelance designers, Demirel et al. (2021) find that how their re-

search participants’ skills and identities are valued by clients and other de-

signers depends to a large part on their congruence with cultural codes of

theGlobalNorth.UsingaBourdieuian framework, they conceive of language

as a form of cultural capital that is significant not just for getting informa-

tion across – they find that “the use of English by freelancers in their online

profiles and communications is closely monitored not only for its fluency

but also for its articulation of Global North business etiquette and specific

client-focused corporate practices” (Demirel et al., 2021, p. 926). The issue

of language skills is one example of how a globalised labour market is struc-

tured by cultural aspects ofworking together.Moreover, it illustrates that the

line betweennecessary skills andbiases based on cultural differences is often

blurry.This is in line with Gerber’s and Krzywdzinksi’s findings that clients,

who are, as I have established above, disproportionately based in countries

of the Global North, rather trust workers from the same region with tasks

that require specialised skills (Gerber and Krzywdzinski 2019, p. 37). They,

too, attribute these preferences to language to some degree but also suggest

that cultural prejudice plays a role in who is hired (Gerber & Krzywdzinski,

2019, pp. 36–37).

By structuring interaction, online platforms can influence how the

chances for success are globally distributed. Agrawal et al. (2016) argue

that the rules and interfaces set up by online platforms can mitigate the
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disadvantage of one’s physical location: in a quantitative analysis of oDesk

(now Upwork), they found that applicants from ‘less developed countries’

are 60 percent less likely to be hired. However, information on their job

experience on the platform and verified credentials disproportionately

benefit these applicants. On the other hand, Irani (2015) has argued with

regard to themicrotask platform AmazonMechanical Turk that workers are

sorted along the lines of their geographical location by the platform, rein-

forcing the discrimination described above. Workers, too, interact with the

infrastructure that the platform provides to mitigate disadvantages based

on their location, for example by creating accounts in different countries

via proxy servers (Graham, Lehdonvirta, et al., 2017) or sharing accounts

with friends or relatives in countries that are associated with higher wages

(Wallis, 2021). These practices reflect how stratified the ‘planetary labour

market’ is, but also show that workers have some room for manoeuvre and

that they canmake use of gaps and loopholes in the platform-mediatedwork

environment.

D’Cruz andNoronha (2016) focus on freelancers’ perceptions in their em-

pirical study of India-based freelancers working on Elance-oDesk, the pre-

decessor of the online freelance platformUpwork.The article finds thatmost

freelancers perceive their work on the platform predominantly in a positive

way.However, they also point out that their researchparticipants face racism

in their everyday work:

“Aversive racism fromclients and fellow freelancers, calling into questionworkers’ compe-

tence, bid amounts and remuneration rates, accompanied by divergences linked to ethos,

language and time, bring a negative tenor to work-related interactions and make it more

difficult to complete tasks that are already complicated by their virtual and often asyn-

chronous forms” (D’Cruz & Noronha, 2016, pp. 60–61).

These inequalities are continuously reproduced and challenged in relations

between platforms, clients, and workers. While there is ample research on

how inequality ismediated by digital technologies (cf. e.g.Amrute, 2016; Ash

et al., 2018; Cirucci, 2017; Kolko et al., 2000; Matamoros-Fernández, 2017;

Nakamura, 2012; Noble & Tynes, 2016), platform-mediated work has not

played a big role in this strand of research so far. To sum up, work relations

are spatially reconfigured in ambivalent ways. Research suggests that online

platforms are far from rendering space irrelevant, but they also offer op-

portunities for inclusion into labour markets and (not always intentionally)

spaces to negotiate workers’ positions.
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2.2.4 Synthesis: Ambiguous implications of a platform-mediated work

environment

As the perspectives that I have outlined above suggest, online platforms have

contributed to transformations of work on several levels. The organisation

of work in the form of single, clearly delineated tasks has rendered work

connections loose and volatile: as risk is simultaneously shifted to workers,

they are often in a vulnerable position. While several authors assess online

platforms as drivers of precarity, gig work is often seen as embedded within

larger lines of transformation toward non-standard employment. However,

existing research also shows that work experiences in the gig economy, in-

cluding experiences of precarity, vary greatly depending on the form of gig

work (Howcroft & Bergvall-Kåreborn, 2019), the role of gig work in larger

work constellations (Schor et al., 2020), and workers’ personal motivation

(Dunn, 2020). Moreover, several scholars have questioned whether workers

canenjoy the flexibility proclaimedespecially by theplatforms themselves,as

they experience pressure tomake enoughmoney (Griesbach et al., 2019) and

work processes are managed by online platforms. Working in the gig econ-

omy, then, implies a volatileworkenvironment,withheterogeneousandam-

biguous implications for workers.

The role that online platforms play in managing work processes includes

technological features, often referred to as algorithmic control (Prassl, 2018;

Veen et al., 2020; Wood et al., 2019a). Online platforms frame social inter-

action according to their business interests by setting up an environment of

possibleuse (vanDijck et al.,2018).Moreover,“platformicmanagement” (Jar-

rahi et al., 2020) also includes rules of conduct and further aspects of man-

aging work beyond technological mediation. Online platforms also leverage

information asymmetries as a means of worker control. While these mech-

anisms constrain workers’ agency, workers also find ways to resist or bend

the rules, and they can influence the larger system through their practices

(Shapiro, 2018). With tasks being allocated in a translocally dispersed way,

platforms contribute to a “planetary labourmarket” (Graham&Anwar, 2019)

or increased “virtualmigration” (Altenried et al., 2020; Aneesh, 2006).The re-

searchhas also shown,however, that platformworkdoes not renderworkers’

location irrelevant by any means.

The existing research on platform work, then, paints the picture of a

work environment that is highly volatile, opaque, and complex. The litera-

ture review suggests that the implications of the platform-mediated work
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environment are ambivalent, bringing about elements of freedom and pre-

carity, autonomy and control, and providing access to a global labourmarket

to more people while simultaneously reflecting or even consolidating dis-

crimination.While the work cited above has made important contributions

to understanding global platform work, the present literature also misses

some perspectives, which I will outline below.

2.3 Gaps and blind spots in the literature on platformwork

First,while the literatureonplatformworkfinds thatboth thefieldas awhole

and work relations are highly dynamic and uncertain, the practices of navi-

gating this uncertain work environment have received relatively little schol-

arly attention so far.This is, in part, because the research on platform work

has focused strongly onwork regimes rather thanwork practices and experi-

ences.While there are already some studies on work practices and workers’

perceptions, and the literature on these aspects of platformwork is growing,

studies on working conditions in the gig economy still predominantly focus

on the structural aspects of how work is organised. Based on this observa-

tion, Gandini (2019) proposes “not to overstate the relevance of employment

regimes [and instead] to expand our interest to these workers’ experiences

[…] as well as on the social and cultural implications deriving from working

in a context where relations of production are fluid and social relations at

work are heavily transactionalized” (Gandini, 2019, p. 1052).

What is more, online platforms as novel actors in work constellations

call for a framework that leaves space for negotiating different actors’

roles. Overall, research on negotiations over agency between platforms and

workers is still relatively scarce. Moreover, researchers studying the role of

platforms managing work processes often categorise workers in existing

concepts of actors in work relations. This involves likening or contrasting

workers to employees or independent contractors, but also understandings

of platforms as a point of production, in the tradition of a factory (Altenried,

2022; Gandini, 2019). Comparing online platforms to employers (Friedman,

2014) does not reflect the flexibility of working arrangements, but conceiv-

ing of workers as independent contractors, as especially many platform

companies do, underestimates the level of influence that online platforms

have as mediators of social interaction (van Dijck et al., 2018). Categorising

work in a dichotomy between flexibility and stability misses important
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nuances of workers’ practices and experiences (cf. Ivancheva & Keating,

2020). As Wittel (2004) argues, especially political economy approaches to

digital labour reduce labour to an abstract category, neglecting subjective

experiences and workers’ agency (p. 17).

Second, both conceptual and empirical contributions to the literature

on platform work have largely generalised work experiences in the Global

North. Overall, there is little research on translocal work connections medi-

ated by online platforms so far.The low number of publications dealing with

translocal platform work reflects a focus on location-based gig work and an

overall focus on Europe andNorth America in the literature. Perspectives on

the structure of the platform economy, including exploitation and precarity

as defining features, provide important insights into working conditions

but often leave little space for the heterogeneity and ambiguity of workers’

experiences. While some of the literature on platform work has differenti-

ated how workers experience uncertainty, a lot of studies create the image

of one general experience of platform work. However, as the literature on

global work connections suggests, workers’ location, for example, makes a

big difference in how platformwork is experienced. As D’Cruz and Noronha

(2016) argue, platformwork, too, has predominantly been theorised through

aWestern lens, generalising work experiences with little regard for diversity

across labourmarkets. Since their paper was published, some notable works

of research have contributed to addressing this gap: a large research project

on ‘platform work at the global margins’ has gathered workers’ accounts

from several countries in Africa and Southeast Asia (cf. e.g. Graham & An-

war, 2019;Wood et al., 2019a),Wallis (e.g. 2021) has studied remote platform

work between Germany and Romania, Shevchuk et al. (2021) in Russia,

and Qadri (2021) has focused on location-based gig workers’ experiences in

Indonesia. By focusing on the work practices of remote freelancers based in

India, I aim to contribute to this emerging strand of literature.

In this context, it is also important to challenge the frameworks within

which work is studied. Considering the global spread of work connections

through platformwork, it is important to depart fromperspectives that only

reflect the experiences of a small proportion of those who perform platform

work.Especially studies on precarity in platformwork usually – implicitly or

explicitly – take a Fordist model of standard employment, that is, full-time

permanent employment (cf. ILO, 2016, p. 11), as a point of reference.Within

this framework, the loose connections of gig work are classified as a depar-

ture from stable employment. However, this perspective neglects that stan-
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dard employment relationships have historically and geographically been an

exception rather than thenorm (Neilson&Rossiter,2008).Moreover, thedis-

course on precarity has been framed predominantly in androcentric and Eu-

rocentric ways, focusing on work that is performed by male workers in the

Global North (cf. Ivancheva & Keating, 2020). D’Cruz and Noronha (2016),

for example, consider the term ‘informal’ more suitable to the Indian con-

text than ‘precarious’ when describing their research participants’ working

conditions in platformwork (p. 58).8

Third, a narrow view of work is often applied when studying platform

work, focusing on activities that are considered directly economically pro-

ductive. Woodcock and Graham (2020), for example, refer to paid work

as “a relationship in which one person sells their time to another” (p. 11).

This illustrates Wittel’s (2017) observation that “[t]hroughout the last cen-

tury, labour has been analysed in the western hemisphere as wage labour

only” (p. 258). Feminist scholars have challenged the dominance of paid

labour in concepts of work, arguing for a profound rethinking of work

and the productive domain (cf. Ivancheva & Keating, 2020). When work is

defined strictly by its economic productivity, the interdependence of paid

and unpaid work is often overlooked. As a result, practices beyond paid

employment are often neglected within these perspectives. This includes

care work, for example, but also the unpaid work done by platformworkers,

which I have described above. Scholars have found that platform workers

perform unpaid emotional labour trying to mitigate the uncertainty of the

work environment by building rapport with their clients – both location-

based gig workers (Rosenblat & Stark, 2016) and remote freelancers (Wood

& Lehdonvirta, 2021b). However, so far, research lacks the language and

concepts to grasp the unpaid work brought about by transaction-based

work, as Jarrahi et al. argue (2020, p. 182). To grasp the scope of unpaidwork

done by gigworkers to navigate an uncertainwork environment, concepts of

work are necessary that extend beyond the job descriptions on the platform,

also taking relationships beyond paid work into account. In a similar vein,

Ivancheva and Keating (2020) contend that both the Marxian proletarian

and the neoliberal subject are conceived of as completely autonomous, ne-

glecting their embeddedness in interdependent relationships of love, care,

and solidarity (p. 274).

8 For amore detailed review of the debate on informality in the Global South, see e.g. Cooper et al.

(2021).
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To sum up, online platforms contribute to a transformation of howwork

is organised, allocated, and managed. This development is reflected in a

transformation of work practices: as actors in a work environment that

is characterised by loose and short-term work connections, an unevenly

global labourmarket, and online platforms steering work processes, remote

freelancers perform a great deal of unpaid work to prepare the ground for

paid gigs. While the literature on working conditions in the gig economy is

growing, little is known yet about the everyday work practices of navigating

this uncertain work environment. Furthermore, the emergence of these

work practices poses the question of how work can be conceptualised in

a way that reflects the ambiguities and the heterogeneity of gig workers’

experiences, and that accounts for the multiple dimensions of work beyond

paid labour. To contribute to closing this gap, this study seeks to explore

and theorise remote gig workers’ everyday work practices from a broader

perspective. By using a lens of everyday practices, I aim to produce a fine-

grained image of the heterogeneous and ambivalent implications of the

platform-mediated work environment.Moreover, I focus on unpaid aspects

of platform work, defining work deliberately broadly as making and sus-

taining connections. I situate these connections in relation to the role of

online platforms and their translocality. In the next chapter, I will lay out the

conceptual framework I use to incorporate dynamic relationships beyond

paid work into my analysis.



3. Conceptual Framework: Work as
Practices of Assembling

Toaddress thegapsoutlinedabove, I propose to studyplatformworkby com-

bining feminist approaches that seek to extend the concept of work beyond

paid labour with an assemblage perspective. In the first part of the chapter,

I explore alternative perspectives to conceptualising work as paid employ-

ment. In the second part of the chapter, I outline assemblage as a sensitising

concept to constructmy field of research asmade up of volatile connections.

Finally, I bring both together to develop a tentative understanding of prac-

tices of assembling in remote platformwork.

3.1 De-centring economic productivity: Work beyond paid

employment

I have established above that the idea of work as selling one’s time to some-

one else excludespractices that arenot considereddirectly economically pro-

ductive.While the literature on platformworkmostly focuses on paid work,

scholars froma range of different fields have conceptualisedwork in broader

terms. I will outline some of these perspectives below as a foundation for

my approach to studying work practices in this thesis. Empirical studies on

platform work often do not specify what ‘work’ means but treat it as a self-

evident category. However, in this study, I start from the assumption that

“[w]hat will count as work does not depend a priori on any set of indicators,

but rather on the definition of the situation” (Star & Strauss, 1999, p. 14). Star

and Strauss (1999) contend thatwork is not per se visible or invisible, but that

what counts as work is often a question of who is in power to define it. One

of the examples they use to illustrate this is domestic service work: drawing

on existing empirical studies, they show how both the work and the person
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doing the work are rendered invisible and how this invisibility is linked to a

lack of power (pp. 16–18).This implies that the categorisationofwork reflects

power relations. Starting from this premise, I first introduce perspectives on

invisible ‘background’work in dealingwith technology. Second, I outline ap-

proaches that consider emotional and affective dimensions of work. Third,

I introduce feminist perspectives directed at expanding and deconstructing

the category of work.

3.1.1 Invisible background work: Dealing with technology

From a Science and Technology Studies (STS) perspective, invisible work has

been discussed in terms of covert processes that need to be consideredwhen

designing technological tools to support work. In this strand of research,

working with technology and work practices mediated by technology have

bothbeencovered.Recognising that technologydoesnot justmakeworkeas-

ier, but also implies additional work, adds an important element to studying

platform work. In their reflection on the invisibility of work referred to at

the beginning of this chapter, Star and Strauss (1999) look into the context of

computer-supported cooperative work.Thinking about features of visibility

and invisibility serves them as a starting point for thinking about how rela-

tions between visible and invisible work can be incorporated into the design

of infrastructure.

An important concept they include in their exploration is articulation

work (cf. Strauss, 1985), that is, the effort that goes into dealing with unex-

pected situations and contingencies when interacting with technological

systems (Star & Strauss, 1999, p. 10). But they also include what they call

‘backstage work’ into invisible work: the work that is done away from the

public eye in preparation for the visible product of work – such as a dancer’s

hours of training or an ethnographer’s stack of notebooks filled with messy

fieldnotes. Here, too, they stress that what part of work becomes visible

varies between different fields and often cannot be distinguished clearly

(pp. 21–22).Therefore, the authors take a critical stance towards purely tech-

nological approaches to improving work processes mediated by technology.

Especially in a context of inequality, they argue that “if the system does not

account for the matrix of visible and invisible work and its questions of

equity, those at the bottomwill suffer” (Star & Strauss, 1999, p. 25).
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Focusing on the users’ rather than the designers’ perspective, Vertesi

(2014) looks into work practices in the context of multiple infrastructures.

She stresses that it takes work to create copresence through heterogeneous

infrastructures that work according to different logics. The product of this

work is a “seamful interactional space” (Vertesi, 2014, p. 273). She argues that

the image of seams is more useful to grasp the messy overlap between the

standards of use and interactional possibilities tied to each infrastructure

than thinking of them as layers or boundaries.These messy overlaps do not

imply that actors are incapacitated by dealing with different logics. Instead,

they align different infrastructures in practice – not producing a stable

balance, but rather fleetingmoments of alignment.Moreover, Vertesimakes

a case for studying actors’ observable activities wrestling with the limita-

tions of infrastructures and using opportunities for moments of alignment

instead of zooming out to a meta-infrastructural analysis. She argues that

it is not necessary to look at international agreements or global maps to ob-

serve global entanglements, as these are present inmicro-practices (Vertesi,

2014, p. 268). Vertesi applies this notion to socio-technical practices, such

as connecting hardware with different regionally specific plugs to the same

computer.

These approaches underline that technology does not simply make work

easier – very often, technological advances rather rely on outsourcing work

out of sight.The authors point to several ways inwhich unpaid and unrecog-

nisedwork is performed as a foundation for paidwork.Moreover, they point

to the challenges of integrating different systems intowork practices.Below,

Iwill outlinehowscholars fromdifferentfieldshave introducedanemotional

and affective dimension to work.

3.1.2 Incorporating the realm of emotions

With her concepts of emotion work and emotional labour,Hochschild [1983]

2012) was a pioneer in expanding the focus of work to an emotional domain.

The sociologist points out that a lot of jobs do not only include physical

and mental strain, but also emotional strain. With the concept of ‘emotion

work’, she describes the everydaymanagement of emotions on an individual

level, while ‘emotional labour’ signifiesmanaging one’s own emotions in the

context of paid work. While Hochschild developed these concepts to better

grasp the work especially done by women in the service sector, they have
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been adapted tomany contexts within and beyond the spheres of work stud-

ies since (cf. Koch & Buchanan, 2013). They also offer fruitful connections

to the study of platform workers’ practices: emotion work comes into play

when freelancers deal with the disappointment of being rejected by a client,

for example. When they strive to build trust with prospective clients by be-

ing approachable and likeable, they perform emotional labour. Hochschild

refers to the social aspect of emotion work as ‘feeling rules’ (cf. Koch, 2013

for the application to work culture studies).

In a similar vein, albeit within a Marxian framework, Hardt (1999) has

introduced the concept of ‘affective labour’, which also relates to the man-

agement of emotions. While the concept of emotion work rather refers to

regulating one’s own emotions or performance, affective labour is directed

toward producing and manipulating affect in others (Hardt & Negri, 2000,

p. 293). Going beyond face-to-face interaction, affective labour also refers to

mediated interaction, such as advertising (Hardt, 1999, p. 91). Hardt defines

affective labour as a kind of immaterial labour (cf. Lazzarato, 1996): this im-

plies that the product of labour is immaterial, but also that it is often not

recognised as labour. Marxist feminists have taken up this notion to fore-

ground the labour predominantly performed by women (e.g. Weeks, 2007),

and carved out different dimensions of affective labour, such as commercial

and non-commercial care work, as well as the production of affect in ser-

vice professions, which is especially relevant for this study (Oksala, 2016).

Research from a Marxian perspective generally looks at work as part of the

interplay between capital and labour. Consequently, work practices are al-

ways put in the context of the capitalist exploitation of labour – in the case

of gig workers, this means looking at how they contribute to the platform’s

profit in various ways, for example. Accordingly, affective labour, too, is cat-

egorised by how it contributes to the production of a value surplus.

Focusing on how the neoliberal system and digital technologies interact

and reinforce each other, Terranova (2000) has introduced the notion of ‘free

labour’ to grasp how the digital economy exploits users’ unpaid practices,

also classifying it as cultural or affective labour. When she speaks of ‘digi-

tal labor’, she refers to the work that goes into producing digital content –

this includes code (e.g., open-source software), contributions in online fo-

rums, etc. Terranova introduces the term ‘outernet’ to grasp a network of

social, cultural, and economic relationships that both crisscrosses and ex-

ceeds the internet, and connects it to flows of labour, culture, and power.

She questions the distinction between production and consumption as well
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as between labour and culture.The digital economy, according to her, comes

with a new logic of value.The lines between exploitation and enjoyment are

blurred in this type of labour: people contributing to open-source software,

for example,mightdo sooutof a spirit of community,not expectinganything

in return and feeling a sense of accomplishment about having contributed.

At the same time, capitalist businesses extract value from users’ voluntary

work. Along similar lines, Scholz (2017) refers to the extraction of value from

activities that do not feel like labour, but rather like play, as ‘playbour’.

Several authors build on this idea of the exploitation of free labour and

the blurring of boundaries between work and play to create the image of

‘entrepreneurs of the self ’ in digital capitalism. The underlying idea of this

argument is that users of digital media perform free labour online not just

for fun, but as investments in their ‘human capital’ (Feher, 2009). This has

two implications: First, ‘neoliberal subjects of value’ (vanDoorn,2014) are not

just producing value through labour, but also have a value assigned to them.

Alison Hearn (2010) argues that digital social capital or ‘reputation’, earned

for example by posting in online forums or increasing the number of follow-

ers on an online platform, has become a new currency, or source of value.

She frames “[s]elf-branding [as] a formof affective, immaterial labour that is

purposefully undertaken by individuals to garner attention, reputation and

potentially, profit” (Hearn, 2010, p. 427).This implies thatmarket value is as-

signed to users of digitalmedia.Online reputationmeasures commensurate

this value, that is, they integratediversepractices into a commonmeasurable

framework (van Doorn, 2014).

Second, understanding unpaid online practices as investments in one’s

market value introduces an element of contingency, as the outcomes of

one’s investments cannot be predicted. Building on both Terranova (2000)

and Hearn (2010), van Doorn (2014) points out an emotional dimension of

digital practices in a neoliberal context: he argues that online reputation

management is characterised by ‘affective ambiguities’, as users struggle to

manage their market value in a context where it is unclear what constitutes

this value and how it can be increased. According to him, entrepreneurial

workers cannot control their human capital, “they can only invest in it, hop-

ing that its valuewill increasewhen positive external evaluations enable self-

appreciation in a competitive job market whose parameters have become

increasingly uncertain” (van Doorn 2014, p. 358).This uncertainty is also the

foundation for “hope labour” (Kuehn & Corrigan, 2013), that is, unpaid work

performed as an investment in future earnings.
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Drawing on ethnographic research in different business process out-

sourcing (BPO) agencies in Bengaluru over several years, Mankekar and

Gupta (2016, 2017, 2019) expand the notion of emotional labour to work

settings without physical copresence. They argue that call centre work is

affective labour: Departing from Hochschild’s idea that this means produc-

ing fake emotions starting from an ‘authentic self ’, they argue that affective

labour produces subjectivity (Mankekar & Gupta, 2016, pp. 24–25). What is

more, they add the bodily challenges of going against one’s circadian rhythm

(Mankekar & Gupta, 2016, p. 30), the affective labour of linguistic, cultural,

and experiential translation (Mankekar & Gupta, 2017, p. 71) and dealing

with racist abuse (2017, p. 76), as well as the double burden that especially

women face – they write: “most women agents experienced a double work-

day: they had to continue to perform affective labor at home because they

were primarily responsible for taking care of their families” (Mankekar &

Gupta, 2019, p. 424).

The freelancers at the centre of this study are not only characterized by

how digitalised their work is but also by its creative nature. The context in

which they work is highly flexible and often characterised by an erosion of

the boundaries between what counts as work and free or private time. This

development is discussed in cultural anthropology and neighbouring disci-

plines as part of a broader development of the ‘de-bordering of work’ (Ger-

ber&Krzywdzinski, 2019; Huber, 2013; Voß, 1998).Thede-bordering ofwork

and life has been subdivided into different processes in the literature: sub-

jectification of work refers to the development of ever more previously per-

sonal, emotional skills seeping into the work sphere.Marketisation refers to

a de-bordering between the market or entrepreneurial principles and paid

employment. Flexibilisation refers to the de-bordering of work and private

life (Gerber & Krzywdzinski, 2019, p. 29).

These approaches to work provide useful hints as to how the concept

of work can be expanded against the backdrop of digitalisation. They carve

out a broader range of diverse practices than what is traditionally counted

as work, including, for example, more playful practices that may not even

feel like work. Moreover, they show how subjectivities emerge from digital

practices in contingent processes.While these approaches add a useful view

of howwork practices are embedded within a broader context of capitalism,

their unified perspective of workers in capitalism may lack the nuance of

how workers are differently affected by changes in work practices. Workers

relate to digital platforms and the overall system of platformwork in diverse
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ways, and the dynamics of global platformwork suggest that they havemore

agency to influence the overall system than what neo-Marxist approaches

concede. Moreover, imagining an original clear separation of work and

private lives, often connected to ideas of public and private spheres, renders

invisible all the reproductive forms ofwork, often taken on bywomen,which

make a 40-hour workweek possible in the first place. This non-recognition

of reproductive labour is alsowhere the feminist critique of concepts such as

the ‘entreployee’ (German original: “Arbeitskraftunternehmer”) (Voß, 1998),

which refers to a transformation towards entrepreneurial practices in an

increasing number of work constellations, comes in (Huber 2006, p. 127).

While the perspectives outlined above have expanded the notion of work by

adding unpaid practices, they still locate work within a sphere of economic

productivity. Below, I draw on approaches that seek to go beyond economic

productivity in how they define work in novel ways to develop a tentative

framework for studying work practices in this thesis.

3.1.3 Deconstructing the category of work

Arendt (1969) does not conceive of work as a sphere that can be differentiated

from life but as a fundamental human activity. She distinguishes three

aspects of what she calls vita activa: labour, work, and action.1 Labour, to

her, is a continuous activity directed at subsistence: it is what humans do

to sustain the processes of the human body. Labour does not produce a

durable outcome – its effects are continuously consumed as they are pro-

duced (p. 86). Work, by contrast, entails producing something that lasts,

and which is not subjected to the need for continuous subsistence (p. 7).

Arendt describes labour as a cyclical activity, corresponding to the rhythms

of growth and decay in biological life (p. 98). As such, labour never ends,

or only ends with the end of human life. Work, on the other hand, ends

when its object is produced.This distinction can be fruitfully applied to the

study of platform work, as well: from this perspective, creating a logo, for

example, can be considered work in Arendt’s sense. Working on the logo

1 Arendt describes action as activity that goes on between people without the intermediation of

things. She uses this term to refer to the foundation for humans as political beings (Arendt 1969,

p. 7). Iwill focus onher differentiation between labour andworkhere; her concept of action refers

to political life, which would go beyond the scope of this thesis.
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leads to a product, in this case, a source file that can be sent to and used by

a client.This work is what is commonly taken into account and what is paid

for by the client. However, I argue here that platform work also includes a

considerable amount of labour as Arendt understands it: practices directed

at keeping up the status quo. This could be understood in a much wider

sense, too, but I will focus here on practices that directly support the ‘work’

aspect, such as keeping one’s profile up to date or sending cover letters to

clients. This labour is necessary to prepare the ground for work, but it does

not have a durable product. In short, Arendt’s (1969) differentiation between

work and labour can be applied to differentiate interrelated components of

platformwork. Continuous labour is necessary as a foundation for work.

This interdependence of different forms of work is also present in fem-

inist approaches to work. Over the past decades, scholars have pointed out

that a narrow focus on paid employment renders especially work done pre-

dominantly by women, such as care work, invisible. Feminist scholars have

introduced the category of reproductive labour to complement productive

labour in theMarxian sense outlined above (Mackenzie & Rose, 1983).While

productive labour is, for example, going to work in a factory to produce

value in a capitalist system, the concept of reproductive labour originally

included all the unpaid domestic work of cleaning, cooking, or caring for

children. Building on this concept, some scholars have argued that the value

produced in the domestic sphere should be recognised by including it in

the GDP (Waring, [1988] 2016) or paying wages for housework (Federici,

1975). Further developing the notion of social reproduction, scholars have

extended its reach to encompass “the fleshy, messy, and indeterminate

stuff of everyday life [and] a set of structured practices that unfold in di-

alectical relation with production, with which it is mutually constitutive

and in tension” (Katz, 2001, p. 711). While these approaches originally re-

lied on a dualism between masculinised productive labour and feminised

reproductive labour, there are also conceptualisations of work that carve

out how these spheres overlap. In later approaches to social reproduction,

scholars have critically examined the analytical separation of production

and reproduction, integrating both into the concept of life’s work (Mitchell

et al., 2004).

Moreover, Haug (2008) expands the concept of work beyond the distinc-

tion between paid labour and reproductive labour to include political work

and individual development. She creates a utopian vision for a society in

which everybody, irrespective of their gender, can distribute their waking
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time equally between these four forms of work.Thus, she goes one step fur-

ther and broadens the notion of work beyond the sphere of capitalist pro-

duction or the reproduction of labour power. Digitalisation and, especially

relevant in the context of this dissertation, the influence of online platforms,

have further impactedhowdifferent formsofwork andnon-work interrelate

and bleed into each other. Lizzie Richardson (2017) argues that with digital-

isation, work is both extended and intensified. Thanks to digital technolo-

gies, work is extended both spatially and in terms of what spheres of life are

touched by work, as it is less bound to a physical workplace and can be dis-

tributed over space and between producers and consumers, for example. As

a result, work is also intensified as new tasks become necessary to make a

space into aworkplace or integratemore social skills intomost kinds ofwork

(Richardson,2017,pp. 246–248).She argues that “[t]he emergenceof thedig-

ital workplace means that what counts within the category of ‘work’ is open”

(Richardson, 2017, p. 251).

While the approaches outlined above treat work as a concept that can be

changed by adding new spheres and thus treat it as socially constructed and

changeable, they remain within the logic of treating work as a bounded cat-

egory that can be defined as the sum of distinct parts. As Cameron and Gib-

son-Graham(2003) argue, the “economy is thus expandedby conceptualising

it as a dualistic whole comprised of amasculinised realm of paid work and a

feminised realm of unpaid domestic, child-based, nurture-oriented, volun-

tary and community work” (p. 147).They contend that it is not enough to add

new categories of production to the economy but still view it as a whole, the

different parts of which can be added together. Instead, they suggest decon-

structing the notion of the economy altogether and building it up anew from

what can be observed. This move can also be applied to work more specif-

ically: by opening the meaning of work, new aspects may become known.

Similarly, Ivancheva and Keating (2020) argue that it is not the right move

to attribute an exchange value to love, care, and solidarity. Instead, they “call

for a profound rethinking and eventual reorganization of the productive do-

main around the concept of care” (p. 254).Within this framework, then,work

and life, or productive and reproductive spheres, are not a binary but a con-

tinuum (ibid.).
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3.1.4 Synthesis: Interdependent practices

To sumup, the approaches towork that I have outlined above have expanded

the category in several ways that inform how I study work practices medi-

ated by online platforms. I build on the feminist critique that has challenged

work as an essential category to open up what work can mean. Drawing on

perspectives onwork beyond paid employment, I contend thatwork as a cat-

egory is socially constructed and can thus also be deconstructed and opened

up for newmeanings. Taking on this critical feminist perspective, I focus es-

pecially on those aspects of work that are unpaid, unrecognised, and taken

for granted. By doing this, I aim to go beyond the binary of work vs. non-

work, not excluding any activity from potentially being work. When I write

about unpaid labour performed by platformworkers, then, this does not au-

tomatically imply that all ofwhat theydo should ideally be integrated into the

sphere of paid employment. Instead, I consider paid and unpaid practices,

as well as emotional and affective labour, as different elements of platform

work. Meaning and value are attributed to work practices as they are inte-

grated into a larger context of relations.

Moreover, I argue that thedifferentpractices thatmakeup the categoryof

work are interdependent.This is reflected in the analytical perspectives out-

lined above in variousways:The invisible backgroundwork described by Star

andStrauss (1999) provides anecessary foundation for the part of socio-tech-

nical work that is recognised.Work in Arendt’s (1969) sense of producing or

creating somethingwould not be possible without the labour of subsistence.

Moreover, productive and reproductive labour are closely intertwined. This

interdependence calls for an approach to work that takes into account how

different elements of work are distributed along the lines of relations, going

beyond the single worker as an autonomous subject (cf. Ivancheva & Keat-

ing, 2020, p. 274). Although the practices that I am focusing on in this study

would fit in the category of what Arendt (1969) has described as labour, I use

the term ‘work’ here: this is because labour is predominantly associatedwith

a Marxian frame of reference, foregrounding relations of capitalist produc-

tion.However, I aim to understand work in a broader sense here, including,

but also transcending economic productivity. Below, I will introduce the no-

tion of assemblage, which I use to reflect the volatility of work connections

as I construct the field of platformwork.
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3.2 Platform-mediated work from a global assemblage

perspective

I argue that an assemblage perspective can contribute to a better under-

standing of the ambiguities of platform work. The concept of assemblage

was originally developed by Deleuze and Guattari (1993) and has since been

taken up and modified in various bodies of work, including Actor Network

Theory (e.g. Latour, 2008) and New Materialism (e.g. DeLanda, 2016). It

has been applied to diverse empirical fields, such as forest management

(Li, 2007), social movements (McFarlane, 2009), and resistance in digital

environments (Ettlinger, 2017). As Buchanan (2021) argues, assemblage

theory is necessarily incomplete – it is an invitation to be developed further,

held together by some core principles (p. 6). Below, I outline the assemblage

framework as I use it in this thesis and relate it to the empirical case of

platform work, drawing especially on Collier’s and Ong’s (2005) concept of

global assemblages. First, I go into some broader characteristics of the term

‘assemblage’ and relate them to the volatility of gig work. Second, I outline

how elements of an assemblage interact with each other. Third, I relate the

assemblage framework to my perspective on space and the global in this

thesis. Finally, I deduct an understanding of work asmaking and sustaining

connections from the assemblage perspective.

3.2.1 Assembling volatile connections

An assemblage is formed by the practices of relating heterogeneous human

and nonhuman actors (Ettlinger, 2018). In the context of this project, the

actors include platform workers, clients, and platforms, as well as many

more elements they relate to. As Marcus and Saka write, “[t]he time-space

in which assemblage is imagined is inherently unstable and infused with

movement and change” (Marcus & Saka, 2006, p. 102). That is, producing

relations does not result in a stable structure, but actors’ positions in rela-

tion to each other may change or it might disintegrate completely (Marcus

& Saka, 2006). Assemblage, then, implies relations that do not necessarily

forman organism: “[A]n assemblage is both the provisional holding together

of a group of entities across differences and a continuous process of move-

ment and transformation as relations and terms change” (B. Anderson et

al., 2012, p. 177). Therefore, rather than trying to grasp its elusive structure,
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the assemblage can be approached as a continuous process. The volatility

of connections makes it necessary for actors to continuously work on the

assemblage: as Li argues, “assemblage flags agency, the hard work required

to draw heterogeneous elements together, forge connections between them

and sustain these connections in the face of tension” (Li, 2007, p. 264). I have

shown above that both thework connections established via platforms in the

form of gigs and the overall field of platform work are highly dynamic and

volatile. The notion of assemblage can contribute to grasping this volatil-

ity beyond the promise of flexibility or the threat of precarity. Moreover,

through the notion of making and sustaining volatile connections, the as-

semblage perspective provides an approach to the unpaid work practices

that I want to focus on here. It thus complements the broad conception of

work that I have established above.

3.2.2 Agency in an assemblage

From an assemblage perspective, all elements can affect the larger constella-

tion (Ettlinger, 2018). In a configuration characterised by contingency, both

power relations and the assemblage as a whole can change – or be changed

(Ettlinger, 2018, p. 3). DeLanda (2016) describes the form of assemblages as

a possibility space, which contains themultiple capacities of their elements.

Power in an assemblage is not centralised on one actor but distributed be-

tween them (cf. Ettlinger 2018, Li 2007).Moreover, the notion of distributed

agency does not mean that an assemblage resembles a level playing field:

rather, power in this context can be conceptualised as “the capacity to as-

semble” (McFarlane, 2009, p. 567), that is,making connections in the assem-

blage. Making connections, then, is not only hard work but also harder for

some than for others. The relations between elements of an assemblage are

also power relations.On the onehand, this implies that platformworkers are

constrained in their actions within the assemblage of global platform work.

On the other hand, it leaves space for agency and for them to shift relations in

the assemblage. Connecting this to the existing studies on agency and con-

trol in platform work, the assemblage perspective, again, leaves space for

ambiguities and negotiations. From this perspective, online platforms can-

not determine workers’ actions, just like workers cannot act independently

of online platforms. Instead, they relate to and influence each other. Below,
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I outline the implications of assemblage theory for the study of translocal

connections.

3.2.3 The global in the space of assemblage

Assemblage as ananalytic concept calls for anotionof space that is not bound

to amaterial location but understood via relations.McFarlane (2009) argues

that as a relational analytic, assemblage is open to multiple spatial imagi-

naries.The emergence of work relations mediated by online platforms is of-

ten connected to the globalisation of work and a notion of the world grow-

ing closer together in a process of time-space compression. However, just

as social relations themselves, relational space is “by its very nature full of

power and symbolism, a complex web of relations of domination and sub-

ordination, of solidarity and co-operation” (Massey, 1994, p. 265). Within a

relational understanding of space, the idea of time-space compression has

to be differentiated: As Massey argues, the time-space compression associ-

ated with globalisation does not affect everybody in the sameway, as “differ-

ent social groups, and different individuals, are placed in very distinct ways

in relation to these flows and interconnections” (Massey, 1994, p. 149).This is

true for the relationship between workers and clients in the context of this

dissertation: the fact that there are world regions wheremostly clients come

from and others where mostly workers come from supports this. As Massey

continues, “[t]his point concerns notmerely the issue of whomoves andwho

doesn’t, although that is an important element of it; it is also about power in

relation to the flows and themovement.” (Massey, 1994, p. 149)This notion of

“power geometry” (Massey, 1994) also connects back to the notion of power

and agency in the assemblage explained above. From a spatial perspective,

the capacity to assemble is reflected in the capacity to influence the flows

and interconnectionsMassey describes.As digital connections permeate the

global assemblage of platform work, the relational space constructed here

transcends notions of physical and virtual.

To reflect the ambiguous ways in which platformwork is dispersed glob-

ally, I use the term “global assemblage” (Ong & Collier, 2005) as a sensitising

concept. The ontology of assemblage reflects the tension between the tech-

nological promise of a global labour market and the actual situated work

practices and lived experiences of graphic designers using online freelance

platforms in India. I argue that in the context of remote freelance platforms,
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work has developed into a global form, described by Collier and Ong (2005)

as having “a distinctive capacity for decontextualization and recontextual-

ization, abstractability andmovement, across diverse social and cultural sit-

uations and spheres of life” (p. 11). Ong and Collier illustrate this with the ex-

ample of organs becoming a global form through developments inmedicine

and technology that increasingly allow for themtobe extracted fromthe con-

text of one human body into another (ibid.). Similarly, the technological in-

frastructure of online platforms allows for work relations to be formed on a

global level, integrating all actors into a shared context. Translocal work re-

lations and an international division of labour are not new phenomena (cf.

e.g. Massey, 1995), but through online work platforms, work relations span

the globe in new ways, as I have outlined in Chapter 2.2.3.

Calling platform-mediated work ‘global’ here does not mean that online

work platforms are present everywhere or that a single platform has a global

reach, but that work becomes mobile “across diverse social and cultural sit-

uations” (Collier, 2016, p. 400). By conceiving of platform work as a global

form, then, I do not suggest that it does not matter what social, cultural, or

other contexts the work relations are formed in – they are “not unrelated to

social and cultural problems” (Collier&Ong, 2005, p. 11). I also do not adhere

to platforms’ optimistic marketing statements promising that they create a

global community or that everybody canmake it on the platform, regardless

of where they live. Instead, I consider global forms as elements in global as-

semblages, or a global assemblage as “the actual and specific articulation of

a global form” (Collier, 2016, p. 400).

Collier and Ong argue that global forms interacting with other elements

formcontingent,uneasy,unstable interrelationships, constituting theglobal

in the space of assemblage. They provide the example of neoliberalism as a

global form, which becomes significant for forms of individual and collec-

tive life in assemblages with other elements in a specific context (Collier &

Ong,2005,pp. 13–14). It is these tensions anduneasy relationships that I aim

to bring to light in this book. Thinking in terms of global assemblages also

means turning away from the dichotomy between an abstract ‘global’ that is

expressed in a specific ‘local’:

“In relationship to ‘the global,’ the assemblage is not a ‘locality’ to which broader forces are

counterposed. Nor is it the structural effect of such forces. An assemblage is the product

of multiple determinations that are not reducible to a single logic” (Collier & Ong, 2005,

p. 12).
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With regards to this study, this suggests that instead of viewing platform-

mediated design work as an exemplary case for the principles of global plat-

form work, I stay close to workers’ specific practices to produce a situated

account of how they relate to different elements in an assemblage of global

platformwork.Thus, I study how the assembling of heterogeneous elements

performed by platformworkers connects various places across the globe.

3.2.4 Synthesis: Work as making and sustaining connections

Theassemblageperspective fromwhich I construct thefieldofplatformwork

builds on the broad notion of work that I have proposed above and connects

it to the features of platform work that I have outlined in the literature re-

view.This work encompasses a broad range of paid and unpaid practices of

relating and, through relating, producing the assemblage. Work points at

having to make an effort to keep things going, but it goes beyond common

understandings within a framework of paid labour or capitalist production.

This work is necessary because of the emergence and contingency of the as-

semblage: it is not stable, but actors’ positions in relation to each other may

changeor itmight disintegrate completely (Marcus&Saka,2006).Therefore,

what graphic designers do to keep this assemblage together can be consid-

ered part of theirwork, going beyondpaid tasks they performononline plat-

forms.

Mirroring the volatility of the assemblage, I tentatively framework as the

continuous effort of making and sustaining connections. Against this back-

drop, I assemble the global form of platform-mediated work with practices

by graphic designers in India. By doing so, I contrast the broadly encom-

passing and mobile quality of the global form with the heterogeneous,

contingent, unstable, partial, and situated character of the assemblage.

Contingent, uneasy, and unstable interrelationships emerge. Reflecting

the notion of a “life-work continuum” (Ivancheva & Keating, 2020), both

relationships with clients and with platforms as nonhuman actors and

relationships beyond the realm of platform work are included in this explo-

ration. This comprises the following broad questions: How do gig workers

relate to their clients and their peers? How do they interact with the online

platforms that they use for their work? How do they view their role in these

relationships? How do gig workers’ relationships transcend the realm of
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platform work? How do they align platform work with different elements of

their lives?

3.3 Working definition of practices of assembling

To approach the multiple interrelationships that freelancers make and sus-

tain, I divide platformwork into two analytical categories: practices of creat-

ing designs and practices of assembling. I consider ‘creating designs’ as the

more direct, practical, and visible part of their work: for example, thinking

of a new logo,making sketches and drafts, and producing a file. Practices of

assembling encompass setting up and curating one’s profile, browsing de-

sign briefs,writing proposals, discussing ideas with clients or collaborators,

managing one’s online reputation, and organising one’s schedule –practices

that are often taking place in the background.They also involve relationships

that go beyond the realm of platformwork. In this project, I focus primarily

on practices of assembling. Practices of assembling and creating designs are

not bounded from each other in the designers’ everyday work: they are intri-

cately connected and interdependent. The work of creating a logo depends

on the designer setting up a profile and successfully attracting clients, for

example. Practices of assembling add a dimension to the paid work of prac-

tices of creating designs, however, the notion does not cover everything that

could be considered ‘life’swork’ (Mitchell et al., 2004):While I incorporate re-

lationships beyond the sphere ofwork in practices of assembling, I still focus

on practices that are connected to and support freelancers’ paid work.

Thevarious aspects of practices of assemblingare reflected in the analysis

chapters. I weave in existing concepts of work withmy observations of prac-

tices by freelance designers. The sets of practices I describe in the analysis

section are also interwoven; they overlap rather than form neat categories.

I will point out some of these overlaps while describing the practices and

tie the different sets of practices together in the synthesis. Furthermore, I

will embed the analysis of work practices within relations that go beyond the

realm of platform work, including platform workers’ support systems and

the constellations of different forms of paid and unpaid work, of which plat-

form work is only one part. The practices are not the same for all platform

workers, but they have common threads, which I will describe as practices

of assembling in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. Building on the analysis of these prac-

tices, I will then carve out central features of what work means in this con-
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text in Chapter 8. In the next chapter, I outline my research process and the

methodological considerations undergirding the study.





4. Research Approach andMethodological
Perspectives

As I have outlined above, the goal of this study is to explore and theorise re-

mote gig workers’ everyday work practices of making and sustaining global

connections mediated by online platforms. To tackle this and to develop the

lens of making and sustaining connections as work practices, I posed three

interconnected research questions: First, how do gig workers navigate the vo-

latility of work relations? Second, how do online platforms mediate work practices?

Third, howdo remote freelancers align globalwork relationswith local, situated prac-

tices? In this chapter, I connect the conceptual framework that I have laid out

above to the epistemological and methodological framework of the study.

First, I reflect on the entangledprocesses of constructing thefieldof research

and negotiating my position as a researcher. Second, I introduce the digital

ethnography approach that I have taken in this study. Third, I trace the re-

searchprocess,which consistedof interconnectedphases of theoretical sam-

pling, online explorations, interviews, and digital photo diaries, as well as

analysing material. Finally, I reflect on disruptions in the research process

and ethical questions that my research entailed.

4.1 Co-construction of research, researcher, and field

I have argued above that the assemblage of global platform work is con-

structed by everyday work practices of making and sustaining connections.

As the phenomenon I study is highly dynamic and volatile, it cannot be

grasped by ideas of a static and bounded field. By constructing the field as

an assemblage, I focus on the volatility of connections and acknowledge that

they do not form a stable structure. As a researcher, I am not describing this

assemblage from the outside, but I contribute to its emergence. Since the
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WritingCulturedebate in anthropology that started in the 1980s (cf.Clifford&

Marcus, 1984), research has been widely accepted in the discipline as a social

and context-dependent practice of knowledge production (Hess & Schwertl,

2013, p. 22).That is, the field is not simply there for me to become immersed

in; instead, I am constructing it as the research proceeds. To reflect this

entanglement of researcher and research, Hess and Schwertl (2013) propose

to depart from notions of a spatially defined field; beyond the expansion to-

wardmulti-sited ethnography (Marcus, 1995), they argue that the field could

be thought of as an assemblage in itself, in which the researcher is an actor.

As I have described in Chapter 3.2, being an actor in the assemblage implies

that I am enmeshed in interdependent relationships: I am both continually

co-producing the field and the field continually co-produces my position as

a researcher (cf. Robertson, 2002). Against this backdrop, I aim to reflect on

the role that I as a researcher play in the knowledge that I produce.

AsHarawaywrites,“theonlyway tofinda larger vision is tobe somewhere

in particular” (Haraway, 1988, p. 590). By constructing the field and selecting

the relations that I consider most relevant to the situation, I am necessar-

ily producing a partial account. It reflects my positionalities and the shared

process of meaning-making by me and the object of research, labelled as a

“material-semiotic actor” by Haraway (1988, p. 595). Both the research pro-

cess and its result, this study, are entangled with my biography and my po-

sitionality as a white German researcher working at a research institute in

Germany, as well as my gender, age, and educational background. To situate

theknowledge that Ipresent in this studywithin thepower relationsbetween

me and other actors in the field (which I am co-producing), it is necessary to

reflexively examinemy positionality. Especially feminist scholars have called

for this critical reflexivity – as McDowell (1992) argues, ”we must recognize

and take account of our own position, as well as that of our research par-

ticipants, and write this into our research practice” (p. 409). However, this is

not a straightforward task. My position is not stable, it shifts in relation to

other actors, and distinct aspects ofmy positionality are relevant depending

on the situation. In the different phases of field research, I was in the posi-

tion of someone trying to sign up on various platformswithout design skills,

but with a German IP address; I was a white woman backed by a European

academic institution asking for an interview, I was a stranger navigating the

city of Bengaluru, and I was a client with the power to withhold payment or

leave a low rating.
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I negotiated these overlapping positions with online platforms and plat-

formworkers, and they were connected to different power dynamics, or “ca-

pacities to assemble” (McFarlane, 2009,p. 567).Throughout the research pro-

cess, up to the claims that I make based on my observations, I have aimed

to continuously reflect on my role in the various relationships that make up

the field in memos and conversations with colleagues and research partici-

pants. Moreover, I have strived to take into account the limits of my knowl-

edge and understanding of the field and to connect my account to where I

am speaking from (Rose, 1997). The research participants in this study have

contributed their perspectives and shared their knowledgeas experts of their

owneveryday lives. I haveaimed to incorporate their interpretations into this

account, for example by using open interviews and digital photo diaries, as

well as putting my preliminary results up for discussion with interested re-

search participants. Still, I take seriously the privilege of being the one who

can share her interpretations of this with an academic audience. In the re-

mainder of this chapter, I will share reflections on my shifting positionali-

ties along the phases of research, from delimiting the scope of my study to

the steps of gathering and analysing material. This reflexivity also includes

making struggles and frictions in the research process explicit (cf. Ouma,

2015, p. 89).

4.2 The lens of digital ethnography

As I have argued above, I study work practices from an assemblage perspec-

tive.The work practices that contribute to producing and sustaining the as-

semblageofplatformworkaredynamicandelusive.By constructing thefield

as an assemblage, I focus on the volatility of connections and acknowledge

that they do not form a stable structure. As Marcus and Saka (2006, p. 106)

argue, an assemblage perspective ismost fruitful if it leaves space for hetero-

geneity and emergence, not trying to pin it down by depicting it as a ‘final’

state. To account for this, I have chosen an ethnographic approach for this

study. The methodology of ethnography is suitable to study complex phe-

nomena in their emergence for three reasons, as Knecht (2013) points out:

First, it entails combining various perspectives, which is often reflected in a

variety of data material. Second, ethnography is processual: the researcher

adapts the approach and adjusts it to the observations they make through-

out the research.Third, ethnography is based on being open to what comes
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up in encounters and willing to be surprised by what comes up in research

participants’ accounts. Ethnography aims to understand social phenomena

in their complexity rather than explaining linear causalities (cf. Faust, 2019,

p. 21). Its goal is not to uncover an objective ‘truth’– instead, it is based on ac-

cepting that many truths can emerge from multiple perceptions. As Ortner

(1996) describes, ethnography, then, means “looking at and listening to real

people doing real things in a given historical moment, past or present, and

trying to figure out howwhat they are doing or have done will or will not re-

configure the world they live in” (p. 2). Accordingly, I focused on freelancers’

practices and perceptions, aiming to dive into their complexity andmultiple

entanglements rather than reduce them to seemingly stable categories.

As I have pointed out above, the everyday work practices that I focus on

in this study are deeply entangled with digital technologies. The strengths

of ethnography lend themselves to studying online interaction, as Star (1999)

argues: “[I]t is capable of surfacing silenced voices, juggling disparatemean-

ings, and understanding the gap between words and deeds” (p. 383). To ac-

count for online platforms as relevant actors in the assemblage, I embed this

study in the field of digital ethnography (Pink et al., 2016). In doing so, I use

a “non-digital centric approach to the digital” (Pink et al., 2016, p. 7), that is, I

aim to understand practices of engagingwith digitalmedia rather than digi-

talmedia themselves.Accordingly, I ammore interested in themultiplicity of

practices than the internal logic of ‘the internet’ (cf.Hine,2015,pp. 28–29). In

a similar vein, I donot intend to focus on a single online platform inmy study

but aim to trace “themultiple interrelationships and overlappinguses of dig-

ital technologies” (Ardévol &Gómez-Cruz, 2014, p. 7). As this perspective as-

sumes digital technologies to be part of everyday practices, digital ethnogra-

phy expands the toolbox of ethnography, but it does not leave behind estab-

lished methods aimed at understanding everyday practices. Digital ethnog-

raphy is thus also non-digital-centric in the sense of the methods used. Be-

low, I outline the implications of a digital ethnography approach for how I

constructed the field site and the combination ofmethods with which I pro-

ceeded.

4.3 Research process

My fieldwork consisted of threemain phases between January 2019 andMay

2021. As I have described above, ethnographic research is an adaptive pro-
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cess.This entails combining different methods to bring to light different as-

pects of a phenomenon, and adapting the approach to what the research

process reveals (Hine, 2015, pp. 176–177). Accordingly, while I brought my

own frames of reference and concepts to the table, I aimed to remain flex-

ible and open to being surprised by the meanings that research participants

ascribed to their situations and expanded the range of methods during my

research process. Flexibility became evenmore crucial as the COVID-19 pan-

demic ruled out face-to-face interaction and international travel for a large

part of my research process. In terms of methodology, I aimed to reflect this

adaptability by iteratively switching between gathering and analysing ma-

terial, using tools from Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 2003). Below,

I will lay out the process in more detail, starting with how I delimited the

scope of my research, and continuing along the three main approaches of

unobtrusive explorations, interviews, and digital photo diaries. Moreover, I

will explain how the phases of research informed each other.

4.3.1 Initial delimitations: Sites and protagonists

My first step towards grasping the global assemblage of platform work was

choosing a particular entry point to access the practices that produce it. As I

have described in Chapter 3.2, the global in the space of assemblage is char-

acterised by friction between a global form and local, situated practices (Col-

lier & Ong, 2005). To observe this friction, I chose a specific location and set

of practices. I initially delimited the scope of my study to graphic design-

ers who are based in India and connect to clients via online freelance plat-

forms. I started with just these premises and aimed to continuously expand

the variation within the sample by comparing cases (cf. Strauss & Corbin,

2003, pp. 72–85).The specific sample of research participants then emerged

from the process, based on my theoretical sampling and what was possible

forme to access. In this subchapter, I will outline the reasoning behind these

choices and embed themwithin the research process.

I focused on freelance graphic designers’ practices in my study, first, as

the product of their work is easily transmittable online and does not strongly

depend on language. Accordingly, tasks such as designing logos are com-

monlymediated by online platforms.Second,design is a complex taskwhich

requires specialised knowledge. By contrast to so-called microtasks, these

types of tasks have received little attention in the literature on platformwork
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so far, as I have argued in Chapter 2.1.What is more, I expected the need for

unpaid work connected to standing out to clients, making emotional con-

nections, and curating one’s profile to be stronger in this type of work than

with more standardised tasks.Thus, creative freelance work promised to be

a good example of the practices of assembling in which I was interested.

Geographically, I delimited the scope ofmy research to freelancers based

in India. The country was the largest provider of remote work in the world

in 2020 (ILO, 2021, p. 53), followed by Pakistan and Bangladesh. Long be-

fore online platforms gained momentum, the country played an important

role in the business process outsourcing (BPO) industry (cf. e.g. Aneesh,

2015; Mankekar & Gupta, 2016; Upadhya, 2016). Thus, I could expect many

platform workers there. Moreover, due to my background as a South Asia

scholar, I already had some contacts there and was familiar with the con-

text, which made it easier for me to gain access to research participants.

Bengaluru, where I stayed for a month in 2020 to conduct interviews, is

characterised by contrasts and rapid transformations: the IT sector plays

an important role in the city, and high-rise corporate buildings stand side

by side with “a jumble of small shops, nondescript office blocks, modest

bungalows crowded together on narrow roads, buildings half-demolished

to make way for road-widening projects, proliferating construction sites,

and garbage lying uncollected on street corners” (Upadhya, 2016, pp. 1–2).

Thus, the city reflects the friction of the global in the space of assemblage,

bringing together diverse experiences. While I could not follow through

with my plans to visit further Indian cities, I included freelancers based in

different regions of the country in video interviews and digital photo diaries

to incorporate a greater variety of living situations and local contexts.

Although India is the physical locationwhere the freelancers in this study

work, other places play important roles in their practices, too – for instance,

clients’ locations affected their work rhythms. Moreover, while they are not

physical sites that they move in, online platforms provided frameworks for

freelancers’ practices in important ways. Beyond combining online and of-

fline strategies for gathering researchmaterial, digital ethnography also has

implications for the understanding of field sites “as a heterogeneous net-

workmapped out from the social relationships of the subjects and their con-

nections to material and digital objects and to physical or virtual locations”

(Ardévol & Gómez-Cruz, 2014, p. 7). Therefore, I will briefly outline the on-

line platforms that I focused on in this study as another component of the

research setting. At the beginning of my research project, I first gained an
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overview of online crowdwork platforms that mediate design jobs and tar-

get users in an international context. As Hine (2015) argues, combining the

exploration of different platforms and juxtaposing their differences helps to

assess how their technical setup, as well as the cultural conventions of their

use, shape the practices of their use (p. 168). I, therefore, chose four plat-

forms for closer investigation, 99designs, Fiverr, Talenthouse, and Upwork,

aiming to contrast them along several dimensions. All four platforms tar-

get a global clientele andmediate design jobs. I differentiated them,first, by

whether they are focused on design specifically or mediate a wide range of

tasks.Within these categories, I chose platforms that differ from each other

in their specific focus to cover a broad spectrum of user practices.

99designs and Talenthouse mainly mediate creative jobs through con-

tests, with 99designs being more focused on professionals earning money

through the platform, while on Talenthouse, contests are more playful and

integrated into the use of the platform as a space to interact for creatives. As

I have described in the introduction, 99designs is one of themost prominent

online work platforms with a focus on design, with 42781 registered work-

ers in September 2020 (ILO, 2021, p. 50). The platform connects designers

and clients for logo orwebdesign, illustrations, packaging design, andmany

more.Theplatformoffers severalways ofmatchingdesigners: themost com-

monone is thedesign contest, inwhichdesigners competebyprovidinga full

design.Thewinner of the design contest earnsmoney depending on the level

of the contest,while the others are not remunerated for their time.However,

the platform also allows clients to directly approach a designer to work to-

gether, inwhich case the rate is negotiated between the client and freelancer.

99designs promotes its curation of designers, both by verifying design skills

in the sign-up process and by classifying users in various levels, based on

their design skills and experience. Moreover, the platform increases the vis-

ibility of some designers by displaying their work on the ‘featured designers’

page.

Talenthouse currently has around 14.7 million members.1 The platform

presents itself as a social media platform for creatives, which also provides

freelance work opportunities, with a user interface similar to Instagram, for

example. Users can post images, videos, or songs, as well as like others’ art-

work.They can link to their profiles onother socialmedia sites; however, they

cannot communicate directly through the platform, except for comments on

1 https://business.talenthouse.com, last checked on 05/05/2022.

https://business.talenthouse.com
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others’ posts. The platform is thus not purely focused on mediating work

relations. It does, however, include so-called creative invites. These are de-

sign contests in cooperation with brands or organisations, where users are

asked to submit artwork ranging from a poster to the design for the hull of

a cruise ship, as well as stories or photographs.The user whose design is se-

lected is rewarded with prize money of a few hundred up to a few thousand

US dollars; in some cases, there are additional runner-up prizes. However,

altogether, the focus of the platform ismore on exposure than on earning an

income. By contrast to 99designs, Talenthouse does not have any ranking or

reputation systems and is more in the background of interaction.

Upwork and Fiverr mediate jobs across a wide range of different fields,

with Upwork tending to more upscale and long-term jobs, and Fiverr be-

ingmore geared toward smaller tasks.Upwork,which has emerged from the

merger of its predecessors Elance and oDesk, is one of the oldest and largest

work platforms, with an estimated number of eighteen million registered

freelancers.2 The platform mediates jobs in a wide range of fields, includ-

ing, for instance, IT work, architecture, and legal consulting.Usually, clients

post a job on the platform, specifying the task, potential milestones for big-

ger projects, and a budget.They can either directly invite freelancers to work

together, or freelancers can apply for the job with a cover letter. Moreover,

Upwork suggests freelancers whomay fit the profile for the job. Projects can

be paid per hour or at a fixed price. Differently from the other platforms in

the sample, a longer collaboration between freelancers and clients via Up-

work is relatively frequent.This includes larger projects,whichmay take sev-

eral months and add up to higher rates, as well as a sequence of follow-up

projects. Like 99designs, Upwork also limits who can sign up as a freelancer

on the platform, and rates freelancers by job success rate as well as several

‘top-rated’ categories.

Fiverr currently has around 830,000 registered workers, who are called

‘sellers’ on the platform. The platform allows users to offer any service they

wish and set a rate for it themselves; this comprises design jobs, but also a

wide range of other tasks. On the platform, clients approach workers based

on their profiles–accordingly,a convincingprofile is especially important on

Fiverr, with some freelancers adding videos in which they introduce them-

selves, for example. If clients are looking for a logo design, for instance, they

can filter for design field, style, what language the freelancer speaks, their

2 https://cybercrew.uk/software/fiverr-vs-upwork/, last checked on 05/05/2022.

https://cybercrew.uk/software/fiverr-vs-upwork/
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rating, where they live, as well as budget and delivery time. Based on these

criteria, the client is then presented with a list of eligible freelancers. Like

Upwork and 99designs, the platform uses ranking and reputation mecha-

nisms: clients can leave ratings of up to five stars and written reviews for

freelancers, and the platform classifies freelancers into four levels based on

howmany gigs they have completed and their activity over six months.

The setup of the online platforms themselves also reflects the global

connections of platform work: 99designs, for example, was founded in Mel-

bourne, Australia in 2008, where its headquarters still are. Currently, the

company also has offices in Oakland, US, and Berlin, Germany. In 2020, the

Dutch company Vistaprint acquired 99designs, adding another location to

the global structure of the firm.While these platforms formed the core ofmy

initial analysis, I also noted and explored online platforms that freelancers

mentioned in the interviews.

4.3.2 Unobtrusive explorations

In the first phase of research, from January 2019 until October 2019, I ex-

plored the platform-mediated work environment from the vantage point

of online platforms. I conducted walkthroughs (Light et al., 2017) of the

four platforms I had selected for in-depth analysis, and looked at clients’

and freelancers’ profiles, as well as forum threads and blog posts within

the framework of the platforms, without actively engaging with platform

users. Hine (2015) calls this approach “unobtrusive exploration of online

landscapes” (p. 157), and contends that it can be especially useful to bet-

ter understand the unspoken elements of everyday life. My goal in this

first phase was to establish an understanding of platforms’ repertoire of

structuring and framing practices, mainly to approach my second research

question, how do online platformsmediate work practices?

Rooted in an ethnography of infrastructure approach (Star, 1999), the

walkthrough method (Light et al., 2017) is based on the premise that apps

– or platforms, in this case – can act as mediators, that is, they can change

meaning or circumstances within a system (p. 6). It consists of two phases:

In the first phase, the researcher explores the ‘environment of expected use’.

The platform’s vision, operating model, and governance are studied via the

narratives that they present on the platform itself and beyond, by their rev-

enue system, and the terms of service. I started by collecting screenshots of
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the platform’s homepages, as well as further info pages, and read interviews

and news articles on the platforms. Moreover, I looked at their terms and

conditions and advertisements to get an impression of how the platforms

were presented there and what clientele they catered to. In addition, I

captured common threads shared by the different platforms in memos to

carve out characteristics of the environment.The platforms shared common

narratives of global connections, for example. Especially the visual repre-

sentations of world maps with connecting lines between various locations

or expressions such as “global community of designers” (99designs) trans-

ported the idea of a seamless user experience irrespective of one’s location.

Moreover, success stories of workers having gained sudden wealth through

platform work were amplified in blog entries or interviews. To explore the

range of characteristics, I also took note of differences between platforms.

While 99designs and Talenthouse as design-specific platforms centred on

fun and playfulness in their self-presentation, for instance, Upwork focused

especially on the verified competence of the service providers on the plat-

form, and Fiverr on the ease of quickly finding someone for a wide range of

tasks.

The second phase, called technical walkthrough, includes steps of sign-

ing up and using the platform, as well as discontinuing its use.3 While ex-

ploring the technical affordances of the platform, I collected screenshots and

took notes on the steps of clicking through the platform.Again, I reflected in

memos onhow the platforms structuredwhat I could do andwhat categories

I was sorted into.While Talenthouse and Fiverr only have one user category,

Upwork and 99designs require users to identify themselves as clients or ser-

vice providers when signing up. According to this choice, users can use the

platform in different ways: 99designs offers a community forum for design-

ers, for example, which users who are signed up as clients cannot access. I

tried signing up as a service provider on 99designs and Upwork at first to

get an impression of the work environment that freelancers encounter and

to get access to the community forum and the design briefs posted on the

platforms. I could sign up relatively easily on 99designs at first but stumbled

over a change in their policy after awhile: whereas simply signing up initially

allowed me to access the designer forum and to view contest briefs, begin-

3 I focused on the process of signing up and the environment of everyday use inmy exploration and

left out the signing off process, as the access and everyday use weremost relevant tomy research

questions.
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ning in autumn 2019, designers could only use the platform once they had

submitted a portfolio for review by the 99designs team. I tried submitting

‘designs’ that I had created in Microsoft Paint, which resulted in me learn-

ing that the platform does not accept just anybody as a designer. In Upwork,

I also tried to sign up as a service provider but was rejected on the grounds

of the high number of applicants for registration on Upwork. I learned later

that this was a common experience among freelancers: it had takenmany of

my interviewees several tries to sign up on the platform they wanted to ac-

cess.By contrast, I could sign up as a client on both platformswith great ease

and without verification, which may hint at the differences in how different

actors need to perform trustworthiness.

In the context of the everyday use of the platform, I focused on getting an

overview of how users could curate their profiles, how they could commu-

nicate via the platform, how they were categorised in rankings and reputa-

tion systems, as well as in how far the online platforms provided options for

linking to websites or social media accounts.Without interacting with them

myself, I explored different briefs and contests, users’ profiles, and reviews.

At this point, I transitioned from studying only the framework for interac-

tion toward combining these impressions with the accounts that were ob-

servable directly on the platform. Studying the platforms’ forums, for exam-

ple, brought to light biases and disjunctures among global users.Within the

‘global community’ that the platforms had proclaimed, users made sure to

distinguish themselves fromothers,alsobyattachingvaryingdegreesofpro-

fessionalism to ‘cultural’ or regional backgrounds.Tofilter the overwhelming

number of entries, I searched for South Asian or Indian subgroups in the fo-

rums, as well as threads in other forums that contained references to India

or South Asia.

To sumup, the first phase of research helpedme construct the first rough

vertices of the field: I prepared the ground for interacting directly with the

freelancers by familiarising myself with their work environment. Although

I had not been in the position of a designer myself, I understood the basic

mechanisms of the platforms, such as their reputation systems, and had an

impression of how users interacted. Moreover, I generated preliminary hy-

potheses based on my observations, which guided the questions I asked in

the interviews that I conducted in the next phase of research.

While this phase of my research was a helpful step, it also had its pit-

falls. For one, as I was only studying the platform framework and interac-

tionwithin this frameworkby lurking in the background,mypreconceptions
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were hard to overthrow. For example, by looking for forum threads that ex-

plicitlymentioned theworkers’ national background,or by noting the option

of showing or hiding it in one’s profile, I got the impression that fault lines

between the ‘Global North’ and the ‘Global South’ were much more present

in platform users’ minds than what I found to be the case in the interviews I

conducted later. What is more, I found that while these methods were un-

obtrusive, I had to negotiate their intrusiveness. I only had the option of

signing up as a worker or a client, both of which were not really the case.

Within this categorisation by the platform, I had to negotiate how much of

my identity Iwas going to reveal andhow Iwas going to presentmyself: Iwas

worried my account could be locked if I was open about using the platform

for research, but I also wanted to be transparent about my intentions with

other users of the platform. I chose in the end to use a photo showing my

face and mentioning my being a PhD student researching design. However,

when I started contacting freelancers later, therewere sometimesmisunder-

standings about my role: for example, some freelancers assumed I was ask-

ing them to participate in a job interview for a design task. This illustrates

how my practices and interaction with others were shaped by the range of

possible uses afforded by the platforms, too.

4.3.3 Interviews

Basedon theunderstandingof platforms’mechanismsof framingand struc-

turing interaction that I had gained through the platform walkthroughs

and further unobtrusive explorations, I set out to get more insights into

freelancers’ everyday practices and experiences, guided by the research

questions how do gig workers navigate the volatility of work relations? and how

do remote freelancers align global work relations with local, situated practices? To

answer these questions, I conducted 25 semi-structured interviews, 17 of

which took place face-to-face in Bengaluru, mostly in coffee shops. They

usually lasted between 45 and 90 minutes. Most of the interviews took place

duringmymonth-long field stay in Bengaluru between February andMarch

2020; moreover, I conducted one pilot interview in advance and four further

interviews via video calls until March 2021. All the interviews were recorded

and transcribed for analysis.The interviews roughly fell into two categories:

First, in 13 background interviews, I talked to designers and creative pro-

fessionals from various fields, many of whom had experience working both
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in India and in other countries, both freelance and employed. Moreover, I

interviewed the CEO of an online recruiting platform for the creative indus-

try in India. I attended events at design studios in Bengaluru, asked mutual

friends for an introduction, and contacted designers online to get access to

these research participants. I adapted my interview guides to the research

participants’ profiles, focusing on how they connected to designers, clients,

and colleagues in different countries, and what role diverse types of online

platformsplayed in their everydaywork.Someof thedesigners hadalso tried

gig work platforms for some time and then stopped – they reflected onwhat

had attracted them to platform work and what led them to stop it.The con-

versations served as a backdrop to better understand the experiences of plat-

form workers. While the research participants from the background inter-

views are only explicitly present in a few instances in the thesis, their as-

sessments of design and their insights on working as a designer outside of

freelance platforms have helpedme tremendously in understanding what is

special about working on a freelance platform.

Second, to understand freelancers’ everyday work practices better, I

conducted 12 semi-structured interviews with freelance designers who

currently regularly use online freelance platforms to connect to clients.

Getting access to remote freelancers was a challenge in the beginning and

included a range of different strategies with varying levels of success. Before

my field stay in Bengaluru, I joined various Facebook groups for gig workers

on Fiverr, 99designs, and Upwork, and posted interview requests there.

However, no interview came of this. As users can link to their social media

profiles orwebsites on 99designs and Talenthouse, I also contacted potential

interview partners via different social media platforms or by e-mail, which

was slightly more successful. Moreover, I asked all my research participants

if they could introduce me to further platform workers – however, this did

not result in any further interviews. This is less of a surprise in hindsight,

as many freelancers reported working in isolation from others. Similarly,

my visits to co-working spaces in Bengaluru did not reap any interviews,

which fits with what research participants told me about their splintered

daily rhythms and odd working hours. The most fruitful approach by far

was reaching out directly through the messaging function on Upwork and

99designs.

I loosely structured the interviews along three themes. Freelancers re-

flected on how they organise their everydaywork, how they curate their pro-

files, and how they interact with clients and other platform workers. With
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some research participants, I combined the verbal accounts of their experi-

ences with visual representations of how they curate their profiles.Whenwe

had an in-person interview and the research participants’ time as well as the

setting allowed for it, I opened their platformprofile onmy laptop and asked

them to guide me through it toward the end of the interview, pointing out

the features that they considered most relevant, and reflecting on the pro-

cess of reworking different elements in their profile over time. I roughly fol-

lowed the approachof amedia go-along (Jørgensen,2016), that is, combining

interviews and observations of a personal communication service. Instead

of following research participants as they move through a physical space, I

asked themtogivemeaverbal andvisual tour of how theynavigate theonline

platform theypredominantly use forwork,prompting further elaborationby

asking follow-up questions. I video-recorded the screen ofmy laptop during

these parts of the interviews as a reference for the subsequent analysis.

How I contacted research participants had an impact on my position

in relation to them: as freelancers’ rate and speed of answering clients’

messages are part of their reputation on the platform, they may have felt

obliged to reply to my messages on the platform and we were integrated

into the dynamics of a relationship between client and service provider,

even if we did not make a contract. With some of them, we switched to

Whatsapp or e-mail quite fast. Others did not want that because they were

afraid it might not be in line with the platform’s terms of service to use

othermedia of communication to interact. I followed the freelancers’wishes

and communicated with them via the media they suggested. Contacting

the freelancers via the platform also means that those I have talked to were

mostly workers with a high online reputation and visibility and who were

actively using the platform.Thoseworkers who showed up first inmy search

(I filtered for India and graphic design), are those that are favoured by the

algorithm.Thatmeans that most of my research participants are long-time,

successful platform users and that their experience of platformwork is thus

not the average one. Moreover, I only managed to recruit one woman for

my freelancer interviews, which means that I could only contrast gendered

experiences in a limited way.

Altogether, the different interviews I conducted led to a closer under-

standing of what freelancers’ everyday work practices looked like.Moreover,

the freelancers’ accounts helped me critically probe my preconceptions; as

I have mentioned above, the role of freelancers’ location turned out to be

much more differentiated than my initial distinction between clients from
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the ‘Global North’ and workers from the ‘Global South’, for example. My ini-

tial plan had been to stay in India for two months, conducting interviews in

several cities and towns, and shadowing designers during their workdays.

However, as the COVID-19 pandemic brought about contact and travel re-

strictions, I had to recalibrate and think of alternativeways to get deeper and

more personal insights into everyday work practices.

4.3.4 Digital photo diaries

To go deeper into the affective dimension of freelancers’work and to add an-

other layer to the material, I added digital photo diaries by freelancers as

a third approach. The goal of this final method was to probe and refine my

observations, and to allow more space for freelancers’ reflections on their

work.BetweenFebruary andMay2021, I sent sevenphotoprompts and short

questionnaires each to five freelancers. In addition, one freelancer provided

written accounts without sending photos. With the photo diaries, I aimed

to tie together the three research questions, integrating platform workers’

routines and practices of making and sustaining connections with the af-

fordances and constraints the platforms provided. Diaries have been used

as a research method for a long time (e.g. Zimmerman &Wieder, 1977), and

have since been adapted to capture experiences of digital media in everyday

life (e.g. Hjorth & Richardson, 2020).They allow the researcher to indirectly

participate in everyday practices, while also giving research participants the

space to provide their own interpretations of and reflections. Clark (2021)

further adapted the diary method by combining photo prompts with short

questionnaires, arguing that pictures can capture affective andmundane el-

ements of daily life and that they make it easy to also include non-human

agents, such as the built environment.4 As there is less focus on language or

text than in classical diaries, photo diaries add another layer to thematerial.

Moreover,participants are flexible in termsofwhen todo the entries and this

type of diary requires much less of their time than writing longer descrip-

tions of what they do. I roughly followedClark’s (2021) approach inmy photo

diaries, as I aimed to complement verbal accounts with visual ones and to

still be mindful of my research participants’ busy schedules.

4 Clark describes the method in detail in a YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

xRuxXp-ud54, last checked on 22/04/2022.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRuxXp-ud54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRuxXp-ud54
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I prepared this phase by conducting follow-up interviews with some of

my research participants, sharing my tentative hypotheses about specific

challenges that remote freelancers face. I shared my hypotheses on nego-

tiating value, aligning relations, and managing emotions with them, as

well as the overarching category of uncertainty in the platform-mediated

environment. Based on the participants’ feedback, I refined my hypotheses

and created seven photo prompts, which came with 2–3 questions each, to

fill in the gaps in my material. The diaries covered research participants’

workspaces, their daily rituals, their different responsibilities and rela-

tionships beyond platform work, their relationships with their clients, the

emotions they connect with their work, and what they consider the value

of their work. I then tested the first two prompts with three colleagues and

friends to ensure that there were no technical hiccups and that filling in the

diaries would not take more than 15–20minutes per day.

When looking for participants, I first approached the freelancers work-

ing predominantly through online platforms whom I had originally inter-

viewed, as well as some designers whom I had contacted for interviews but

could not meet in person as my field stay was cut short. However, there was

little turnout at first: only one of my initial interviewees agreed to take part,

and two more initially agreed but did not respond to the photo prompts. To

create a stronger incentive for participation, I decided to post the research

diaries as a job onUpwork,5 remunerating up to five participants with 50 US

dollars each. I briefly described my research project in the brief and men-

tioned that I was looking for freelance designers who are based in India and

use Upwork regularly. In the end, five people participated: two of my initial

interviewees and threenewparticipantswhofit theprofile.6 I sent themdaily

photo prompts over seven days, accompanied by a link to a short question-

naire. In the questionnaires, I asked participants to describe the photo and

what itmeant to themandaddedone to twoquestions that prompted further

reflection on the respective theme.When participants had sent their replies,

5 I chose Upwork for this because most of my interviewees use the platform and the system of

clients posting briefs that freelancers can directly apply to wasmore suitable for my project than

design contests or freelancers advertising their services.

6 One of the participants, Janbir, is based not in India but in Bangladesh. As I expected his work

experiences in a neighbouring South Asian country to be similar, and to add further participants

to the sample, I also includedhis account.Moreover,another participant,Advik,agreed to answer

the questions in a written formwithout sharing photos.
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I sent them the next prompt the following day. If they did not send a reply

after two days, I sent them a short reminder.

Against the backdrop of what I had gathered in the previous phases of

my research, the digital photo diaries added insights into the wider con-

text of the interdependent relationships in which freelancers are integrated.

As workers in a creative field, expressing themselves through visual means

came easy to the research participants, and provided an extra step of reflec-

tion,whichmade them stop and think before answeringmy questions. Alto-

gether, they provided a helpful addition to the research material. Moreover,

my impression was that writing their answers downmade it easier for some

participants to share more personal stories.They provided accounts of their

mental health, for example, which they may not have done in an interview

situation in a busy coffee shop. However, there were also limitations to the

process. Especially using the platform as a frame for the project was an am-

bivalent decision: On the one hand, it helped memake sure I did not simply

take from research participants without giving anything back. On the other

hand, it also changedmypositionality in relation to them: Iwasnowofficially

their client. Accordingly, they knew that they would only be paid if they fin-

ished the project, and that I would be able to leave them a rating in the end.

Thus, participants may have left out overly critical thoughts in the photo di-

aries, especially about clients.

4.3.5 Analytical strategies

I used the software MAXQDA as a tool for managing and analysing the di-

verse types of material: I collected screenshots from online platforms, inter-

view transcripts, and participants’ digital photo diaries in the programme

and marked them with codes, from which I proceeded to build overarching

categories through open, axial, and selective coding (cf. Strauss & Corbin,

2003). As Faust (2019, p. 28) contends, creating neat categories through cod-

ing can be at oddswith the goal of ethnographic research to capture ambigu-

ities and the complexity of social phenomena. Coding thus entails walking

a fine line of grasping a phenomenon without oversimplifying it. To bring

to light the messy overlaps between categories, memos were an important

part of the analysis process. I startedwith open coding of online documents,

writing memos on observations, and making first hypotheses on connec-

tions. In this phase, I assigned codes inductively line by line, revising them
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through memos and grouping them into categories. For example, I created

the codes ‘loving designers’ and ‘loving designs’ from the homepage of 99de-

signs, where clients were promised to be connected to a designer that they

would love. I reflected on the emotional component of the product of the

freelancers’workand theneed for establishinganemotional connectionwith

clients inmemos and grouped both codes in the category ‘clients’ emotions’.

To refine these observations and compare them with further cases, I inte-

grated the questions that this first phase of coding hat prompted into my

interview guideline.

In the interviews, I aimed tofindoutmoreabouthowfreelancersmanage

their clients’ emotions and added further codes, such as ‘building rapport’

and ‘being reliable’. In addition to adding depth to the online observations,

the interviews also added variety: for example, the platform emerged as an

important actor mediating trust, as is reflected in the code ‘platform medi-

ates in conflicts’.What ismore, the range of freelancers’ own emotions about

their work emerged from the interviews, leading to the codes ‘mundanity’

and ‘feeling appreciated’, for instance. Again, I used memos to feather out

the dimensions of the category and to weave in the ambiguities inherent in

how freelancers relate to their own and clients’ emotions. To refine my hy-

potheses, I asked about freelancers’ emotions in one of the photo prompts,

adding the codes ‘joy of creating’ and ‘thrill’ to the category ‘managing one’s

ownemotions’basedon the entries.Subsequently, I usedaxial coding to sub-

sume these codes under the higher-order category of ‘managing emotions’,

which I turned into one of the analysis chapters.

While I built up an image of practices of assembling in this way, I con-

tinuously returned to the material that I had gathered earlier, probed the

codes that I had created, and added dimensions via selective coding. From

this process, the overarching categories of shooting in the dark, managing

emotions, negotiating value, and aligning relations emerged. Finally, I in-

tegrated these categories into characteristic practices of assembling: ‘shoot-

ing in thedark’ as the constantneed toguess andanticipate outcomes turned

out to cut across the previously established categories, and they furthermore

had in common elements of adapting to constant change, producing relat-

able selves, and creatingmomentary alignment, on which I will elaborate in

Chapter 8.2. In the following subchapter, Iwill reflect on the role that disrup-

tions and dead ends have played inmy research process, and how I navigated

ethical questions of “doing no harm” (Sultana, 2007) and reciprocating what

research participants shared with me.
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4.4 Concluding reflections onmethodology

4.4.1 Disruptions and dead ends

Throughout this chapter, I have mentioned various instances in which my

original plans failed, and I had to recalibrate my research. Following Ouma

(2015, p. 89), I aim to make struggles and friction in the research process

transparent as I reconstruct it to further elucidate the situatedness of the

knowledge that I am producing. The COVID-19 pandemic was certainly the

most prominent disruptor in my research process: instead of spending two

months in India, interviewing designers and getting insights into their ev-

eryday work practices, I went home after four weeks without a realistic per-

spective of coming back before the end ofmy study.The flexibility and adapt-

ability that is part of ethnographic research projects thus became relevant in

other ways than I had anticipated. However, travel restrictions were not the

only factorsmitigatingaccess to the information that Iwas looking for.Gain-

ing access to research participants was often tricky: many of the strategies

that I deployed, such as joining designer groups on social media or visiting

coworking spaces, amounted to nothing – at least in terms of finding inter-

view partners.

Lookingbackon theprocess, these experiences all contributed to thefinal

image in someway: not being able to conduct participant observation ledme

to explore more experimental approaches to gaining insights into everyday

practices. My unsuccessful attempts at recruiting interviewees through so-

cialmediahelpedmeunderstand the challenge of sifting through the opaque

and complex platform landscapes, and the instanceswhere I did notmanage

to get across to freelancers that I was looking for participants in a research

project and not a job improved my understanding of how difficult digitally

mediated communication in a second or third language can be.Thus, it may

be helpful to think of the research process as similar to my field of research:

not a straight road, but rather a continuous effort to make and sustain con-

nections.

4.4.2 Ethical considerations

As I was making and sustaining connections with research participants,

I also continuously navigated ethical questions. As a researcher, I felt the
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responsibility of “doing no harm” (Sultana, 2007). Research participants

trusted me with personal information, also regarding how they bent or

broke the rules of the platforms they used. This put them in a potentially

vulnerable position, as being excluded from the platform would mean a

loss of their main source of income for many. I dealt with this by assigning

them pseudonyms to make sure that what they shared could not be traced

back to them, while still reflecting them as individuals in the story that I

am telling. However, contacting research participants through the online

platforms they used for their work also entailed navigating what was poten-

tially detectable by the platform.This was especially relevant once I had left

Bengaluru, as we had to use some digital means of communication in any

case. On the one hand, communicating directly via the platform interface

may have prevented some designers from sharing all they wanted, and it

left me worried about being cut off from my contacts. On the other hand,

continuing the conversation outside of the platform was against the terms

and conditions – in Upwork, for example, when I typed the word ‘Skype’ in a

message, a notification would pop up that the platform provided the means

for communicating directly via video chat, and that users were advised to

keep communication on the platform.

Another challengewas navigatingmy role as a researcherwhile using on-

line platforms. I have mentioned above that I was automatically categorised

as a client or a freelancer when I signed up on a platform, which came with

a set of affordances for me, but also with certain expectations from others. I

dealt with this by explicitly stating that I was a researcher when I contacted

somebody, but as the example of the digital photo diaries has shown, it was

not always possible to clearly distinguish between roles. Even trickier was

the question of navigating my role when I was not directly interacting with

people but lurking in the background. Community forums, for example, are

accessible to all registered users, but usersmay still consider them as amore

private space. Some freelancers strategically post there to increase their visi-

bility, but others also use it to share their personal struggles. To navigate this

ambiguity, I read forum contributions and produced fieldnotes on them but

did not collect screenshots and do not quote them directly.

Finally, reflectingon the researchprocess also entails thinkingabout reci-

procity.While Ihope that the results of this studymaybenefitplatformwork-

ers indirectly by shedding light on some of their challenges, I also aimed to

keep in mind how I could give back to the research participants who had so

generously shared their time and stories with me during the research pro-
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cess. As I have mentioned above, I remunerated participants for submitting

their digital photo diaries. In addition, I asked research participants at the

end of each interviewwhether theywould be interested inme sharing the re-

sults ofmy study.Moreover,manyof themwere interested ingetting to know

fellow platformworkers and hearing about their experiences. To report back

my preliminary results to themand provide an opportunity for them tomeet

other platform workers, I set up several online group discussions in spring

2021.However, asmany freelancers are very busywithmultiple formsof paid

and unpaid work, committing to a time and date to come together was dif-

ficult. In the end, both group discussions were just follow-up interviews, as

only one freelancer, respectively, attended.This suggests that other formats,

such as processingmy results in a concise format,may be amore promising

way forward.

In the following chapters, I formulate the results of my study along three

sets of practices that I observed: negotiating value,managing emotions, and

aligning relations.





5. Negotiating Value

The large-scale mediation of work relations by online platforms has raised

new questions about the value of work. The extension towards a “planetary

labour market” (Graham & Anwar, 2019), facilitated and dynamized by on-

line platforms, has lifted opportunities for labour arbitrage to a new level:

while business process outsourcing (BPO) to so-called low-income countries

has been around for quite some time, it is now possible even for small-scale

enterprises or individuals to use the services provided by freelancers around

the world with relatively low transaction costs (ILO, 2021, p. 108). Platforms

catering to a global workforce often hold the promise of making the world

grow closer and granting access to those previously excluded from the field

due to their location at the economic margins. For example, item 2 of the “5

things to know about 99designs” in the self-description of the gig work plat-

form reads: “Design doesn’t do borders – Having offices located around the

world is a pretty sweet deal, butwe think it’s evenmore amazing that any de-

signer – from Sydney to Serbia – can succeed on our platform”.1Thismay be

true in terms of logistics; the chances of succeeding on 99designs and similar

platforms are not equally distributed, however. Clients would often rather

award a contract to a designer from Los Angeles than one from Lagos and

are prepared to pay the latter less for the same task (Beerepoot & Lambregts,

2015). With collaboration being less and less anchored to specific locations,

what are the reference points for the value of a service?

Moreover, the mechanisms of negotiating the value of work are trans-

formed with platforms, as wages are no longer subject to collective bargain-

ing but supply and demand.With a general oversupply of labour on gigwork

platforms (ILO, 2021, p. 50), making a living on platforms means that plat-

1 https://en.99designs.de/about, last checked on 12/06/18.

https://en.99designs.de/about
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form workers have to put in considerable time and effort to negotiate the

value of their work. Girard and Stark (2005) reflect on a similar degree of

openness in their ethnographic study of a newmedia start-up firm, propos-

ing to open the notion of value to account for different frameworks and to

grasp its ambiguities:

“In this move, the polysemic character of the term – worth – signals a concern with core

problems of valuewhile recognizing that the task of valuation canworkwithmultiple eva-

luative frameworks. We see this in everyday life. ‘What are you worth?’ is a question that

can be unambiguous when constrained by context (as, for example, when applying for a

mortgage). But the question ‘Yes, but what is it worth?’ already suggests that value might

be different from price. And the question, ‘Girl, do you really think he’s worth it?’ is one

that brings several evaluative criteria into play. Social life is a place of perplexity and so-

metimes wonder precisely because of these problems of incommensurability” (Girard &

Stark, 2005, p. 293).

This points to an important question: how is the value of a servicemeasured?

Moreover, the quote illustrates that value is an elusive notion, going beyond

what can be measured as a price. In addition, the processual character of

valuation as an open process, subject to various frameworks, is stressed.

They outline how in the highly uncertain context of the newmedia start-

up firm they studied, not just the allocation of value to different products is

up for negotiation, but what might be considered a product at all (Girard &

Stark, 2005, p. 294).With the term “heterarchy”, they describe amode of or-

ganising that is characterised by relations of interdependence between het-

erogeneous actors (Girard & Stark, 2005, p. 303). The openness and uncer-

tainty inherent in heterarchies of value also reflect the work practices in a

global assemblage of platform work, as structures of organising work have

partially dissolved and work practices must be continuously adapted.More-

over, authority is distributed in a heterarchy, departing from hierarchical

structures of accountability (Girard and Stark 2005, p. 304).This can also be

observed in platformwork: howwork is organised and what is paid for a job

is not clearly structured, but subject to continuous negotiations.

Based on this notion, I open the perspective on the value of online free-

lancers’ work in this chapter. I argue here that it is neither straightforward

nor completely freely constructed, and that value is not adequately reflected

byconsideringwagesalone.Against thisbackdrop,I outlinedifferentdimen-

sions of value in the global assemblage of platformwork, and how it is nego-

tiated between freelancers, clients, and platforms. First, I explore the value

associated with a single job on the platform. I show what freelancers them-
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selves consider as relevant for the value of their work and point out instances

of friction where their valuation collides with clients’ ideas. Moreover, I re-

late these negotiations to the affordances and constraints the platforms pro-

vide, framing and mediating the process of valuation. Second, I show how

freelancers interact with different elements of the assemblage over time, in-

vesting in their market value as ‘entrepreneurs of the self ’ (Hearn, 2010; van

Doorn, 2014). The boundaries between the value of a service and the value

of the service provider become blurry in these practices. Third, I show how

valuation goes beyondwhat is paid for a service. I explore how being ‘valued’

and appreciated –or, the opposite, being ‘devalued’ – affects freelancers on a

personal, emotional level. Value, then, does not only refer to the outcome of

work but also to the platform-mediated work process. Finally, I tie these el-

ements together to reflect on specific characteristics of platformwork when

it comes to negotiating value.

5.1 What is the value of a logo? Negotiating fair rates

In this first part of the chapter, I focus on the value of a single job performed

on a platform, reflected in the rate that is paid for the product. At its most

basic level, the value of a logo, for example, could be measured as the out-

come of the freelancer’s work of creating it, for which they are remunerated

by the client,while theplatformreceives a commission.However, the valueof

a design also relies on practices of assembling on several levels.With macro

tasks, such as designing a logo, valuation is more complex than with mi-

crotasks, as there are many shades of completing a job successfully. Beyond

following instructions, designers face the task of creating something their

client is happy with, even if the clientsmay not be able to express or imagine

the result themselves.This also createsmore space formisunderstandings or

diverging interpretations.Howa job is valued, then,dependson the interact-

ing perceptions of freelancers and clients, mediated by the online platform.

I focus on the freelancers’ experiences and perceptions here, exploring how

they navigate different evaluative frameworks when it comes to the value of

their work and their value asworkers. Taking their relation to their work as a

starting point, I will branch out to consider how they negotiate value within

contingent relations with clients and platforms.
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5.1.1 Negotiating value with clients

When I asked freelancers about the value of their work, they came up with

several different criteria. Concerning the rate they expect for their service,

they consider the hours they put in as well as their skills, creativity, and

experience. Moreover, they stress the service aspect of their work, focusing

on making the client happy instead of producing what they like themselves.

Freelancers’ and clients’ ideas of what constitutes a job well done do not

always match, which often results in implicit or explicit tension. Reflecting

on the value of his work, Arnav writes:

“Generally, we only feel happy when client likes our work. Sometimes though we knowwe

have created something awesome, a client may not like it at all. In that case; that work

doesn’t mean anything. We have to start all over again and create something different

though we know is not as good as the previous one because client is the Boss!” (Arnav’s

photo diary, day 7).

Arnav refers to himself as a service provider with little power to define the

value of his work. Once they have accepted a contract or successfully taken

part in a design contest, designers’ opinions on the value of what they have

created are just one factor andmust be negotiated with their clients and the

platforms they use. Even if Arnav thinks what he has produced is great, it is

ultimately up to the client to decidewhether it was a jobwell done.Krishnam

expresses something similar inhisphotodiary.His account shows thatbased

on their limited knowledge of design principles, clients sometimes do not

appreciate the skill that goes into creating a design:

“Its mostly the clients who decide what they’re going to pay me. What i think is, there is

a huge lack of perception of a good design. There are certain principles in designing and

what it seems that most think it is just photos and text. This creates a distortion of real

value of work” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 7).

Thedesigners’workprocessusually remains in thedark for clients,andbased

on their limited knowledge, they might see no reason to pay a large sum for

‘just photos and text’. These two quotes illustrate that the value of the free-

lancers’ work is negotiated within unequal power relations.What they think

about the value of their work is not always reflected in what they are paid for

it or howmuch credit they get.

Accordingly, the value of freelancers’ work varies in different situations

and with different clients. It is not inherent to the practice itself, but rather

established within the relation, as Krishnam reflects:
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“It’s a little complicated to address the value of my work. I’ve done jobs in companies and

firms as a graphic designer and videomaker, I’ve done freelancing and in some cases I have

had to do work for free. So there’s nothing fixed in my case” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day

7).

Considering clients’ power to decide whether a job has been successfully

completed, it is no surprise that freelancers deem their service and the

relationship they build with a client as part of the value they create.This also

influences their work process: Ankit, for example, finds it important as a

designer

“to explainwhy you came upwith a design or to basically include the client in your process

a lot. So that it builds trust and communication. And, I think, making the client feel like

this is a safe design space and to basically trust me as a designer” (Interview with Ankit,

01–03-20).

To the freelancers I have talked to, whether they have done a good job de-

pends on the product they have created, but also on the service they pro-

vide. Delivering on time, following clients’ instructions, and valuing their

opinions, all play into the value of their service. How the designers manage

their relationships with clients will be considered more in-depth in Chap-

ter 6. At this point, it is especially important that freelancers also manage

their clients’ perceptions ofwhat theirwork isworthby communicating their

thought process and being responsive to clients’ wishes. In short, the value

created by practices of creating a logo, for example, is entangled with prac-

tices of assembling, inwhich its value is negotiated. In the next subchapter, I

explore the role of online platforms as actors in these negotiations, and how

freelancers interact with and within the framework that platforms provide

to them.

5.1.2 Online platforms framing andmediating the process

Online platforms frame andmediate the process of negotiating value. First,

they set up differentways of allocating and organising jobs,which affect how

freelancers’work is reflected in their pay. InUpwork, for example, clients ini-

tially set a budget when they post a job. Clients can either pay a fixed price

for the whole job or a completedmilestone or set an hourly rate. In the cover

letter with which they apply for the job, freelancers can accept the client’s

offer or state a counteroffer. The contract is closed when both parties agree
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on a rate. In 99designs, by contrast, the platform plays a bigger role in the

pricing: designers can only take part in certain design contests, based on the

design level the platform assigns them. How much money the winning de-

signer is awarded is stated in advance – freelancers’ agency consists of the

decision to take it or leave it. Moreover, freelancers can advertise their rates

on the platform, offering, for example, a logo design for a fixed price.These

different mechanisms frame the valuation between freelancers and clients

and make platforms important players in the negotiation. By pre-defining

the rate for a service, for example, platforms can counteract the stratifica-

tion of rates along the lines of so-called high- or low-wage countries. At the

same time, platforms that are highly involved in pricing also leave workers

with less room for manoeuvre.

Freelancers, in turn, interact with the framework that the platform pro-

vides to find arrangements that make sense for them.Whether applying for

a project or entering a contest is worth their time is a complex decision for

freelancers, and it is based on a lot of unpaid work, including, for example,

sorting through briefs: there is an overwhelming number of design briefs

they could potentially reply to, and it requires time and effort to go through

them,make choices, and to create structure within this complexity. Coming

up with a structure and creating a system for themselves can be considered

‘shadow work’ (Illich, 1981), that is, work that is neither recognised nor paid

but needs to be done for wages to be paid. Some platforms reduce this com-

plexity, for example by making suggestions for what they consider to be a

good match for both clients and workers. Still, as I have outlined in the in-

troduction, platform workers spend a lot of time doing unpaid work to pre-

pare the ground for gigs (ILO, 2021, p. 166). Accounting for this unpaid work

would bring the average hourly rates down significantly.

To generate a continuous and sustainable income, designersmust weigh

the risks and rewards of what they do on the platform. In platforms with

different levels, this means that freelancers calculate if they should enter a

contest for a higher payingdesign, thereby riskingnot being chosen andhav-

ing worked in vain, or enter a contest for a lower paying design, where their

chances to succeed are higher. In addition to weighing risks and rewards,

freelancers also invest time and effort to come up with their own structure

and schedule. Ankit describes this as follows:

“So, then I look at some briefs, I’ve organised them on a weekly basis, like what kind of

projects I’m going to be working onMondays or Tuesdays orWednesdays. […] Just to be a

bitmore organised because there are, Imean,a thousandbriefs. It’s really hard to navigate
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between all of them. So, then I take about an hour to look at some briefs, just to see what

I’mgoing towork onduring theday.Then I select three to four briefs out of these.And then

I start designing, or sketching, or conceptualising basically. And sometimes I’m stuck on

a brief the entire day, sometimes I can go through two to three briefs, I mean, complete

two to three briefs in about five, six hours” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).

When they accept a job, freelancers assess what is worth their time based

on different factors. Working for an hourly rate makes it relatively easy to

calculate whether it pays off to accept a job. It gets more complicated when

there is a fixed price for thewhole project, as there are usually several factors

that cannot be overseen in advance. Creating a logo, for example, does not

always involve the same amount of work.Therefore, Ankit does not feel that

the fixed-price function on 99designs offers enough flexibility to reflect the

diversity of work processes in different contexts:

“I don’t think a fixed price for something like a logo design is actually fair […]. Because, I

mean, if somebodyhiresme, then I have to look at the project andwhat the project is about

or what the company is like, so basically, I would like the pricing to be value-based more

than just a fixed service price” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).

Moreover, accepting a job for a fixed price can be quite risky. After gaining

experience and agood reputation onUpwork, Jiya switched to only accepting

jobswith an hourly rate to avoidworking on a project for a long timewithout

it being reflected in her earnings:

“Because, sometimeswhat happenedwas,we agreedwith somefixed price job for a client,

but […] they don’t like the design. I have to re-do the entire thing. Sometimes it’s my fault,

I’m re-doing, sometimes it’s the client’s fault also, some, they misplaced something,mis-

communicated something, we did something, now they need something else. So, I have

to re-do the entire thing. […] I know it will take two hours; I can finish it in two hours. I’ll

bid according to that. But if there’s somemiscommunication, I have to do the entire thing

– two plus two, I invest four hours in a particular job. But I’ll get paid for only two hours

job. Because I know it’ll take two hours,maybe I’ll bid for 50 Dollars or something, if it’s a

small job. But if I re-do the entire thing, it’s a complete loss for me” (Interview with Jiya,

08–03-20).

Especially if Jiya does not know the client, she cannot tell how the project will

unfold from the design brief alone. At the same time, the working arrange-

ment does not leave her much space to renegotiate the terms if she is asked

to do more than she anticipated or more than she feels is fair for what she

is paid. At the same time, she does not feel like counting how long one takes

for a job is an adequate way to determine value because it includesmore elu-
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sive aspects – what she comes up with is a result of her creativity and of the

experience she brings to the table.With design contests, it is even harder to

assess where a freelancer’s hourly rate falls, as the work is done in advance

without knowing yet whether the designer will be paid for it at all. Especially

when they are new to the platform, freelancers often spendmany hours cre-

ating designs for contests without ever winning and thus also without ever

getting paid. Moksh reflects: “When I was first into a freelancer platform, I

was literally doing lots and lots of contests and stuff, but nothing was work-

ing out” (Interview with Moksh, 10–03-20).

The second way in which online platforms influence the process of nego-

tiating value is by mediating conflicts between clients and freelancers. Plat-

forms invoke trust in prospective client users by promising them that they

must only pay for the service if they are happy with it. Accordingly, free-

lancersmust sometimesdealwith clientswho refuse topay them,saying that

the job was not properly completed. In Upwork, freelancers can bring their

grievances to the platform if a client refuses to pay or leaves them a review

that they consider unjustified:

“And there are clients which I told you, they ask for refund. They give you a rating of one

star, even after all the hard work, and they don’t want to pay you as well. So, I fight for that

actually, to be frank, with Upwork, giving them all the proofs. […] So, I show them all the

proof what I have given, what was their conversation. Basis that I asked them to remove

the comment, because it is not ethical to be giving someone after doing all the hard work,

even after you put in that much. If I have not done anything or I have not delivered, then,

even if I want to, I will not be able to remove that rating, even if they have givenme a one-

star” (Interview with Moksh, 10–03-20).

This quote by Moksh illustrates not only the relations between freelancers,

clients,andplatformsbut also thedifficulty of assessingwhether adesign job

has been successfully completed. Moksh reflects on a conflict with a client:

although he had done his best to deliver, incorporating requests for changes

the client hadmade, and putting inmany hours of work, the client ended up

giving him just one out of five stars and refusing to pay him. In this situa-

tion, the platform acts as a mediator: if Moksh does not agree directly with

the client, he can fight for his payment by providing details of his work and

the conversation with his client to Upwork. If he can convince the platform

that he has completed the job as it was agreed upon, the low rating will be

removed, and the clientmust pay.Thus, the platform is also directly involved

in negotiating the value of a job.
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So far, I have argued that the value of freelancers’ work is elusive: what

they consider to be the value of their work sometimes clashes with clients’

perceptions.The designers balance their perceptions of value as a reflection

of their creativity and hard work with their work as service providers, trying

to understand clients and be nice to work with. Both clients and freelancers

navigate value within a framework provided by the platform and relate both

to the infrastructure of the platform and each other in their negotiations of

value.This subchapter has illustrated the interdependence of practices of as-

semblingandpractices of creatingdesigns: the valueof adesign isnot simply

the product of practices of creating designs, but it is contingently negotiated

in practices of assembling.Having started with a focus on the value of single

jobs, I will now shift to the freelancers’ subjective value, that is, negotiations

over their capacity to assemble.

5.2 Investing in subjective value: Trade-offs and long shots

While the calculations of assessing the time that a freelancer spends on a

task in relation to themoney that they receive for it are already complex and

contingent, they are only one part of the story about value. Otherwise, there

would be no explanation why Krishnam has “had to do work for free” (Krish-

nam’s photo diary, day 7), or why Janbir did not care about the payment for

his participation in the photo diary project if he could expect a five-star rat-

ing for it: Janbir was the first designer to react tomy brief looking for partic-

ipants who would document their everyday work practices in digital photo

diaries. I hadmistakenly set the budget as 250USdollars, thinking it was the

overall budget for five freelancers.When I countered his bid to do the job for

250 US dollars with the offer to give him 50 US dollars for it, he immediately

agreed, writing: “No problem, I will participate in your project. All I need is

a 5 star review” (correspondence in Upwork messages, 30–04-21). Working

for free or for one-fifth of what one expectedwould notmake sense from the

perspective of earning a fair rate. However, in the long run, it appears to be

useful or necessary for freelancers to take more than the financial gain of a

single job into account. Platformworkers considermore than just the imme-

diate payment theymay receivewhen they decidewhether or not to apply for

a gig or accept a work offer.

Freelancers’ practices on the platform, be it how they fill in their profile,

how they interact with clients or the design they create, always have a com-
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ponent that goes beyond their current interaction.They also consider jobs as

investments in potential value,hoping that theywill be rewardedwithhigher

pay and success rates later. Like negotiating the value of a single job, nego-

tiating one’s ‘market value’ is also a continuous process between freelancers,

clients,andplatforms.In this subchapter, I outlinehowfreelancersnegotiate

their subjective value, that is, the value that is attributed to them asworkers.

In doing so, I will consider different dimensions of value to accumulate or

invest in, and the platforms’ role in mediating this value. Finally, I will con-

nect thisprocessofnegotiation tovanDoorn’s (2014)deliberationson ‘human

capital’ in digital capitalism.

5.2.1 Ascribed and projected value

As I have argued above, freelancers’ work does not only consist of produc-

ing a design, but they also provide a service to clients. Accordingly, clients

do not only consider how a job is done but also by whom. Clients can usually

choose from a large pool of freelancers on gig work platforms, and they as-

sesswhether theywould like toworkwitha specific freelancer,aswell aswhat

they are willing to pay, based on the information that they can find on the

platform.The subjective value that is ascribed to a freelancer sometimes de-

pends on features and biases out of their control, such as their location.The

freelancerswho have participated in this research project are sure, for exam-

ple, that being based in South Asia affects their job prospects and the rates

they can expect for a service: Sarabjit reflects that “people outside of India

think that we Indians are cheap labour” (Interview with Sarabjit, 09–03-20)

andmentions that some clients refuse to workwith Indian freelancers at all.

Reflecting on the rates she can expect froma client, Jiya faces the “hard truth”

that overseas clients are prepared to pay her less than someone from their

own country because she is based in India: “That is one of the reasons why

they are in that platform.Otherwise, obviously they can find a local designer

and do it at their local price” (Follow-up interview with Jiya, 23–02-21). Con-

trary to the image of a neutral digital labour market, then, the value of the

freelancers’ work is also attributed to them based on very analogue things,

such as their nationality.

At the same time, freelancers also compare platform work to what they

earn in local projects. Ankit, for example, finds that providing a service for a
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lower rate than what a client from a high-income country would pay some-

one there still leaveshimwithmore thanhewouldget for the same job locally:

“Online, I just work on 99designs primarily and I take local projects. But the thing about

local projects is that they don’t pay as well as online platforms. I mean it’s just because

I’m in India. Because a lot of these other, I mean the clients that come on these websites

find it a lot cheaper than their local talent. […] So, but for me it works out because what

they pay locally is less than what I would get on an online platform” (Interviewwith Ankit,

01–03-20).

Moreover, freelancers also categorise others in thisway.While I have focused

on their positions as freelancers providing a service here, some designers

also buy services from others via the same platform they use, for example,

to subcontract elements of a design job they are providing. Ishaan, for in-

stance, operates through Upwork with a small design agency he has set up

with two colleagues.Having established himself on the platform,he has now

moved on to a more managerial role: he regularly receives big and complex

orders from a US client and subcontracts the actual design work to around

eight further designers.He explains: “Most of the graphic designers are from

Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Philippines – countries which have lower cost

of living than India” (Interview with Ishaan, 11–03-20).What can be consid-

ered a fair rate, then, ismeasured against local contexts on several levels.The

translocality of the work relation does not mean that local contexts cease to

matter but rather that they overlap and sometimes clash. In their day-to-day

practices, the freelancers I have talked to appreciate that they are paid more

than inmost local contexts, but also critically reflect on being categorised as

someone from a ‘low wage country’.

Consequently, the information that freelancers can project via the data

in their profile, for example, is crucial. Whether a client selects them for a

job and what they are willing to pay them depends partly on very subjec-

tive factors; beyond their location, this also extends to their profile picture or

what they write about themselves in their profile description.What is more,

platforms mediate both freelancers’ visibility and how they are presented to

clients, as Ankit’s example illustrates: Ankit regularly posts in the 99designs

community forum to catch staffmembers’ attention; he hopes to be featured

on the ‘inspirations’ page and thus become more visible to clients, and ulti-

mately get more direct invitations to work together instead of having to go

through the contest stage. In Chapter 6, I will explore the need to project a

‘professional’ image to prospective clients in more detail. Below, I elucidate
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how freelancers negotiate their value asworkers by learning about themech-

anisms of the platform-mediated work environment and bymanaging their

reputation.

5.2.2 Learning the unspoken rules

Freelancers needwork experience to be successful.While designers certainly

increase their skills over time and may learn to work more efficiently, en-

abling them to ask for higher rates and complete jobs in less time, Iwill focus

specifically on the value of experience on the platformhere.Many of the free-

lancers I have talked to are relatively successful on theplatform theyuse,hav-

ingearnedaconsiderable amountofmoney,andestablishedmore long-term

connections with clients who trust them with multiple follow-up projects.

They have developed strategies over time that help themfind the right words

in cover letters, assess what jobs are worth their time and whether a client

might be difficult to work with andmanage their time efficiently.When de-

signers start using online platforms to connect to clients, they go through

a phase of trial and error, where they often spend a lot of time writing un-

successful cover letters or taking part in contests without standing a chance.

This account by Vikas resembles a typical beginning story that designers go

through when they are new to platformwork:

“Before, actually I have a very strong experience in graphic design.That is themain thing I

wanted to start that.After I quit the job, Iwanted to learn and I thought, only I have design

skills only, I don’t have anything else. I don’t know how to manage projects, I don’t know

how to send proposals. And I don’t know anything else actually. So, a few things I wanted

to know: How to contact with the client? How do I reach them? I even don’t know about

proposal, what it is. So, I was supposed to learn that, because I sent a lot of proposals on

Upwork, I did not get any jobs” (Interview with Vikas, 15–03-20).

Although Vikas was already experienced in graphic design when he signed

up, he had to learn how to use Upwork andmanage his work as a freelancer.

Many freelancers who sign up on a gig work platform never get a single

job, and some of my interview partners stopped trying after a couple of

unsuccessful attempts.Those who stay must have a steep learning curve, as

platforms usually limit howmany connections new users canmake. Sarabjit

started his career working for an agency that operated through oDesk and
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decided to work directly as a freelancer through Elance after some time.2

Having just signed up on the platform, he was allowed to send job proposals

to 30 prospective clients.This is how it went:

“So, first project was on Elance, and after that, there was, 30 or 40 connects in Elance. So,

only in a single day, I spent all 30 connects. I submitted all 30 proposals on, I think, logode-

sign projects only. […] I spent all 30 connects, but I didn’t get any projects, so I understood

that this is not the way we can work as a freelancer, submitting the proposal with blind

eyes” (Interview with Sarabjit, 09–03-20).

After using all his free opportunities to connect to clients on unsuccessful

attempts, Sarabjit had to wait for some time until he was allowed to write a

new cover letter.Thus, he was not completely free to try out different strate-

gies but had to find a successful one quickly if he wanted to make it on the

platform.Most freelancers told me that it makes sense to be very specific in

their proposals and to rather spendmore time on a proposal than to send out

as many proposals as possible as quickly as possible. Instead of having one

standard proposal that they send out to every brief, experienced freelancers

pick up on what is mentioned in the brief and argue why they are the exact

right person for the job.The communicative skills the freelancers gain on the

way further support them in finding jobs.

One way of getting value out of one’s time on the platform is choosing

deliberately what offers to reply to. Freelancers must learn to assess their

chances for a particular job, weighing the risks and rewards of aiming high.

Moreover, experience on the platform means being able to assess what job

might not be worth their time in the end. Jiya, for example, has come up

with a strategy to tell whether working with a client will be pleasant when

she reads a design brief:

“I have a very specific way to decide that. If somebody says that ‘it will take only 1 hour for

this job’, I do not work with the client. My logic is that I am the professional here, let me

decide how long it will take, if you are deciding the time for me, you better do the job. It

may sound arrogant butmost of the time itworks.They specify the time to decide the price

but price does not always depend on time, quality and creativity also count because this is

creative work” (Jiya’s photo diary, day 4).

By navigating design briefs, she does not only consider the payment she can

expect to receive but also tries to assess if the client takes her seriously as a

2 Elance and oDesk merged in 2013 and were rebranded as Upwork in 2015.
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professional.This processual aspect of valuewill play a role later in this chap-

ter.

After just having started on the platform, freelancers often take jobs that

do not pay well in the hope of gaining experience. In addition to trying out

different strategies for themselves, freelancers also get in touch with others

who have more experience on the platform, either through the community

forum on the platform or groups on social media. One ofmy interview part-

ners, Kanav, even hired a more experienced user through PeoplePerHour to

provide him with insights on how to use the platform efficiently. Over time,

freelancersdevelop“gig literacies” (Sutherlandet al.,2020), that is, they learn

how to leverage the platform environment to their favour.They can build up

this experience to some extent; however, the mechanisms the platforms use

change regularly. Even the most well-adapted designers may have to start

over from time to time, find new strategies, and gain new experience. Even

if a designer figures out a system of interactingwith the platform that works

perfectly for them, chances are that the algorithm that affects their visibil-

ity will change again. Moreover, platforms regularly introduce new features

or mechanisms for allocating jobs, as well as changes in their pricing struc-

ture. Accordingly, freelancers must continuously adapt their strategies to a

changing environment.

5.2.3 Demonstrating skill

But evendesignerswhohaveample experienceandknowhowtowrite agreat

cover letter or how to choose a gig wisely face challenges when they are new

to a specific platform: it is not enough to be good at one’s job, one also needs

to persuade others of one’s qualifications.This is another, closely connected

aspect of long-termvalue: beyond their skills andexperience, freelancers also

build a portfolio to present themselves well to prospective clients. Growing

one’s portfolio, then, is also part of the calculation that leads especially new

freelancers to accept jobs for which they are paid little or even no money.

When they create a design, freelancers are paid for their servicewithmoney,

but theymayalsoadd thedesign to theirportfolio and thuspotentially attract

further clients’ attention or put them in a position where they can ask for a

higher rate. As Kiaan recalls from starting on PeoplePerHour:
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“And then, once I got some information on how that works in terms of basic process, then

I thought: Let’s jump start. Even if your gigs are not that good but let me do few gigs for

free and then eventually let me build the portfolio and then eventually expand. So, when I

started doing things for free, I got more gigs compared to the paid ones. So, there is a lot

of designers who are experienced, they were charging approximately 10 dollars, 15, 20 an

hour. So, I decided: let’s do it for free. So, I got approximately five or six. And then, once I

built the portfolio, then I started charging people” (Interview with Kiaan, 29–02-20).

While freelancers outside of digital platforms must find ways to showcase

their portfolio, too, there are some differences. For freelancers doing plat-

form work, the platform sets the framework for how the freelancers can

present themselves and therefore structures self-presentation along their

chosen criteria. Most platforms allow freelancers to show their portfolios

on their profile pages. Thus, designers can transfer their experiences from

working as a designer to the platform to some extent, for example, by in-

cluding previous jobs in their portfolio or linking to an external portfolio

website, and by entering their job experience and educational background

into their online profile. Some freelancers also create designs just to have

something to show in their portfolio. In Upwork, for instance, freelancers

can create several sub-profiles that focus on the different services they

provide. Moksh, for example, has a general profile, one for graphic design,

and one for virtual assistant jobs.The platform provides designers with pre-

established categories and sometimes also limits the number of designs to

be added to the portfolio.

Freelancerswho sign up on a gigwork platformoften spend considerable

time working for little or no money, hoping that their investment in experi-

ences and their portfolio will pay off eventually. There is a stage of trial and

error involved, but they learn how to handle clientswell, how to read the sub-

tle signs that will tell them whether a job will be worth their time, and what

designs in their portfoliowill increase their chances of beinghired.However,

there is another powerful aspect of their ‘market value’ that is much more

volatile, namely, their reputation on the platform.

5.2.4 Platform-mediated reputation

Freelancers’ reputation on the platformplays a big role inwhat jobs andwhat

rates are accessible to them. In addition to improving their design skills and

their specific skills of acting within the platform-mediated environment,
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then, freelancers also need to earn a certain reputation on the platform.This

reputation is mediated by the platform, which commensurates job history,

client relations, and many more factors into a logic of performance metrics

that allow for assigning a ‘market value’ to freelancers.

First, before freelancers can start working on a platform, their applica-

tions are filtered by someof the platforms, judging their initialmarket value.

In 99designs, for example, applicants must provide work samples and infor-

mation about their previous experience working as a designer; in Upwork,

the decision is made based on background information and specifying what

services freelancers are planning to provide, as well as their specific qualifi-

cation for that service.

Second, platforms sort freelancers into a hierarchy. Depending on the

platform, this hierarchy may impact what jobs a freelancer can apply for or

more subtly influence their chances of being hired. In 99designs, for exam-

ple, users start as entry-level designers, and can then work their way up to

mid-level and finally top-level designers. Higher-paying design contests are

only accessible to top-level designers. The decisions about promoting a de-

signer to the next level often remain opaque to the designers, however. Sim-

ilarly, going through a verification process with Upwork earns designers a

blue check next to their profile picture and evokes trust with clients, which,

in turn, adds to the freelancers’ market value.

Third, more volatile measures, especially client reviews and ratings, also

impact freelancers’ reputations. InUpwork,clients can leave reviewsandrat-

ings of up to five stars. In addition, their job success rate is shown next to

their profile picture. This is a form of market value that freelancers cannot

build up but need to constantly work on. It is hard to get started without any

reviews, but even a freelancer with a lot of great reviews may lose jobs for a

long time after just one bad review (Wood& Lehdonvirta, 2021b, pp. 18–20).

Moreover, freelancers usually cannot transfer reputation scores when they

move to another platform.What ismore, if theydonot constantly accept new

jobs, their success ratewill go down–according to rules that, once again, re-

main in the dark, as this quote by Moksh illustrates:

“So, you only are top-rated when you are having a good feedback, continuously, and you

are having work regularly. And this used to be 100 per cent, but I don’t know, it fluctuates

sometimes. Maybe because one week I don’t have a work, some weeks I have” (Interview

with Moksh, 10–03-20).
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Thus, long-term market value, again, is continuously negotiated between

freelancers, clients, and platforms. At times, platform workers do extra

work for free or even offer a refund to avoid a low rating by a client (Wood &

Lehdonvirta, 2021b, p. 27). Even if this means they lose money, a low rating

mightmean losing evenmore in the future. Platforms do not only frame this

by setting up rating systems and by sorting designers into a hierarchy; they

also influence ratings ‘backstage’ by penalising inactivity, as Moksh’s quote

has shown.

Van Doorn (2014) describes managing one’s online reputation as an

investment in human capital. He argues that the value that is created by

users of digital platforms is not created because rewarding activities are

performed and then exploited, as Terranova (2000) would argue, but be-

cause people invest in their human capital to increase their market value.

Accordingly, the neoliberal worker acts as an “entrepreneur of the self”, who

invests in their human capital:

“In this way, human capital — at once a ‘measured measure’ and a ‘measuring measure’

— represents a powerful subjective form that is a defining feature of neoliberal reason,

extending the economic speculation on one’smarket value to spheres that were previously

exempt from such calculations” (van Doorn, 2014, p. 358).

This notion of speculation illustrates the volatility of the value that is as-

signed to the freelancers’ work. Their practices do include unpaid work of

filling in their profile, for example, to attract clients’ attention. Yet, what

forces them to constantly keep negotiating and speculating is their integra-

tion in a dynamic assemblage of actors.They are in a paradoxical situation,

as their market value is embodied, but at the same time dependent on

others’ valuation and thus not completely in their power. They do not really

‘own’ their human capital but can only invest in it and hope that its value will

increase (van Doorn, 2014, p. 358).

What is more, individual choices, such as trade-offs between financial

rewards and the opportunity to build experiences, harm platform workers’

situations on a larger scale. Decisions that make sense to an individual free-

lancer within the framework that the platforms provide, such as working for

free as an investment in one’s human capital, may make it harder for free-

lancers collectively to make a living on digital platforms.Thus, even though

many freelancers who use online platforms are not directly in touch with

their platform ‘colleagues’, they have an impact on each other’s work prac-

tices and situations.
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5.3 Process matters: Being valued as a creative professional

I have elaborated so faronhowvalue is frameddifferentlywithdifferent free-

lancers, andhow it is continuously negotiatedbetweendifferent actors in the

assemblage. In this section, I will show how value goes beyond the price of

a service. I outline how value is entangled with the work process rather than

only its result. In doing so, I extend the notion of value to an emotional di-

mension: value, to thedesigners,alsohas a componentof beingvalued,of be-

ing appreciated.This notion of value relates to financial value: being appre-

ciated is sometimes reflected in payment, and freelancers feel valued when

they are paid well. However, payment is, by far, not the only important as-

pect. Designers also want to be taken seriously as creative professionals and

be involved in the process.

When freelancers feel that they have done a good job, it can be quite an

emotional experience: they identify strongly with their work and bring a lot

of themselves into it.They feel responsible for the result and their ambition

to create something great has value for them beyond what the client thinks

about it.This is how Krishnam reflects on creating a poster for a client:

“[…] while i was making it, i experienced a burst of emotions.The emotions were a mix of

happiness and proudness like getting an achievement. I was swearing myself like ‘how i

did that’, ‘its better than what i was trying to make’, ‘this gonna blast’. I was really happy

when i wasmaking that poster and at the same time very excited. At last I was very proud.

This infers that i really enjoy what i do” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 6).

The quote points to a dimension of value that is untouched by financial re-

wards. The designers feel that there is value in what they create, and their

work is rewarding to them.The price for a service, thus, cannot fully express

its value.

When the designers in this study describe their work processes, they of-

ten differentiate between working for a client and working with a client. In

the process of working with a client, the designer is taken seriously in the

process, which includes clients trusting their assessment and giving them

some discretion. When working for a client, the designer has little freedom

to make their own decisions but is asked to simply follow instructions. De-

signers differentiate this along various lines – some argue that the interna-

tional clients they get in touch with through online platforms havemore ap-

preciation for good design than their local clients; some say that big firms

usually understandbetter that design ismore than “just photos and text” (Kr-
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ishnam’s photo diary, day 7), and some say that the systems put in place by

the platform decrease their influence on the process.

How the work process is structured impacts both how much designers

are paid for a job, that is, the valuation from outside, and their own feeling

of satisfaction, that is, the value of their work to themselves. Freelancers see

themselves as creatives, but also as skilled professionals.They stress that de-

sign is more than just creating something nice to look at – it follows certain

principles that they need to learn, and that they adapt their designs to spe-

cific companies and their goals.

This is not a simpledifferencebetween local andplatform-mediatedwork

–a lot of the designers I have talked to have toldme about experienceswhere

local clients did not trust their judgment. Saanvi, a very established graphic

designer, told me about her struggles when she returned to India after hav-

ing studied and worked abroad for several years:

“Because you have to spend a lot of time trying to convince your client why you have done

something; they will challenge you for everything, you know? And they think they know

a lot, even though they don’t know design or anything. But they will constantly suggest

things that youknowwon’twork. […] So,a lot ofmyeffortwent into advocacy aboutdesign,

because people did not know what it is. They all thought [it is just] making a pattern or

something.Clients used to tell me ‘Okay, I will show tomywife and tell youwhat she says’,

you know?” (Interview with Saanvi, 04–03-20)

As the quote indicates, local clients do not necessarily take designers se-

riously as a professional or value their opinion highly. Moreover, in all

arrangements, clients usually have the final say about the design, which

means that designers must sometimes follow instructions that run counter

to their ideas. However, the way the process is structured especially on

contest-based online platforms reinforces clients’ influence, as this quote by

Ankit indicates:

“So, recently I’ve been struggling with what design really means to me and what a design

service means to me and how valuable it is to me. So, basically, I feel like a lot of these on-

line platforms, even 99designs, basically design contests, are, actually I don’t really believe

how that, a design contest should be. Because ultimately the client has all the power. Basi-

cally, the client makes the decisions, the design decisions, without any prior information

of design. So, the client canmake a lot of, you know,poor choices, based on just aesthetics,

thatmight not be right for his company, thatmight not be, right for the future of his com-

pany. And a lot of this is missed in online competitive platforms, where they have these

competitions” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).
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As I have described above, spending extra time on re-doing a design impacts

the financial value a job entails for a designer, as the money that they earn

stays the same for a longer time spent working. This quote points to an-

other dimension of value, that is, being able to shape theworkprocess.While

Saanvi spent a lot of time trying to convince her local clients of her design

ideas, freelancersworking via online platformsoftendonot have this option.

This aspect of value goes beyond payment. Ankit describes how the mecha-

nism of design contests leaves him little room for manoeuvre as a designer.

Although the client usually does not know as much about design principles,

he must follow suit if he wants to win a contest.

The process of creating a design brief for a logo on 99designs, which I

have already touchedupon in the introduction, illustrates this: to start a con-

test, clients fill in a standardised form.They can describe the design they are

looking for, propose a colour palette and place the design they are thinking

of along several spectrums: classic-modern, grown-up-youthful, feminine-

masculine, playful-sophisticated, economic-luxurious, geometric-organic,

abstract-specific. Based on this information, designers can submit their lo-

gos and hope to be selected. They can contact the client to ask for specifi-

cations, there is little room for a shared process or working with the client.

Accordingly, they rather create “a design based on an educated guess of what

they would like” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20). As Ankit puts it: “99de-

signs offers a pretty linear way to communicate with clients. Basically, you

post the design, and they’ll give you some feedback and then you revert and

then they select your design” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).

Moreover, design processes tend to be more fast-paced in platform

work, as Ankit argues. Keeping in mind that he will be rejected instantly if

the client does not like his design, he tries to “dish out designs pretty fast”

and “give them the gist of the design” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20). In

local projects, by contrast, he will usually prepare three different concepts

and explain to his client where he is going with the design. The platforms

thus make it harder for clients to be an active part of the thought process,

valuing their contribution to the process less. In combinationwith the power

imbalance between freelancers and clients outlined above, the designers I

have talked to often feel that their skills are not reflected in their role and

that they are, thus, not properly valued in the work process.
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5.4 Synthesis: Heterarchical negotiations of value in platform

work

I have elucidated several aspects of value in this chapter: First, I outlined

how freelancers, clients, and platforms contribute to valuating jobs. Second,

I showed how freelancers negotiate the value attributed to themselves and

theirworkover a longer time,again,continuously relating to clients andplat-

forms. Third, I detailed how value is part of the work process beyond pay-

ment, how processual value emerges from the relation between freelancers

and clients, and how platforms structure this process. The various aspects

of value cannot be separated: being paid a fair price is part of valuing some-

one’s work, and the emotional reward of having produced something one is

happy with may be overshadowed by a client’s negative feedback.Moreover,

I have argued in this chapter that value is not something that a freelancer

can accumulate or own – it is continuously re-negotiated and situationally

produced within relations. Accordingly, the question of the value of work in

global platform work can only be answered concerning specific situations.

Demirel et al. (2021) use a Bordieuan framework to study how hierarchies

of value are reproduced in the online labour market.They argue that differ-

ences in economic, social, and cultural capital lead to the reproduction of in-

equality between the Global North and South. In a context where clients are

predominantly from theGlobal North, some social and cultural practices are

valued while others are devalued.The insistence on English proficiency and

“articulation of Global North business etiquette and specific client-focused

corporate practices” (Demirel et al., 2021,p. 13) is one example of this and can

explain to some extent how differences in the valuation of work are repro-

duced. Some of the practices I have observed can be understood as building

up capital: for example, work experience on the platform as cultural capital,

or getting follow-up clients as social capital.Moreover, value is embodied by

freelancers in the formof skills and creativity and in the experience that they

have gained on the platform. This capital is expressed in online ratings or,

more broadly, online reputation.

However, I would argue that a framework based on capital has some

drawbacks when it is applied to platform work. First, considering online

platforms simply as a field where certain forms of capital are useful down-

plays their role in mediating value. Platforms are not simply a work context

but actively and dynamically shape work practices. They mediate how free-

lancers can transform their time and skills into money, and they shape the
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work process. Second, as I have shown in this chapter, there is no single

definition of what constitutes value in platform work. As Girard and Stark

(2005) have described for heterarchical organising, several different evalua-

tive frameworksmeet: platformworkers themselves include time spent on a

job, the quality of the final product, as well as the level of service they provide

in their assessment of the value of a job. In addition, clients have their own

ideas about the value of a job, which is furthermediated by platforms.These

heterogeneous actors interdependently produce the valuation of services

on a platform, negotiating not just rates, but also what exactly constitutes

a job well done. Third, value is continuously negotiated over time, making

it necessary for freelancers to adapt to changing structures.They must con-

stantlywork on aligning their idea of valuewith new clients and re-negotiate

with clients and platforms. What is more, as the subchapter on investing

in one’s market value has shown, future value is negotiated in a context of

uncertainty. Accordingly, value is not built up by accumulating different

forms of capital but produced with a range of different practices.

The dissolution of structures does not necessarily translate into more

freedom for workers. Allocating jobs individually to workers who are con-

sidered independent contractorsmakes it extremely hard to strive for better

working conditions through collective bargaining. Instead, rates are often

subject to supply and demand – which often leads to extremely low rates

in the context of an oversupply of labour on platforms (ILO, 2021, p. 50).

Moreover, there are also notions of hierarchy within platformwork. First, as

I have described above, access to higher-paying jobs is often conditioned on

being sorted into a higher-level category by the platform, such as a top-level

designer on 99designs or a top-rated user on Upwork. Value is dynamic,

but not equally distributed. Second, platforms direct and structure work

practices, for example with their terms and conditions. Therefore, while

freelancers, clients, and platforms are interdependent, platforms havemore

power tomake changes to the overall system.Third, platformwork interacts

with unequal structures beyond the platform and these structures have an

impact on how platformworkers can interact with the platform.

How freelancers experience platform work depends to a large extent on

how financially dependent they are on the income generated there (Schor et

al., 2020). Not all workers can afford to pick only attractive jobs; it is thus

mostly those who have other options who can enjoy the flexibility associated

with platformwork.As I have described above, freelancers can often be pick-

ier after they have built up experience; however, they are also generally in a
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more difficult position to negotiate their market value if they or even their

whole family rely ona regular income fromtheplatform.Moreover,while on-

line platforms extend access to work geographically, they are still integrated

intounequal global valuations ofwork.As Iwill argue inmoredetail inChap-

ter 7, the global assemblage of platform work produces tension between the

global form and actual situated practices. Transforming work into a global

form, online platforms hold the technological possibility to disintegrate and

reintegrate work practices from one place to another, and to transcend in-

come structure, purchasing power, or integration into postcolonial depen-

dencies of national contexts as evaluative criteria. The actual situated prac-

tices of working together via online platforms, however, are still affected by

these factors.

While I have focused on freelancers’ practices of negotiating value here,

it is important to also think about the embeddedness of these negotiations

over value within the context of the platform economy. Considering the rev-

enue models at the heart of how platforms structure interaction (van Dijck,

2013) adds another layer to the negotiation of value as the freelancers con-

tribute to the platforms’ revenue not just through the commission they pay,

but also by supplying different kinds of data.When freelancerswork on their

digital reputation, for example, by replying to help requests in the forum,

they perform a service for free that the platform would otherwise have to

hire paid workers for. Moreover, the data generated by selection and valu-

ation processes are analysed to contribute to the algorithmic evaluation of

designs (Rest, 2016).





6. Managing Emotions

In Chapter 5, I argued that the value attributed to freelancers is negotiated

within relations between them, their clients, and the online platforms they

use. Moreover, their success depends on how well they can convince clients

to pick them out of a large number of potential service providers. Creating a

design for a client is quite subjective and requires them to understand their

vision, often with very little information to rely on.The freelancers’ work re-

quires creativity and discretion – accordingly, they also face the challenge of

convincing their clients to choose them by standing out and demonstrating

their trustworthiness. In this chapter, I further explorehowfreelancersmake

and sustain connections by focusing on the emotional and affective aspects

of theirwork. I carve out howmanagingboth their ownand clients’ emotions

is a part of freelancers’ practices of assembling.

The exploration is guided by two central sensitising concepts: First,

Hochschild’s ([1983] 2012) concept of emotion work and emotional labour.

Based on her research on flight attendants, Hochschild argues that in addi-

tion to physical andmental strain,managing and regulating one’s emotions,

too, is an aspect of work. The second concept, affective labour, is closely

related to emotion work, yet sets a different focus: first established by Hardt

(1999), the term affective labour denotes the effort of managing others’

emotions and producing affect through one’s behaviour. Taking a relational

perspective, the term departs from the notion of a bounded, authentic sub-

ject.While Hochschild frames emotional labour in terms of acting, affective

labour includes a notion of subjectification, that is, working subjects are

produced through affective labour practices (Mankekar & Gupta, 2016, pp-

26-27). However, I will not treat the two concepts as clearly separated here

but as joint elements of managing emotions: affective labour includes the

emotional labour of managing one’s own emotions: when freelancers put
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on a friendly face with a difficult client, they partly do so because they are

hoping for a positive reaction, for example.

While the concept of emotional labour was developed from a vantage

point of face-to-face interaction, the freelancers in this study mainly com-

municate with their clients via online platforms. Getting the right emotions

across remotely requires specific practices of emotion work and affective

labour, as Mankekar and Gupta (2016) have argued based on their study on

business process outsourcing (BPO) call centre workers in Bengaluru. Based

on the entangled concepts of emotion work and affective labour, and taking

into account the platform-mediated context, I will explore how freelancers

manage their own and their clients’ emotions, and how platforms mediate

emotional connection, in this chapter.

First, I explore the role of emotions in freelancers’ everydaywork, looking

at how they relate to their work on an emotional level. Second, I focus on

how they relate to their clients emotionally while interacting through online

platforms.Third, I turn to online platforms’ role inmediating emotionmore

closely. Finally, I bring these aspects together to reflect on the notion of trust

in a platform-mediated work environment.

6.1 Between thrill and frustration: Managing one’s own emotions

In this first part of the chapter, I outline how freelancers’ work practices are

interwoven with emotions.Their everyday work – both practices of creating

designs and practices of assembling – can raise positive emotions, such as

joy, pride, or excitement but also difficult emotions, such as frustration, sad-

ness, or anger. Below, I explore how freelancers deal with these emotions, as

well as how emotions influence their work process.

6.1.1 Emotion as a motivating factor

The freelancers describe howemotions of joy or excitementmotivate them.A

lot of them express a deep passion for their work, and they are driven by the

joy and excitement they feel when creating something new. Krishnam, for

example,describeshowhe felt about adesignhecompleted inhisphotodiary

like this:
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“The reason i decided to put that picture for this day’s topic because while i wasmaking it,

i experienced a burst of emotions.The emotions were a mix of happiness and proudness

like getting an achievement. I was swearing myself like ‘how i did that’, ‘its better than

what i was trying to make’, ‘this gonna blast’. I was really happy when i was making that

poster and at the same time very excited. At last I was very proud.This infers that i really

enjoy what i do” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 6).

He even surprised himself with what he had created and felt immense pride

about it.Otherdesignershave shared similar accountsof being ina flowstate

and happy with what they produce – their work, thus, is a source of joy and

fulfilment for them.Thedesigners describe this role of passion and the joy of

creating as amotivating factor on two levels: on an everyday levelwhere their

passion for artistic work motivates them to keep going with their work, and

onamoregeneral level as a rationale for choosing towork as adesigner in the

first place. Divyansh, for example, explains how his love for films motivated

him to enter a creative field:

“I fell in love. Like, I fell in love with that subject, I fell in love with these directors and I

just, went deeper and deeper. I saw world cinema and I saw styles of directors, and then I

knew that I wanted to get into films” (Interview with Divyansh, 27–02-20).

How strongly emotions motivate freelancers for their work varies. Some

frame their work strongly in connection with emotions. Especially those

that rely less on the income they generate with platform work stress the

happiness that creating designs brings them – like Nitin: “Talenthouse is

a platform, still I do stuff on my own, it’s for my happiness” (Interview

with Nitin, 04–02-20). For those who are more focused on stability and a

steady income, emotions also play a role. Jiya, for example, finds joy in the

steadiness of being able to work every day:

“The emotions I feel for my work are happiness, thrill, and excitement because I have cli-

ents, I am still able towork every daymakesmehappy.Work, in general,makesmehappy”

(Jiya’s photo diary, day 6).

While the uncertainty of the platform-mediated work environment is often

described as stressful, and Jiya, for example, feels satisfaction at finding

some regularity in her work, some freelancers appreciate precisely the dy-

namic nature of their work. Arnav, for example, states: “This is something so

addicting about freelancing, it has life, a job can be boring but freelancing is

always exciting!” (Arnav’s photo diary, day 6). Joy, gratitude, and excitement,

then, are emotions that motivate freelancers to sit down at their desks and

create a new design.
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In addition to the creativity of designing something new and the joy they

find in the rhythms of their work, relating to clients, too, is interwoven with

emotions. Janbir, for example, states that it is “funworkingwith people from

different countries” (Janbir’s photo diary, day 3). I will elucidate how free-

lancers work on their relationships with clients in a later part of this chap-

ter but will focus on the emotions these relationships bring them here. Feel-

ing appreciated by their clients is a greatmotivation for freelancers.What is

more, being trusted by clients fills them with a sense of pride and can make

them happy. I have described in the first part of this chapter how strongly

many freelancers identifywith theirworkonanemotional level.Accordingly,

when their work is appreciated, they also feel appreciated as a person.Their

feelings are affectedbyhowothers perceive them,andpositive feedback feels

like a valuation of themselves, not just their work. Nitin, for example, recol-

lects an instancewherehewonacontest onTalenthousewith aposterdesign:

“Yeah, so that made my day. […] So, looking at all this, at least I achieved something in

life. I mean, notmuch and all, but, small small things is like big things to you right?When

people notice something which you did, right? That is where you win. That’s all – it’s not

about the money. But it’s about winning there” (Interview with Nitin, 04–02-20).

People noticing and appreciating his designs felt exciting and rewarding to

Nitin, beyond the happiness he felt while creating the design and evenmore

than earning money with it.

What the freelancers perceive as signs of appreciation by their clients

varies. InUpwork, for example, clients can pay freelancers a bonus if they are

especially happy with their work – something that Kanav counts as a sign of

appreciation. Moreover, clients’ reviews and ratings are a central potential

source of appreciation. Freelancers feel pride and joy about positive reviews

– to the extent that they can almost become addictive. Arnav, for example,

writes: “[…] excellent feedback from clients, I read more than 100 times; a

feedback that says good things about me. It gives me a strange kind of con-

fidence” (Arnav’s photo diary, day 6). At the same time, getting a negative re-

view can be very frustrating. Sarabjit, for example, recalls how disappointed

he was when is rating on Elance dropped: “It was a five-star rating system,

and when it went to 4.9, I was very sad, throughout the day” (Interview with

Sarabjit, 09–03-20).

While emotions like joy or passion for what they do motivate the free-

lancers, to what extent they can let themselves be steered by their emotions

also depends on how dependent they are on the income they generate with
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platformwork.Their work is not always fun – as Krishnam explains: “Some-

times its just nothing, i got a stack of work and have to complete it somehow

till the end of the day.” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 6).Moreover, being eval-

uated by and working with diverse clients can also raise negative emotions,

which the freelancers then have to deal with. In the following subchapter, I

will take a closer look at how freelancersmanage their less-desired emotions

when they deal with clients and with their everyday work.

6.1.2 Powering through and putting on a brave face: Deep and surface

acting

While the emotions I have described in the first part of this chapter gener-

ally drive work or make it easier for the freelancers, dealing with difficult

emotions concerning their work or their clients requires emotion work and

emotional labour from them (cf.Hochschild, [1983] 2012).Hochschild differ-

entiates betweendeep acting or emotionwork, that is, inducing or suppress-

ing one’s feelings, and surface acting, that is,managing outer expressions of

feeling (Hochschild, [1983] 2012,pp. 38–45).Bothdeep and surface acting are

necessary for freelancers in their everyday work practices.

First, freelancers must process negative emotions and still manage to

stay motivated, regulating their own negative emotions, resembling what

Hochschild has called deep acting. Designers’ work experiences include

being rejected on multiple occasions. A common occurrence, which I have

described in more detail in Chapter 5, is being rejected when they start

working on a platform. At that point, designers often do not know yet how

they need to communicate with clients. They may not put enough time and

effort into a design for a competition or a cover letter for a job, thus ending

up being rejected for all jobs and having wasted time. This gets better with

experience, but with the oversupply of labour, rejection is still a common

experience even for long-term platform designers. It takes strength and

determination to keep trying even if the results remain bad for a long time.

While not hearing back for a cover letter does hurt, the emotional impact

is even stronger when a freelancer has already created a design, which

is then rejected. Akarsh, for example, remembers an experience when an

acquaintance from college had asked him to create a logo for his mother’s

shop:
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“I told ‘Okay, I will create it’. But at that time, I don’t know how to do business,means how

to ask for themoney. So, I did not tell him anything. And in themorning, I thought I have

to give him the logo, I will say what I want and how much I want for the logo. So, in the

morning, after I created a logo, I was just sending him, the file was just uploaded half, he

called me and said ‘Bro, I don’t need the logo right now,mymom said somebody also had

done’. So, on that day I cried, I was just looking into the mirror and ‘So, what happened?’,

yes? ‘You just wasted your time” (Interview with Akarsh, 31–08-20).

Although Akarsh did not arrange the logo design for his acquaintance

through a platform, it still resembles an experience that the platform work-

ers go through regularly, especially if they take part in design contests.

Considering that freelancers often feel a personal connection to what they

create, having invested something of themselves and it being rejected can

be tough.

Second, designers’ work also includes surface acting in the sense of

projecting positivity evenwhen it does not reflect how they feel. I will go into

greater detail about how the freelancers manage their relationships with

clients below–at this point, the focus is onhow they try to stay friendlywhen

dealing with difficult clients. I have described in Chapter 5 how designers’

work does not only include producing designs, but also producing a positive

experience for their clients and being nice toworkwith – evenwhen they are

“getting annoyed when client is requesting too many changes” (Krishnam’s

photo diary, day 6). Janbir contrasts his work experiences with diverse types

of clients like this: “An appreciation from a client gives me the motivation

to work hard. On the other hand, I hate doing kind of work from a bad

client but stay positive” (Janbir’s photo diary, day 6). Staying positive in this

situation takes work, as it does for Kanav when he tries “to keep patience

even when I get the hard clients to work with” (Kanav’s photo diary, day 6).

This surface acting is also present in work environments not mediated by

platforms. However, as I will explain in the following subchapter, some of

the emotional strain that the freelancers in this study experience is closely

tied to the uncertainty of the platform-mediated work environment.

6.1.3 Dealing with the anxiety of a highly flexible work environment

First, as I will carve out in more detail in Chapter 7, remote freelancers are

often living out of sync with their immediate surroundings. Moreover, they

do not have colleagues to vent to, to keep them company, or to share expe-
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riential knowledge about the job with them.While BPO call centre workers,

too, often follow different rhythms than those around them, they share an

office with others who are in the same situation, and they often have a range

of joint activities organised by their company (cf. Mankekar & Gupta, 2016,

p. 31). By contrast, the platform workers whom I have talked to hardly know

any other online freelancers. If they do know someone from the same plat-

form, it is usually based on a previous connection outside of the platform.

The platforms do provide ways to connect to other freelancers online, such

as community forums, or even occasional local events. However, the reality

of the designers’ everydaywork experience is far removed from thepicture of

a global community of designers that platforms like 99designs paint. Ankit,

for example, regularlyposts in theonline community forumof99designs,but

this is less about connectingwith other designers andmore about attracting

attention and, hopefully, getting featured on the website someday.The plat-

form interface is geared towards enabling connections between freelancers

and clients, but it is relatively hard for freelancers to connect to other free-

lancers through the platform. When they use the community forum, their

conversations are under the eyes of the platform operators, which makes it

harder to openly chat about their grievances with the platform, for example.

Some of the freelancers in my study connect with others via groups on so-

cial media, such as Facebook or WhatsApp, where they can talk more freely

about their work. While there are accounts of freelancers who organise to

fight for better working conditions (cf. e.g.Wood& Lehdonvirta, 2021b), the

experiences that the freelancerswhom Ihave talked to share soundmore like

Krishnam’s:

“There are very few real social aspects in a freelancers life. I have some local freelancers

that i can connect and there are worldwide people i can connect through my work. I do

have some people in my profession in my city whom i can meet with and discuss some

talks together but pandemic has made it more difficult. Virtual connections are no fun”

(Krishnam’s photo diary, day 6).

Second, in addition to the loneliness and isolation that remote freelance life

entails, the uncertainty inherent in platform work can bring a lot of anxi-

ety. As Gregg (2011) notes, precarity has an affective dimension, as workers

always have to be prepared for change and try to anticipate their next steps:

“In the language I have been using in this book, precarity is another manifestation of

work’s intimacy: its irrepressible invasiveness over one’s thoughts, regardless of time or

locations, is symptomatic of the unpredictable nature of jobs increasingly facilitated by
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communications technology. Anticipation and preparation for work’s potential presence

are the ‘immaterial’ of [sic] ‘affective’ dimensions to work in knowledge professions”

(Gregg, 2011, p. 155).

Moreover, what Gregg (2011) has called “presence bleed” (p. 2), also takes an

emotional toll on the platform workers. As Gregg notes, dealing with the

volatility of the workplace and with a never-ending to-do list is emotionally

taxing. Compared to Gregg’s study of office workers in Australia, gig work is

characterised by evenmore uncertainty and volatility: as risk is increasingly

shifted to workers and contracts only last as long as it takes to complete a

single design, the freelancers grapple with the anxiety of continuously hav-

ing tomake sure that work keeps flowing in. Below, I will go one step further

and explore how freelancers manage the emotional dimensions of their re-

lationships with clients.

6.2 Emotional relations

In this subchapter, rather than focusing on freelancers’ emotions, I ask how

they leverage andmanage emotionswhen they relate to clients.Emotions are

not just the freelancers’ or the clients’, but they are part of the relationship

between them. I show how the freelancers interact with the platform infras-

tructure to evoke clients’ trust along the lines of the process of finding and

performing work. Before they start working with a client, freelancers must

attract their attention and convince them that they are the right person for

the job. They need to evoke an initial basic level of trust with the clients as

a prerequisite for them to hire them.The number of competing freelancers

and the opaque mechanisms of the platforms that have an impact on their

visibility is an important part of their practices of assembling. Here, I will

focus specifically on how freelancers work on standing out to prospective

clients as professionals – and what being professional means to them. To

be hired, it is not enough for designers to be visible to clients, theymust also

convince a prospective client to trust themwith the job.Proving this in a con-

text where clients and workers cannot see each other and where their com-

munication is streamlined by the platform is a challenge, and I argue here

that proving one’s trustworthiness online is part of the affective labour that

the freelancers perform. Being professional, then, does not contradict emo-
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tions; by contrast, freelancers are supposed to professionally manage emo-

tions.

6.2.1 A leap of faith

For both clients and freelancers, closing a contract is a leap of faith. As I will

carve out in more detail below, the risk for clients varies according to how

jobs are allocated on a platform, as clients make their decision based on a

design that has already been created when they choose to launch a design

contest, for example. Especially when they want to hire someone for an ex-

tensive job, clients sometimes ask designers to do a test job for them, that is,

they hire them for a small task and make their decision about hiring them

based on the results of the job. A lot of times, however, the hiring decision

is made based on limited information on both sides. As Jiya describes: “It’s a

complete virtual thing.The client cannot see you. I cannot see the client. So,

trust is very important. Your credibility is very important.” (Interview with

Jiya, 08–03-20)

Freelancers, too, take a risk when they start working with a new client

and use different strategies to assess whether a client will be a good fit. To

do this, they take hints from the initial conversation with a client or even

from the design brief. Arnav, for example, not only checks the ratings that

a client got, but he also takes a closer look at what the freelancers who have

previously workedwith a client leave in the comments.He reckons that free-

lancers would usually not leave a low rating or a negative comment, so he

takes it as a bad sign if the reviews are not accompanied by any comments,

as this is how he deals with unpleasant experiences with clients himself:

“I will be reading all the feedbacks. […] So, then we can come to know whether to work

for this client or not. […] Even if it is like, fine, then we go to the comment what they have

made.Sometimes, like the people don’t give bad comments. Like forme, I have never given

abad comment to any client.But if I don’t have anything towrite, I’ll just leave it. Five stars,

and I don’t write anything there” (Interview with Arnav, 09–03-20).

Assessing the clients extends to assessingwhat the experience ofworking to-

getherwill be like but also includes questions of how the client is likely to rate

them in the end.Others go by the design brief, trying to judge from the clar-

ity of instructionswhether the client has a clear idea about the scope of work
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or from the tone of instructions whether the client will take the designer’s

judgment seriously.

Generally, designers are confrontedwith the task to evoke a feeling of se-

curity in the clients in a context where it may be tough to trust someone at

first, as they cannot easily verify whether what they say about themselves is

true. I understand their practices of demonstrating how professional they

are and working on a positive and memorable first impression as a form of

self-branding. As Hearn argues: “Self-branding may be considered a form

of affective, immaterial labour that is purposefully undertaken by individ-

uals in order to garner attention, reputation and potentially, profit” (Hearn

2010, p. 427). That is, by presenting themselves in a certain way, freelancers

seek to invest in a future relationship with clients, hoping that they will be

rewarded by a profitable working relationship.Within the opaque and com-

plex environment of the platform, freelancers face the challenge of making

their clients feel that they can trust themwithout seeing them and that they

are catering to them personally.

As they are trying to anticipate the reactions of both their prospective

clients and the platform mechanisms, freelancers face double uncertainty.

In this context, they produce theories about what makes them stick out

to clients. I rely on their interpretations here because I am focusing on

work from their perspective, and it is more important for me to know what

incomplete knowledge motivates them for specific practices than to know

what clients want from them. Ankit, for example, who mainly uses 99de-

signs, would like to move towards working directly with clients instead of

participating in design contests, and he tries different things to gain their

attention and trust:

“1-to-1 projects is what I’m hoping to do on this platform. I mean, 1-to-1 projects is basi-

cally where the client finds you on the platform. It could be from a design that I’ve done

before, it could be from a showcased design, could be that he stumbled upon my profile,

or from word of mouth. And he contacts me, and he hires me directly for a project. […]

So, in the last three years I’ve been only approached, about 15 times, 15 to 20 times. And

out of those 15 to 20 times, I’ve actually managed to bag a project, I guess 11 times […]. So

that’s what I’ve been trying to do on 99designs is basically, reach a level where my designs

are featured, and to grow to a positionwheremy designs are regularly featured so that cli-

ents keep approachingme and I don’t have to compete in contests” (Interview with Ankit,

01–03-20).

He goes on to talk about how he tries to be featured: winning contests helps,

but he also posts in the community forum, for example, to try and get the
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platform operators’ attention and increase his chances of being featured.

This quote illustrates the uncertainty of the affective labour performedby the

freelancers: Ankit does not know if it was his portfolio that attracted clients,

whether someone has recommended him, or whether being featured on the

99designswebsite has pointed them towards him.Within this context of un-

certainty, I have identified two central strategies that freelancers apply to

perform as a professional before a contract is closed: proving one’s authen-

ticity and putting oneself in the client’s shoes.

6.2.2 Initiating contact: Performing professionalism

First, being ‘authentic’ is important for freelancers to gain clients’ trust and

tomake them feel like it would beworthwhile to hire them.Being in a virtual

work environment where they cannot see each other means that freelancers

must work extra hard on proving to clients that they can trust them. When

I asked them what is important to be successful as a designer on an online

platform, a lot of the freelancers answered along the lines of being honest,

being credible, and being reliable.On the one hand, there aremany possibil-

ities to cheat online. For example, people might fill their portfolio with de-

signs they have not created themselves or theymay even use other designers’

work and submit it for design contests.This is also amajor topic in the forum

on Fiverr, for example, where freelancers call out others whom they suspect

to have stolen their work to submit it for a job.

On the other hand, it is also hard for freelancers to prove that they are

authentic –whetherwhat they put up on their profile reflects themand their

skills can usually only be assessed in hindsight. However, being transparent

in the information they share in their profile picture is something they

perceive as helpful in coming across as a professional. In their accounts of

their work practices, freelancers often made a close connection between

being professional and being authentic. Coming across as professional, to

them, entails granting clients insights intowho they are and providing them

with a notion of authenticity. One example of this is the profile picture they

choose. As Sarabjit reflects:

“It should lookprofessional, and it shouldnot look funky.Althoughwe cando someartistic

things, like upside down and all. But I don’t think Upwork will verify that […] because they

want a professional designer instead of a funky designer (laughs). […] Keeping the photo-

graph gives the client a personalised touch, instead of putting the logo. […] Because they
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can find a logo on Google. […] So, they are not interested in our logo. They are interested

in with whom they are working” (Interview with Sarabjit, 09–03-20).

Sarabjit’s account illustrates that choosing a professional profile picture

entails adhering to shared standards, such as being serious rather than

funky, on the one hand. On the other hand, it means sharing one’s face

with a prospective client, that is, providing information about who is going

to work for them. Thus, professional self-branding means that freelancers

need to find just the right balance between sharing and holding back, pre-

senting those aspects of themselves that they anticipate being relatable

and reassuring to the client. Being professional, then, does not mean being

emotionally neutral but connecting their profile to a person beyond the

platform. However, there are also aspects of gaining clients’ trust beyond

the designers’ control. For example, Gerber and Krzywdzinski (2019) have

found that clients often prefer freelancers of the same nationality when they

hire someone through a platform.Moreover, as I have described in Chapter

5.2, some ofmy interview partners have reported that they have come across

clients with reservations against designers from India or South Asia. In

these instances, self-branding can also include hiding parts of one’s identity

hoping to come across as more professional.

Proving one’s authenticity is a novel challenge that digitally mediated

tasks pose. A freelancer who communicates directly with their client would

not have to prove that they are a real person. The importance of being

personal and relatable also hints at the emotional dimension of platform-

mediated work relationships: although the process of working together is

structured by the platform, it is still relevant for clients to work with a ‘real’

person. Moreover, as the quote illustrates, the platform – Upwork, in this

case – plays an important role in how being professional is understood and

reflected in practices of self-branding.

Second, in addition to proving one’s authenticity, being professional is

associatedwith empathizingwith clients and anticipatingwhat information

they need.This starts with the profile description: Jiya, for example, explains

that she makes a point of choosing carefully what she writes in her profile

description to make sure her profile is professional. When I asked her what

she meant by being professional, she replied:

“Professional, previously what I had, the description, it was like me what I am as a desi-

gner, I do this this this, and that’s what. […] I don’t want to tell any history in that. It has

to be brief enough, we can use some software, whether you have some experience, you
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have some degree, in designing, you can show that, that’s it. That’s all they need to know

(laughs). They don’t need to know anything else. It has to be brief enough, to know that.

That is how, it should be brief. Professional is, it has to be brief. Nobody has time to read

everything. Everybody’s busy” (Interview with Jiya, 08–03-20).

Being professional, to her, means putting herself in the clients’ shoes and

assessingwhat information theywill finduseful, rather thanmaking it about

what she finds interesting or important.

Similarly, as I have described in Chapter 5.2, the freelancers who persist

on the platform spend considerable time writing personalised cover letters.

Insteadofwritinggeneric applications, they refer explicitly towhat the client

mentioned in the design brief and explain how their qualifications meet the

requirements of the job. A lot of them go through a learning process when

they start on the platform, where they first write a lot of generic cover let-

ters, whichmostly get rejected, and then learn from theirmistakes and start

takingmore time for a single cover letter. Reflecting on this process, Sarabjit

explains:

“I understood that this is not thewaywe canwork as a freelancer, submitting the proposal

with blind eyes. Then I made some strategies how to submit proposal. What should be

written in there, that’s all. I have noticed, I have been working as a client also, you know,

on freelancer.com. So, I noticed that many freelancers are submitting proposal without

looking at the job description. So, I started writing customised proposals. We should be

focused on what is the client’s problem. If we are giving the solution of that problem in

that job proposal.Then it will be definitely awarded” (Interview with Sarabjit, 09–03-20).

While the freelancers are part of a ‘crowd’, they make sure that their clients

feel unique.This requires empathy, attentiveness, and diligence on the free-

lancers’ side. In a context that is characterised by complexity and opacity,

the freelancers perform affective labour to make the clients feel like they are

just the right person for the job. It is not a singular characteristic of platform

work that emotional labour is performed by designers – those freelancers

whoalsoworkon local jobshave toldme that getting alongwith a client is im-

portant for them in both contexts.However, the affordances and constraints

that the platform provides to them mean that they perform this affective

labour in a challenging setting,where theymust put a lot of effort into purely

written communication. Once they have successfully closed a contract, af-

fective labour remains an important aspect of working with their clients, as

I will show in the following subchapter.
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6.2.3 Being nice to work with

In this subchapter, I outline the freelancers’ practices ofmaking and sustain-

ing emotional connections with their clients. As I have touched upon before,

emotional and affective labour is part ofmany service jobs and not a singular

characteristic of platformwork.What is new,however, is the setting inwhich

this emotional labour is taking place,which creates specific challenges. Both

the setting of communicating through the online platform and the translo-

cal connections pose specific challenges for freelancers.AsHochschild [1983]

2012) describes, emotion work also has a social dimension: different social

situations have different ‘feeling rules’, that is, they call for different ways

of displaying emotion, such as sadness at a funeral, for example.These feel-

ing rules are also relevant in business contexts, and they vary across cultures.

Mankekar andGupta (2016) describe, for example,howBPOcall centrework-

ers in India were “trained to adopt particular kinds of affective repertoires

– of courtesy, familiarity, friendliness, helpfulness, and, above all, caring”

(p. 26). Depending on whether they communicated with clients from the US

or the UK, they learned to speak more informally or with more courtesy;

more than just what they said, they underwent training of the body and the

voice “to produce the right affect in agents’ unscripted encounters with cus-

tomers” (Mankekar & Gupta, 2016, p. 27).

Not all freelancers perceive their relationships with clients as very emo-

tional. Jiya, for example, differentiates between personal and professional

relationships–her clients arenot her friends, and shewouldnot discuss per-

sonal matters with them, for example:

“Actually, the entire relationship is based on work. Without work, we don’t even interact

with the client. So, it is mostly on a professional and work relationship, no such emotions

involved in that mostly” (Follow-up interview with Jiya, 23–02-21).

At the other end of the spectrum, there is Advik: he continually works as a

virtual assistant for a client in the US and considers him one of his closest

friends, even though their relationship is centred around work. He writes:

“I am friends with one of my clients though and enjoy chatting with him. I have been

working for him for more than 2 years. We only text through Slack. I have never called

or video chatted with him as my spoken English is bad. But, he’s my closest friend after

mymother.” (Advik’s digital diary, day 3)
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The two of them have talked about their mental health struggles with each

other and connected over their shared interest in metal music, thus going

beyond topics that are directly work-related.

While these two examples show that freelancers relate to their clients

emotionally to different degrees, I argue that even those who perceive the

relationship as purely professional do perform affective labour.

When freelancers’ performance is evaluated, it is not just the design they

have created but also the process of working together that counts towards

their performance, as I have argued in Chapter 5.They are service providers

and making their clients happy extends to the experience they create for

them. As Divyansh explains from his experience as a freelance filmmaker:

“I’m very casual that way, so it doesn’t feel like work for them. I make their work easy. So,

peoplewhoare like that, I don’t think theywouldneedanybody else todomy job,youknow.

Because I make sure it’s more fun than work” (Interview with Divyansh, 27–02-20).

In this sense, freelancers performaffective labour to create a positive experi-

ence ofworking together.They go to great lengths to keep their clients happy

and to sustain positive relationshipswith them.Kiaan, for example, explains

that he would rather work for less money than risk an uneasy relationship

with a client:

“So, if I am charging people 250 dollars for a project and the client says ‘Okay, my budget

is only 200’, I would rather do that for 200 tomaintain that trust and relationship instead

of taking it off. Unless I have 100 projects coming in every day” (Interview with Kiaan,

29–02-20).

Below, I will carve out how freelancers interact with their clients and with

the platform to make and sustain emotional connections with their clients.

Some of the things that just happen implicitly whenworking together locally

need to be made explicit in a platform-mediated environment. Freelancers

usevarious strategies to showclients that theyare trustworthywhileworking

with a client.

First, being reliable is an important aspect of reassuring clients. This is

intricately connected to what I have described earlier as authenticity and

credibility: within a context where it is hard for clients to verify information

about freelancers, freelancersmustwork extra hard on gaining clients’ trust.

They demonstrate their reliability by strictly sticking to the deadlines that

they have agreed on with a client, for example. This can just mean agreeing

on a deadline once and then not trying to push it if something comes up for

them. But, as I have described in Chapter 5.1, it is sometimes hard to assess
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beforehandhow long a jobwill take because they donot knowhowmany iter-

ations the client will ask them for, and they also do not know if the client will

change the deadline at some point.Within their uncertainworking environ-

ment, then, being reliable sometimes entails flexibility rather than stability.

Moreover, being reliable also includes an aspect of demonstrating activ-

ity. As Gregg (2011) has described for office clerks working from home, the

flexibility of remote work is often undermined by the need to signal to em-

ployers (or clients, in this case) that one is working: Gregg describes that one

of the workers in her study tries to respond to e-mails extra fast because she

wants to demonstrate that she is working although she cannot be observed

directly, for example. She needs to perform this by always being reachable, as

she is afraid those whowork at the office would suspect her “baking a choco-

late cake or at the coffee shop” (Gregg, 2011, p. 42).The freelancers I have in-

terviewed pointed out how important it is to be fast to reply to their clients’

messages, for example (see also Chapter 7.2). This is not only important to

make collaboratinga smoothexperienceona technical level,but it also serves

to reassure the clients.

Second, the freelancers strive to perform transparency throughout the

work process to evoke trust. The work that the freelancers in my study per-

form entails quite a lot of discretion and being on the same page about the

client’s vision is simultaneouslymore important andmore elusive than with

many other types of platformwork. As Krishnam explains:

“The main thing which comes in order to provide satisfactory work is to understand the

needs of the client solely from the instructions provided.The onewho’s better in this, nails

the work” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 4).

At the same time, how they can get the message across is limited by the in-

frastructure of the platform. Janbir, for example, reflects: “Sometimes it feels

very difficult to describe a project, we have to send messages and images to

get feedback. On other hand, online communications are fast and interest-

ing” (Janbir’s photo diary, day 3). Relying on digitally mediated communica-

tion sometimesposes anadditional challenge for communicating ideas,both

for freelancers and clients. For freelancers, this often means additional un-

paid work of sharing their thought process extensively with their clients. At

the same time, Janbir and others also stress the positive aspects of using dig-

ital tools for communication if they provide the right infrastructure for their

work. Krishnam reflects in his photo diary entry, where he shared a screen-

shot of a chat record with his client:
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“Thepicture is sent is one ofmy favourite clientwhom i like toworkwith on a regular basis.

Weuse discord* for communication. […] I faced some other clientswithwhom the process

becomes difficult due to lack of understanding or communication.The discord itself have

a great influence here, the app designed for minimal distraction and provides seamless

experience with few notifications. Some clients prefer to work throughmail or social me-

dia apps, which in my experience will not provide the environment needed” (Krishnam’s

photo diary, day 4).

While some emotional components of the relationship between freelancers

and clients are reduced in the platform-mediated environment, then, there

are also new forms of making and sustaining emotional connections. The

freelancers are not simply released of thework ofmaking emotional connec-

tions,but they transport these connections to anew format.Ankit’s practices

of sharing his thought process with clients illustrate this. Reflecting onwhat

he thinks makes clients book him for repeat jobs, he explains:

“I think, if they’re comfortable withme,workingwithme, they have good communication

withme, they really likemywork, they really likemy thought process,which I try to explain

a lot. Which I’ve realised other designers don’t do as much, to explain why they came up

with a design or to basically include the client in your process a lot. So that it builds trust

and communication.And, I think,making the client feel like this is a safe design space and

to basically trust me as a designer” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).

Building this safe design space, as Ankit calls it, requires him to perform

unpaid work, making his thought process explicit by sharing it mainly in

a written form. However, trust and a perceived emotional connection be-

tween the freelancer and the client are not entirely in the freelancers’ hands.

While all the freelancers whom I have interviewed have English skills that

allow them to communicate clearly, speaking English as a second language

and not knowing some of the cultural codes is sometimes read as a lack of

professionality (cf. Oechslen, 2020, p. 90). In the following subchapter, I ex-

plore relationshipswith long-term clients,which are often initiated by affec-

tive labour, and which providemore space to deepen emotional connections

between freelancers and clients.

6.2.4 Taking it to the next level: Long-term clients

The work freelancers put in to establish trust with a client may pay off if this

client decides to continue working with them on further projects. Especially

inUpwork, a lot of the freelancers I have talked toworkwith the same clients
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for quite a long time.The practices of establishing trust that I have described

above are like an investment in future relationships, as Jiya explains:

“Credibility is very important. For, if it is not a one-time job. If you want to sustain, you

want your client to come back to you for the next project. So, you have that credibility, you

can give them that trust, as a designer, they will come back to you” (Interview with Jiya,

08–03-20).

Divyansh, too,explains that his efforts to benice toworkwithhaveoftenpaid

off in the form of clients coming back to him:

“I hadworkedwith them. […] And then like people started approachingme formusic vide-

os. And then I kept like a nice rapport with them, like I’ve been putting out work, being a

nice guy toworkwith.And any number of iterations et cetera, I have been nice, and people

came back, and now I have like a client list, you know?” (Interview with Divyansh, 27–02-

20).

Divyansh points out two elements here: building a rapport with clients on an

emotional level and going the extra mile, that is, putting in extra work as an

investment in the long-term client relationship.

When freelancers’ practices of establishing trust work out and clients

rehire them for further projects, they have several advantages compared to

working together just once. On a personal level, freelancers feel appreciated

and valued in their workwhen a client decides toworkwith them again.This

also has a positive effect on their online reputation: Upwork, for example,

shows the number of repeat clients on a freelancer’s profile. Against the

backdrop of the uncertainty and risk associated with hiring a new designer,

which I have described above, knowing that other clients have decided to

work with them repeatedly is a strong selling point on a freelancer’s profile.

But working continuously with a client also reduces uncertainty for the

freelancers and gives them some stability in an otherwise highly flexible

working environment.

In their relationships with clients, then, working together for repeat

projects is something many freelancers strive to do. However, they cannot

tell in advance whether a client will ask them to work together again.This is

something they often cannot quite put their finger on, an experience of ‘just

clicking’, getting along and communicating well. Moreover, some factors

are completely outside freelancers’ control, such as whether the client even

needs another design.This means that they can do things the same way, but

different clients may react differently.
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Their making emotional connections with their clients does not result in

stability for them, but it is necessary to continuously perform employabil-

ity. This is part of a development that goes beyond platform work – Gregg

describes something similar for office workers, for example:

“In fact, […] job security is no longer attained as a consequence of social networking. Ra-

ther, networking is an additional form of labor that is required to demonstrate ongoing

employability” (Gregg 2011, p. 13).

Within this context, freelancers need to continuously work on their future

hireability,without being able to rely on the results of their performance. For

remote freelancers who perform complex tasks, there is potential for some

degree of a personal connection and continuity with the same client, which

sets themapart fromdelivery riders, for example.However, the systemof the

gig economy is still geared towards treating workers as disposable. The gig

economy and long-term relationships between clients and freelancers can

exist together, but the respective logic underlying them is different.The gig

economy is about hiring someone for just the job you need to be done, not

for longer. So, there is less commitment on the side of the client. This also

means that the freelancersmust keepworkingonmaking their clientshappy,

as they still want to be hired for the next gig. In the next subchapter, I will

turn to the ambivalentways inwhich platformsmediate trust and emotional

connections.

6.3 “Finding you a designer you’ll love”: How platformsmediate

emotions

On the one hand, platforms leverage emotions, even love, and leave themore

mundane aspects of working together backstage. They create the image of

an exciting, playful, fun experience. On the other hand, they provide quite a

rational, detached notion of trust, based more on reducing risk than on an

emotional connection.

6.3.1 Creating the image of a ‘magical experience’

As I have touched upon above, design jobs are more intricately connected to

emotions and, in a way, more personal than many other jobs that are medi-
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ated by platforms. This shows in the way that 99designs presents itself. On

the website, the process of working on a design together is promoted as “a

magical experience”. Moreover, platform operators promise users to find “a

designer you’ll love”, or “100% design love” for them.1

In a media interview, the CEO of 99designs, Patrick Llewellyn, also

frames designers’ activities on the platform as mainly passion projects,

where the money they potentially earn is rather a by-product than the goal:

“You talk aboutprofessional freelancerswhocalculate very strictly.But let’s behonest:How

many freelancers do you know who really act like that? Typically, I’m a designer because

I’m creative. Out of passion.The last thing I’m good at is calculating exactly what my real

labour costs are. I want to do creative stuff and on 99designs I can do just that.We take the

tedious bureaucracy away from designers” (Rest, 2016; own translation).

I want to stress two aspects of this narrative: First, the platform creates an

image for both clients and designers implying that what they do with the

platform is more a fun experience than a business transaction. The work

practices that I have described so far, however, are not always fun – the

freelancers enjoy their work, but they also do have to calculate their labour

costs and it does matter to them if they take part in a lot of design contests

without ever winning and thus also without ever being paid. Second, the

platform is presented as an important actor in the emotional experience

and connection between freelancers and clients: clients can just rely on the

platform to create amagical experience and tofind just the right designer for

them, and freelancers can just follow their passion, relying on the platform

to take care of the more tedious, bureaucratic parts. Here, too, the work

practices that I have described so far suggest that there is more backstage

work involved than what is implied in this image. At the same time, it is

important to take the platform’s role in mediating emotions into account.

Below, I will outline the platforms’ role in creating a notion of trust that

centres on reducing risk.

6.3.2 Mediating trust as reducing risk

With the help of different mechanisms, platforms mediate trust between

clients and freelancers. I have shown above that the remote setting of work-

1 https://99designs.de/how-it-works, last checked on 28/01/2019.

https://99designs.de/how-it-works
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ing together creates challenges for establishing a relation of trust without

knowing each other in the beginning. This varies with different platforms,

depending on how the hiring process is organised. In 99designs, for ex-

ample, clients already have quite a high degree of safety because designers

produce a design before they are hired. The clients can then just choose a

design and go with it. In Upwork, clients must rely on other features to

evoke trust.They hire a designer first and pay themper hour or for thewhole

service or single milestones.

The platformmitigates some of the risks involved in having transactions

with someone you cannot see or the information about whom you cannot

verify. A lot of the mechanisms that platforms put in place are aimed at cre-

ating trust – with both clients and workers. The platform acts as an escrow

for the payments, so the risk of not being paid is lower for designers. At the

same time, clients know that they must only pay for a design they are happy

with.Thus, clients and freelancers do not have to trust each other completely

– it is enough for them to trust the platform. It is also in the interest of the

platform to be the bearer of trust – if freelancers and clients did not perceive

it as a risk to circumvent the platform, the business model of mediating the

relationship would not be viable anymore. Kiaan, for example, reports from

his time as a freelancer on 99designs that it was a regular occurrence that

freelancers contacted clients while a contest was going on, offering them to

provide a design outside the platform for a lower rate.Themain reason that

not more people did that was trust, in his opinion:

“I would say those clients who did not establish trust. I think that was the main criteria

that I would say in my opinion. Because unless you develop trust on people, and then you

cannot really take it outside. […] 99designs were also offering them a refund if the contest

did not happen. So, maybe these are the few criteria my client could still be on. Because

for them, the money is still safe” (Interview with Kiaan, 29–02-20).

Trust is not the only reason to follow through on the platform – the terms

of use of the platforms in my study prohibit circumventing the platform, in

the case of 99designs even for more than a year after the first contact. Still,

it seems reasonable that more users would still avoid paying the platforms’

fees if it felt safe for them.

Platformsmediate trust between freelancers and clients in all the phases

of working together that I have described above. Especially in the first part

of establishing trust, before a contract is closed, the platform plays a cen-

tral part in pre-selecting, vetting, and curating designers. By mediating au-
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thenticity, platforms mitigate the perceived risk of hiring someone whom

the client does not know.Different platforms do thiswith different rules, but

the rules have in common that they increase accountability by tying work-

ers’ profiles to their identities in the ‘real’ world. Upwork does this, for ex-

ample, by asking freelancers to use photos that clearly show their faces and

not verifying photos otherwise, as Sarabjit’s statement about his profile pic-

ture at the beginning of this chapter reflects. On 99designs, new members

must verify their identity with an official ID and provide proof of their de-

sign skills before accepting jobs on the website.Moreover, the rating and re-

viewsystemsput inplaceby theplatformsare supposed tohelp clientsdecide

whom they can trust with their projects. Platforms sort designers into dif-

ferent categories, thus reducing complexity for clients and providing them

with indicators about whom to choose. By highlighting freelancers as top-

level (99designs) or top-rated (Upwork) designers, the platforms showclients

that thesedesignerswillmostprobablybeaviable choice.Alongsimilar lines,

99designs features designers that stand out to them on the website and Up-

work suggests potentially suitable freelancers to clientswhopublish adesign

brief.

Once a contract has been closed, platforms mediate the connection be-

tween freelancers and clients by setting the stage for communication. Ankit,

for example, explains that communicationwith clients feels rather neutral to

him when he works on 99designs:

“99designs offers a pretty linear way to communicate with clients. Basically, you post the

design, and they’ll give you some feedback and then you revert and then they select your

design. So, it’s quite linear in that sense” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).

The platform environment does not leave much space for connecting to dif-

ferent clients, compared to local projects, where the designers report that

they oftenmeet up several times to discuss a design. Contrasting his remote

jobs with other design jobs that he accepts locally, Ankit explains:

“A contest brief [on 99designs] is basically just reading what they’ve shared with us about

their company, and it’s just making a design based on an educated guess of what they

would like. While over here it’s actually guiding the client, of why I am making these de-

cisions for your company,design-wise.Andwhy I think,your targeteddemographicwould

like this. It’s a lot more in-depth, locally. And it’s a lot more intricate. But, online, it’s pret-

ty fast, I have to dish out designs pretty fast, […] it can get rejected instantly, so, I have to

just give them the gist of the design. I have to just show them, […] whereas locally, I have

to prepare an entire presentation of my three concepts, and I can talk to them, and I can

make them understand why I’ve made these decisions” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).
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That is, when Ankit works for a local client, there is a continuous process of

negotiation between the client and the designer. On the platform, by con-

trast, the process can hardly be altered. This can be a relief to some extent,

as the platform takes over some of the work of establishing trust. However,

it also means that the freelancers are less in control of the situation.

Moreover, the platform is also involved as a mediator if there is a con-

flict between freelancers and clients, as I have described in Chapter 5.1. If a

client refuses to pay for a service, for example, the freelancer can take the is-

sue to the platformand try to convince the platformrepresentatives that they

have completed the job. Again, this makes the platform the ultimate bearer

of trust. It is important to note, however, that freelancers often choose not

to rock the boat and to keep silent if clients do themwrong, as they often feel

in a weaker position and do not want to risk a low rating.Generally, the trust

that is produced through the platform is not so much about making emo-

tional connections but rather about minimising risk. Freelancers’ opportu-

nities for action, and for making emotional connections, are constrained by

the platform infrastructure.

6.3.3 Structuring the work environment

On a more general level, abstracted from single jobs, some platforms en-

able more stable – and potentially emotionally closer – long-term relation-

ships with clients than others. Freelancers on Upwork, especially those who

have been on the platform for a longer time, often have a substantive part of

long-term clients, sometimes working with them for years. The platform is

also geared towards more long-term projects.When a project is completed,

clients are invited to rehire the freelancer for the next project. This is quite

different on 99designs, for example. There, the focus is much more on tak-

ing care of a single job than establishing long-term relations. Platformwork

is thus not homogenous and there are different experiences of working to-

gether on different platforms.

What is more, freelancers on the online platforms at the centre of this

study do not connect to clients on an equal level. This is shown in the re-

view systems, for example, which I have explained in more detail in Chap-

ter 5.2. Freelancers must make clients happy and manage their emotions,

sometimes sacrificing time and money for this goal because they are so de-

pendent on how clients feel about them. Moreover, against the backdrop of
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the oversupply of labour onmost gig work platforms, freelancersmust work

extra hard to attract and keep clients with them. This is exacerbated by the

review and rating systems that platforms put in place. Trying to satisfy their

clients means that freelancers are working for an elusive goal: their reputa-

tion and success depend very much on how they come across and how they

can communicate,but that is not fully in their control.Theuncertainty of this

brings extra unpaid emotional labourwith it, trying towin long-term clients

but also “as ameans of reducing the threat of bad ratings” (Wood & Lehdon-

virta, 2021b, p. 34). In short, platforms mediate emotional connections be-

tween freelancers and clients on several levels and in ambivalentways.While

they transport an image of playfulness and evoke strong feelings, the reputa-

tion systems and communicative affordances of the platforms, as well as the

allocation of jobs as single gigs, rather contribute to a working environment

in which connecting on an emotional level is difficult.

6.4 Synthesis: Limited knowledge and volatile trust

To sum up, I have elucidated the emotional aspects of the freelancers’ work

practices from two vantage points. First, I have described the roles that the

freelancers’ own emotions play in their everyday work practices. Both their

practices of creating designs and their practices of assembling raise emo-

tions like joy or excitement, which play a key role in their motivation.On the

flipside, dealing with clients and, more generally, working within a highly

flexible platform environment can be emotionally taxing. Managing their

own emotions and keeping up appearances even when they are sad, angry,

or frustrated takes emotion work in the forms of deep and surface acting

(cf. Arlie Russel Hochschild, 1979). Second, being a successful freelancer on

an online platform also includes continuous affective labour (Hardt, 1999;

Hardt & Negri, 2000; Weeks, 2007), that is, managing others’ emotions.

Freelancers use the tools which the infrastructure of the platform provides

to reassure prospective and current clients of their trustworthiness, creating

a relatable image of themselves.The platform-mediated work environment,

where clients and freelancers have only limited points of contact, makes

it both more relevant and more difficult to perform the authenticity and

transparency that are necessary to get clients to trust them. To balance this

and to increase their chances of winning and keeping clients, freelancers

perform unpaid labour, for example by extensively explaining their thought
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processes to clients. However, they still have no guarantee that their clients

will be happy or that making clients happy will result in them returning. Fi-

nally, I related freelancers’ practices to the online platforms they use for their

work. I argued that, while they create the image of a magical and emotional

experience, gig work platforms do not contribute to trust between free-

lancers and clients. Instead, they remain the bearer of trust for both parties,

for example, by securing payments and mediating in the case of conflicts.

Moreover, the rating and review systems on platforms and the oversupply of

labour contribute to an unequal distribution of unpaid emotional labour.

This is intricately connected with the fact that freelancers’ success de-

pends on clients’ satisfaction and the rating by clients.Theywork onpleasing

their customers without knowing which actions exactly will result in a good

or bad rating, and they do not have a lot of information on the clients’ con-

texts. As results depend on interaction and on producing affect, they are in-

calculable. Similarly, Mankekar and Gupta have argued for call centre work-

ers:

“Workersnowhad to labor toplease their customerswithoutknowingwhichactionswould

result in a ‘good’ rating versus a ‘bad’one,andwithout any control over the consumers’ con-

texts. Since affective labor depends on interaction, the ‘output’ is always uncertain, even

less than the worker’s control over a product beingmade on an assembly line. It is for this

reason thatwe contend that call centrework cannot be categorizedas just another example

of Taylorized, assembly-line production, no different than producing cars, washing ma-

chines, or electronics: in this important sense, then, the affective labor of our informants

was distinct from the labor of factory workers” (Mankekar & Gupta, 2016, p. 28).

For graphic designers working through an online platform, this uncertainty

is exacerbated as they additionally deal with opaque platformmechanisms.

Accordingly, their efforts at self-branding consist of trying to invest in the

market value of their personal brand without really being able to tell what a

successful strategy looks like.This leaves designers with a sense of what van

Doorn (2014) has called “affective ambiguity”: the structures of the platform

give workers a sense of security about their value, but at the same time they

cannot foresee if they are following the right strategy. This is expressed in

trying tomaster the rules of a gamewhich are both obfuscated and changing

all the time.The freelancers are thus confrontedwith anambiguous situation

that suggests agency while also bringing a lot of uncertainty.

One of the central goals of freelancers’ affective labour as I have described

it in this chapter has been establishing trust. There are several aspects of

trust in a global assemblage of platform work that I want to point out here.
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First, the notion of trust illustrates the relationality of the freelancers’ work

practices.Trust isnot individual butproduced in relations.Accordingly, free-

lancers contribute to evoking trust with their practices, but they are not the

only ones on whom this trust depends. Even if they put the same amount of

effort into every single client, the results will always be different. Sometimes

they “just click” (Interview with Jiya, 08–03-20), and other times, they will

just not get along.

This relationality resembles howMankekar and Gupta (2016) conceive of

affect in their study of BPO call centre workers in India:

“[I]n our characterization of the labor of call center agents as affective labor, we theori-

ze affect as a field of intensities that circulates between bodies and objects and between

and across bodies; as existing alongside, barely beneath, and in excess of cognition; and

as transgressing binaries of mind versus body, and private feeling versus collective senti-

ment. Affects cannot be located solely in an individual subject, nor can they be relegated

to the psyche or to subjective feelings” (Mankekar & Gupta, 2016, p. 24).

By defining affect in this highly relational way, they go beyond Hochschild’s

notion of emotional labour as (deep or surface) acting, arguing that working

subjects are produced in and through affective labour. This ties in with the

practices of self-branding and the anticipative interaction with reputation

mechanisms that I have described in this chapter. Hearn (2010) argues that

producing affect is an important aspect of labour today, reflected in the con-

stantwork on one’s online reputation.Moreover, she argues that it is not just

the self at work, but the self is produced through work: “In the post-Fordist

era, then,we see a shift from aworking self, to the self aswork in the form of

a self-brand with reputation as its currency” (Hearn, 2010, p. 426).

But how are freelancers’ selves produced in their practices of affective

labour? This is the second aspect of trust in a global assemblage of platform

work: in their statistical analysis of how people’s earnings in online labour

markets are connected to their online reputation, expressed through ratings

by previous clients, Gandini et al. (2016) have found that reputation mea-

sures have a significant impact on workers’ chances of being chosen for a

job. They conclude that trust in online labour markets is mediated in sim-

ilar ways to e-commerce platforms, based on reviews, where a third-party

entity regulates interactions between clients and buyers. Consequently, they

argue, trust in online labour markets, where strangers have to find ways to

trust each other, is less like social capital embedded in a network and rather
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like Luhmann’s conception of trust as reducing the risk of interacting with

non-intimate social actors (Gandini et al., 2016, pp. 39–40).

Third, the way that online platformsmediate the relations between free-

lancers and clients contributes to this notion of trust as a reduction of risk

through the mechanisms that I have described in this chapter. Connecting

Hearn (2010) andGandini et al. (2016), I argue that it is not just labour that is

transformed into a commodity here, but that the freelancers produce a “per-

sona for public consumption” (cf.Wernick 1991, cited inHearn 2010) on their

profile and in their practices of interacting with both clients and the plat-

form,which they invest in,hoping for a value increase.Thus, theworker,who

is produced in affective relations, becomes the commodity that is traded on

online labour markets.





7. Aligning Relations

In the previous chapters, I have focused on unpaid and invisible aspects of

gig work, such as setting up a profile, relating to clients, or managing one’s

online reputation. As components of a global assemblage of platform work,

I view a broad range of freelancers’ practices of making and sustaining con-

nections as part of their work. I have established above that platform work

is characterised by a high degree of uncertainty: the freelancers’ income and

their volume of work vary greatly, and one bad review could result in being

out of work for months (Wood & Lehdonvirta, 2021b) –making them exam-

ples of “the flexible and uncertain working and living conditions in the con-

temporary world” (Ivancheva & Keating, 2020, p. 252). I have explored how

boundaries between the value of their work and their own ‘market value’ blur

in Chapter 5 and how complex emotional relations are involved in their work

in Chapter 6.

In this chapter, I go one step further and relate these practices of as-

sembling platformwork to themultifarious relationships thatmake up free-

lancers’ “life-work continuum” (Ivancheva & Keating, 2020, p. 254) and how

they are interwovenwith each other. As Ivancheva andKeating (2020) argue,

“[p]aradoxically, both the Marxian proletarian and the autonomous, ratio-

nal actor championed by neoliberalism feature indifference to the affective

domain, ignoring the relational life of humans as interdependent, loving,

caring and solidaristic beings” (p. 274). Moreover, they contend that life and

work aremuchmore interwoven thanmost perspectives onprecarity and ex-

ploitation give credit for. Building on this notion, I argue that platformwork

is deeply interwoven with further elements of freelancers’ lives: the various

interdependent relationships that make up their everyday lives affect how

they approach and experience platform work. Against this backdrop, I ex-

plore the implications of the volatility of platform work for freelancers’ lives
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beyond the platforms they use forwork. I outline how flexibility canhave dif-

ferent connotations, depending on what role platform work plays in a free-

lancer’s life.Thus, I extend the notion of practices of assembling to ask how

platform workers align different elements of their lives with the platform-

mediated work environment.

In the first part of the chapter, I focus on variations in freelancers’ expe-

riences to show how their respective circumstances of combining different

forms of paid work as well as their varying ways of sustaining interdepen-

dent relationships characterised by love, care, and solidarity (cf. Ivancheva

& Keating, 2020, p. 256) touch their experiences and practices of working

through online platforms. In the second part of the chapter, I focus on what

freelancers have in common, based on their shared experience of working

through online platforms. Along the lines of the translocal, freelance, and

platform-mediated character of their work, I explore the tensions that arise

in the process of aligning different relations in gig workers’ lives in time and

space. I argue that they live and work in “seamful spaces” (Vertesi, 2014) and

must continuously work on aligning different relations.

7.1 Assembling the life-work continuum

To understand freelancers’ work practices on the platforms they use for

work, it is important to also look at their lives beyond the platform. In this

first part of the chapter, I outline how freelancers are integrated into rela-

tionships of mutual care and responsibility and how their work using online

platforms is embedded within these relations in diverse ways. Deconstruct-

ing the conception ofwork and life as separate spheres, I argue that different

forms of paid and unpaidwork are interwoven and influence each other. As I

have carved out at the beginning of this study, platformwork is very volatile

and the earnings from platform work fluctuate a lot. Accordingly, many

freelancers cannot just rely on platformwork financially but combine it with

other forms of paidwork.How they approach and experience platformwork

differs withwhat the rest of their lives look like. In the following paragraphs,

I will provide examples from research participants’ accounts to illustrate

how platformwork is embedded in various constellations of paid work.
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7.1.1 Aligning different responsibilities

In some cases, my research participants work via online platforms just to a

small degree while they are employed somewhere else. They do not depend

on an income from platform work, which makes a great difference in their

experience of platformwork.Nitin, for example,works full-time as a graphic

designer at an agency in Bengaluru. Sometimes, when things are slow at

the office, he participates in online design contests on Talenthouse or 99de-

signs. He approaches the design contests playfully and sees them as a pas-

time, something to keep him busy and make him happy. For him, creating

designs online is more like a hobby with the added benefit of feeling appre-

ciatedwhenhewins a contest,more thanearningmoneywith it.He says that

“it’s formy happiness, ormaybe inmy free time I just want to do something”

(Interview with Nitin, 04–02-20). For him, the complexity of the platform

means being confronted with many different options to choose from – op-

tions that he is free to make use of or to leave aside.

Some of my other research participants have moved on to employed po-

sitions after working through platforms for some time.They do not look for

new jobs via platforms regularly, but still use them to work for long-term

clients.While their use of the platform is more serious and less playful than

Nitin’s, they still get around a lot of themore tedious parts of platformwork:

as they are working with clients they already know and have a connection

with, they do not have to perform the invisible, unpaid work of applying for

jobs or establishing a connection with their clients. For the same reasons,

they also bear less of the risk of clients giving them a low rating or refusing

payment. Sarabjit, for example, moved on to a job as an employee with an

online retailer in Bengaluru after having worked as a full-time freelancer for

around four years.However,he still works for someof his long-termclients–

he says: “these clients have been withme for the last three or four years. So, I

can’t say no to them” (Interviewwith Sarabjit, 09–03-20). Even after working

together for several years, they still use Upwork to connect, and he regularly

monitors the messages he gets there but does not submit any new propos-

als. In these constellations, freelancers have less time to dedicate to platform

work, but they are also less dependent on an income from the platform.This

puts them in a position where they can choose what jobs are attractive to

them.

A lot ofplatformworkers also combine theirworkon theplatformwith lo-

cal freelancework or switch betweendifferent platforms.Ankit, for example,
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is a top-level designer in 99designs, but also regularly accepts local freelance

jobs in his hometown, Pune. He started his design career with small local

freelance jobs,which he got through recommendations from friends. After a

while, he signed up for an online platform to find more jobs and has settled

on 99designs now, after trying out different platforms for a while. On aver-

age, he spends 70 percent of his timeworking for clients on 99designs and 30

percent on local projects. Compared to the designers described above, who

have fixed working hours in their day job, he can be quite flexible and spon-

taneous in how much time he dedicates to his online freelance work. At the

same time, there is less security for him, and he must put in more work to

make sure enough jobs are coming in. The local and remote jobs have very

different temporalities, as he describes:

“Locally, I have a lot more control over the project and I spend a lot more time […]. A con-

test brief [on 99designs] is basically just reading what they’ve shared with us about their

company, and it’s just making a design based on an educated guess of what they would

like. While over here it’s actually guiding the client, of why I am making these decisions

for your company, design-wise. […] It’s a lot more in-depth, locally. And it’s a lot more in-

tricate. But online, I have to dish out designs pretty fast, and I cannot spend a lot of time

designing online, because, as I said, it can get rejected instantly, so, I have to just give them

the gist of the design. I have to just show them, I have to design enough so that they just

understand the direction and not the entire design, whereas locally, I have to prepare an

entire presentation of my three concepts and, I can talk to them, and I can make them

understand why I’ve made these decisions” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20).

Ankit combines different jobs and adapts his routine to his clients’ timelines,

making sure he gets enough jobs to get by, but not more than he can man-

age. Up until this point, his experience is not so different from freelancers

who do not use gig work platforms for their work. However, for him, addi-

tional work is needed to bring together different temporalities and differ-

ent ways of working together to do justice to his different responsibilities.

Moreover, the possibility of being rejected instantly for jobs on the platform

implies that phases of high or low activity are even harder to anticipate. He

may be rejected for all his proposals on online platforms and glad he took on

a lot of local jobs, or he may be accepted for all and not know how to oversee

them. Thus, combining local and remote freelance work brings about chal-

lenges of aligning different jobs, both providing and requiring flexibility on

the workers’ part.

Some of the remote freelancers whom I have talked to also combine

platform work with other forms of income beyond paid employment or
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local freelance design jobs. Arnav, for example, has created several websites

throughWordPress.He uses these sites to promote his work, but their main

purpose is to generate a passive income, as he says. He keeps up websites,

such as a blog or a personal website for ad banners, mainly to get money

through Google AdSense, that is, being paid for advertisements that are

shown on the website or for sponsored links to other websites. He promotes

the websites through his social media account on Facebook and uses the

websites as his portfolio to show clients his skills as a WordPress developer

in action. That way, he tries to get some extra security and be prepared for

the volatility of remote freelancing:

“Because you cannot depend on freelancing forever, you have to do something for your

own. […] It is kind of a very messed-up thing. Yes. So, like now, you see the corona virus.

Because of this, the market may go down. And tomorrow, it will be very difficult to find a

project there” (Interview with Arnav, 09–03-20).

Still, several of the freelancers that I have talked to do just that and rely com-

pletely on freelancing for their income. Jiya has been working as a designer

via Upwork for a couple of years now and earns a considerable amount of

money there. She moved towards fully working through an online platform

gradually: after finishing her studies, Jiya worked at an agency in Kolkata

that operated through an online platform and specialised in work for clients

outside India. Thus, she was already working through a gig work platform

back then, but not immediately and not as a freelancer. After getting mar-

ried, shemoved toBengaluru and joined a local software company there.Her

job there did not include a lot of design work, so she started looking for al-

ternatives that would allow her to work more creatively. From her previous

job in Kolkata, she already knew a little bit about platform work, so she de-

cided to try and create a profile on the online platformElance for herself. She

started small, bidding for freelance jobs and creating designs beside her day

job. She was able to use designs she had created in her previous jobs as work

samples, which gave her a head start in filling her portfolio. For six months,

she did both her local job and freelancework through an online platform side

by side.When her earnings from freelance work exceeded what shemade in

her day job, she decided to start working full-time as a freelancer.This tran-

sition phase was quite important to help her gain experience in dealing with

clients and getting enough good reviews to make sure she would be able to

get jobs.
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Focusing on platform work completely, especially on a single platform,

has some advantages. InChapter 5.2, I have outlinedhow the reputation sys-

tems of online platforms penalise longer phases of inactivity, for example.

Working through Upwork almost every day and having acquired a high pro-

portion of long-term clients to work with, Jiya has been able to rise to the

top-rated designers of the platform and currently has a rate of 100 percent

successfully completed jobs. However, this also means that she must priori-

tise platformwork andkeepupbeing available for her clients.Sheused to get

anxious handling many clients at the same time but has created structures

for herself to manage her time accordingly. However, creating a schedule

onlyworks to some extent: herworkinghours dependonher clients’working

hours in their respective time zones in Europe, the US, or Australia, and she

must regularly adjust her schedule when clients come up with spontaneous

requests for changes, for example.

Ishaan, too,works exclusively via Upwork.After working on the platform

onhis own for some time,he joined forceswith twoof his friends and created

an agency profile on Upwork.They operate the agency from their respective

homes and mostly online, except for their Friday team meetings in Ishaan’s

colleague’s living room.The three friends are the only ones working directly

for their agency, but they hardly accept designwork now: instead, theyman-

age and curate bigger projects for their clients.One client forwhomheworks

outsources bigger projects to Ishaan’s agency,which supervises around eight

graphic designers in turn. In one example that Ishaan spoke about, the team

was tasked with sketching out illustrations for truck engines. When Ishaan

sees special challenges,he creates a template for the graphic designerswork-

ing for him.Mostly, he splits the projects into smaller tasks and gives weekly

assignments to his subcontractors.When they are done, they discuss the re-

sults via WhatsApp or Skype, Ishaan checks the quality of the designs and

thendelivers themto the client.Thegraphicdesignersperforming thepartial

tasks for the projects are also connected with Ishaan’s client via Upwork, but

most communication runs via Ishaan. This way, while he also uses Upwork

full-time, Ishaan has created amore fixed structure for himself.He does not

work in isolation but has colleagues close to him. Moreover, like Jiya, work-

ing mostly for long-term clients emancipates him to some degree from the

review and reputation systems of the platform and from the unpaid work of

sending out proposals.

Both Jiya’s and Ishaan’s examples are indicative of how freelancers who

rely completely on online platformsmanage their work lives.Thosewho per-
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sist are often the ones who manage to introduce some regularity, for exam-

ple, by working predominantly with long-term clients. Relying on platform

work also means having to dedicate a lot of time to managing one’s online

reputation and sometimes managing clients from various time zones at the

same time.

To sumup, thedifferent constellations of paid jobs inwhich thedesigners

integrate working on gig work platforms translate to differences in their ex-

periences of platformwork. Platformwork is one element in their work lives

and the different elements have an impact on each other. Schor et al. (2020)

also find that there is not just one singular platformworker experience.They

argue that platformwork can be satisfying if workers do it for supplemental

income rather than as a main source of income. Therefore, they call for an

analytical approach to platforms that takes these variations into account. I

would like to go one step further here and argue that it is not only different

forms of paid work but also unpaid work and the multifarious relationships

workers have with others that makes a difference in their experiences using

gigwork platforms.While it is true, for example, that Jiya focuses onUpwork

for paid work, her daily schedule also includes caring for her young son. She

dedicates the first half of her day to her family and household chores and the

second half to platformwork –unless a client’s time zonemakes it necessary

for her to shuffle her tasks around. Understanding her daily schedule would

be incomplete without considering these care responsibilities. For Ishaan,

the fact that he works with his friends, who live close by andwhom hemeets

regularly, brings more stability into his work life. His work and private lives

blur and both feed into each other.

7.1.2 Interdependent care relationships

Haug (2008) has proposed a fourfold concept of what people dedicate their

waking time to: she differentiates between paid work, care work, self-devel-

opment, and political work or taking care of the community. I argue here

that platformwork as a form of paid work interacts with the other three ele-

ments, which are present to different degrees in the platformworkers’ lives.

The designers I have talked to care for their personal development as well as

for their families and others around them.Moreover, they support others fi-

nancially with their income from platform work. Again, I will use examples

frommy research participants’ stories to illustrate how they combine differ-
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ent forms of caring for themselves and others with their work on gig work

platforms.

Kiaan has a background in computer engineering and used to work free-

lance as a user experience (UX) designer via 99designs when he was still in

college. Later, he founded his own start-up firm and stopped using gig work

platforms when his firm was up and running. This is what a normal work

week looked like for him when he was in college and working on 99designs:

“Itwas every single daywhen Iwas on aproject.Because as I said, Iwanted to complete the

work as soon as possible to jump on to the next one. So, the work week was more towards

in the night-time because that would be the daytime for the US. So, it has to be the night

over here.My college ended at 4 pm, so I would be home by 6. And then probably from8 till

12 is when I worked. So, I was working probably five or six hours, probably as low as four

hours and as high as six hours. So, that was my weekly thing. But eventually, when I had

exams, I was not working at that time” (Interview with Kiaan, 29–02-20).

For Kiaan, platform work was his only source of income during his college

days, but not the only responsibility he had. He had to fit his platform work

in the time he had besides his college syllabus, balancing phases of high ac-

tivity at college, such as exam times,with cutting back on platformwork and

getting in as many projects as he could when he had the time. Moreover, he

had to keep both his college schedule and the working days of his US clients

in mind and thus workedmostly at night.Working on his education and his

paid work on 99designs, then, left him with little time for anything else, in-

cluding sleep.

Sarabjit, who has already made an appearance earlier in this chapter as

someone who has moved on from platform work to working as a full-time

employee, only catering to his long-term clients, did so because he was left

with hardly any time to bewith his family.He reflects: “If we areworking as a

freelancer,we are submitting proposals in the night,working on the projects

in the day. So, at what time we are going to spend our time with the fam-

ily?” (Interview with Sarabjit, 09–03-20).When he was working full-time as

a freelancer on Upwork, there was nothing flexible about his job. Of course,

he did not have fixed working hours and could have taken time off in the-

ory, but in practice, making ends meet through platform work alone meant

always being on the clock.However, designers integrate their care responsi-

bilities in different ways, also depending on how paid and unpaid work are

arranged in their families. For Jiya,working fromhome and not having fixed

working hours as a freelancer enables her to spend quality timewith her son,

as she says. As her husband works outside the home and they have agreed
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not to leave their child at day-care, the task of caring for their son during the

day has fallen to her.Different constellations of responsibilities anddifferent

interdependent relationships, then, connected also with different priorities,

all affect how platformwork is integrated into daily life and what challenges

platform workers face. In their photo diaries, both Jiya and Arnav sent pic-

tures of their children to symbolise what they considered their most impor-

tant responsibility (cf. Figure 1).

Except for Jiya, all designers currently working via online platforms in

my interview sample are men but comparing her and Sarabjit’s experiences

of combining platform work with caring for a family, respectively, hints at

gender differences in platform worker’s work-life constellations.While car-

ing forhis family andworking throughUpworkmeantprioritisingpaidwork

to the point of working day and night for Sarabjit, Jiya is continuously work-

ing on a balance between paidwork andunpaid carework.This adds another

layer to the perspective on flexibility – or precarity – in platformwork:

“[I]n spite of the vulnerabilities created and exacerbated by precarious working conditi-

ons, within the current system, highly flexible labour can be more compatible with care

responsibilities for workers seeking to negotiate life within globally unequal geographic

locations and oppressive social realities” (Ivancheva & Keating, 2020, p. 267).

That is, although the challenges of uncertainty remain for Jiya, in the constel-

lation she is in, she needs the flexibility of working fromhome and adjusting

herworking hours to her son’s needs.Wallis (2021, p. 6)makes similar obser-

vations in Germany and Romania, stating that it is often women who turn

to gig work for the opportunity to work from home and with flexible hours.

Although Jiya is not the only one of my research participants who has chil-

dren, she was the only one who brought her child to our interview. While

shewas answeringmy questions, she simultaneously kept an eye on her son,

who was roaming the coffee shop and occasionally asking her for chocolate

or playing with my laptop and recording device. Working from home with

her son around is probably quite similar to that experience: in her everyday

practices, the boundaries between paid work and care work are blurry.

In addition to caring for one’s children, both financially and through care

work, designers also care for and connect to others inmany ways. Advik, for

example, lives with his parents and supports them financially. Ankit makes

time to meet his friends in the evening, adjusting his daily work schedule

by working until the late afternoon and, if he has a project to finish, night

sessions after coming back from seeing his friends. In addition, freelancers
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Figure 1: Arnav’s daughter

Source: Arnav’s photo diary, day 5

also want to spend time just for themselves, working out or pursuing their

hobbies. While the specific responsibilities and setups vary widely between

designers, every one of them has various things to do and relationships to

care for that competewith theirwork on the platformover the time they have

in a day.

On the flipside, freelancers often also have others in their lives who

care for them and support them. This support can take many forms, such

as buffering financially hard phases. Thus, even if online freelance work is

the only paid work they do, how dependent they are on their income from

the platform also depends on their support system. Moreover, they have

others around them to provide emotional support or to take care of food or

household chores, to varying degrees. How they are integrated into interde-

pendent relations of mutual care and responsibility plays a key role in their

paid work on the platform, too. When they work long and flexible hours, a

lot of platformworkers rely on their parents or their partners to cookmeals,

clean the house, or take care of their children – in short, they have time and

energy for productive labour because others ease their load of reproductive

labour (cf. Federici, 1975). Suveer, for example, says, after outlining his daily

schedule:
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“My wife is making sacrifices for me, for this working style. […] But she knows, I am do-

ing this for my family. […] She understands each and everything in there.That’s why I am

sitting freely on the computer” (Interview with Suveer, 27–02-21).

While Suveer’s wife’s unpaid work of managing everything in the back-

ground so that he can do his paid work plays a significant role in his work on

the platform, of course, there are also friendship and family relations that

do not fit a clear distinction between productive and reproductive labour.

Moksh’s story provides an example of how family ties and informal support

can be interwoven with working together. He is based in Bengaluru and

works as a graphic designer and virtual assistant on Upwork and FreeUp.

He learned his design skills from his sister, who used to work as a designer

herself. Moreover, she was already experienced in platform work when he

was just starting, so she taught him what it takes to work on an online

platform, making the phase of entering platform work easier for him. In

addition, Moksh’s sister has introduced him to fellow freelance designers

and thus broadened his professional network. She does not regularly do

paid work now, but she supports himwith his designs when he has taken on

more jobs than he can manage. When I asked him if he ever subcontracted

any work, he replied: “I actually do most of the work myself. Or my sister,

[…] who taught me, I take help from her, because we are in the same home.

We manage the work” (Interview with Moksh, 10–03-20). Wallis (2021) has

made similar observations in her qualitative study of gig work in Germany

and Romania: a lot of gig workers in her sample “share their accounts with

household members, friends or family, or even work on gigs together”

(p. 10).

Sarabjit’s early ventures into platform work were also connected to peo-

ple close to him: before he got married, he shared an apartment with some

other young men. They had a profile on Elance, and he occasionally helped

them out with designs, especially when they hadmore to do than they could

manage to deliver in time. He did so for free, as an act of friendship rather

than considering it as his work. But it was also not completely outside the

sphere of work. He recalls, for example, how he accidentally landed a client,

who ended upworkingwith him for twomore years: His roommates had ac-

cepted a project that consisted of several parts. After Sarabjit had completed

the initial design, he went home to visit his family for a couple of days and

whenhegot back,he found that the client had contactedhimvia e-mail to say

that he was not happy with what his friends had delivered and that he would
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prefer working with him instead from now on. When freelancers work on

projects that are paid by the hour onUpwork, the platform takes screenshots

of their desktops tomake sure they are working on the project.Through one

of these screenshots, the client discovered Sarabjit’s e-mail ID and under-

stood that it was Sarabjit who had created the design he preferred. So, to his

roommate’s disappointment, Sarabjit took over the client.

These examples have illustrated that work and life are not separate

spheres for freelancers. Their lives beyond the platform play a vital role

in their work on the platform – other forms of paid work pre-structure

their days to varying extents and give them different degrees of financial

freedom. This also affects how much time they spend on unpaid work like

sorting through and applying for briefs, and how invested they are in man-

aging their reputation on the platform. Moreover, their relations to others,

the care work they do, pursuing education, or time they spend on what is

personally important to them, all play a role in how much time freelancers

have for platform work and when they can take the time for it. It takes work

to align these different elements of their lives. In addition to howmuch time

the freelancers have, their lives beyond platform work are interwoven with

their work on the platform in further ways, leaving the boundaries between

‘work’ and ‘life’ blurry. Designers’ families and friends contribute to their

work on the platform, for example, by taking over care responsibilities, by

providing emotional support or a financial safety net to buffer phases when

they cannot find a job for some time, or by helping with performing a job in

phases where they have more jobs than they could do on their own.

After setting the stage by illustrating the variation that exists between

different platformworkers in terms of their work-life setup, I will nowmove

on to looking at specific challenges connected to platform work. Up to this

point, the experiences I have described are not unique to platform workers:

nurses, teachers, or engineers are embedded in interdependent relations of

mutual care and responsibility, too, and are also tasked with fitting differ-

ent elements of their lives into their days and weeks. I do, however, argue,

that there are challenges in aligning elements of work-life that are specific

to platformwork, which I will outline below.
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7.2 Everyday practices of aligning relations in platformwork

In this subchapter, I go into more detail about what I consider specific

challenges of aligning platform work with other elements of life. I argue

that practices of creating designs and practices of assembling have different

spatialities and temporalities. I consider ‘creating designs’ as the more

direct, practical, andmore recognised part of designers’ platform-mediated

work: for example, thinking of a new logo, making sketches and drafts,

and producing a file. This part of the designers’ work is usually solitary and

depends on being able to focus and shut out distractions. While creating

designs is about setting boundaries, then, practices of assembling are about

making connections. Practices of assembling encompass setting up and

curating one’s profile, browsing design briefs, writing proposals, discussing

ideas with clients or collaborators, managing one’s online reputation, and

organising one’s schedule – practices that are often taking place in the

background. In designers’ everyday work, practices of creating designs and

practices of assembling are closely connected and interdependent.Thework

of creating a logo depends on setting up a profile and successfully attracting

clients, for example. However, the practices also show some distinct char-

acteristics, which I will carve out here. I begin by exploring the spatiality of

platformwork, showing the ambiguities of creating boundaries andmaking

connections. Furthermore, I outline the temporal disjunctures of remote

platform work by carving out similarities with and differences from work

in the business process outsourcing (BPO) industry. Finally, I show how

platform mechanisms create challenges for aligning different elements of

life by simultaneously demanding flexibility and continuous effort.

7.2.1 Working from home, working from anywhere

While they connect to clients and other workers who are mostly far away,

at the same time, freelancers’ work is often tied very closely to their homes.

Nearly all the freelancers I have talked to for this studywork fromhome.Only

one ofmy research participants,Thomas,worked out of a coworking space in

Bengaluru at the time of our interview in March 2020.Working from home

has ambiguous implications for howplatformwork relates to the freelancers’

lives beyond the platform.
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On the one hand, working from home can make it easier to combine

platform work with other responsibilities, such as care work. I have men-

tioned Jiya in the first part of this chapter, for example, who chose working

from home to be able to combine paid work with caring for her son. Having

different elements of her life in proximity, she can flexibly react to changes

and switch between different responsibilities faster. Thus, temporal and

spatial dimensions are once again closely interwoven here. On the other

hand, working from home can also bring about challenges in terms of

setting boundaries, as Gregg (2011) argues, for example. She contends that

technology contributes to the de-limitation of work and that professional

and personal identities are increasingly blurred when work is done from

home. Iwill point out belowwhatmy specific observations on platformwork

and its frayed rhythms can add to this.

For their design work, freelancers require a big screen and specialised

software. Accordingly,while they are not bound to an office, this part of their

work can only be done in a fixed workspace. The freelancers whom I asked

about their workspace on the first day of their photo diaries pointed out the

importance of a large screen to work on minute details of a design (Jiya, Kr-

ishnam), powerful hardware and software (Krishnam), and an ergonomic

desk setup (Janbir). Moreover, they stressed the importance of keeping dis-

tractions at baywhile they areworking (Jiya,Krishnam,Arnav). Keeping dis-

tractions out also means creating boundaries in different ways: Krishnam,

for example, has set up his computer in a separate room, while Kanav cre-

ates an acoustic boundary by wearing headphones. He writes:

“The picture I sent is my airpods, it always helps me to mind my own business, whether I

need to take any client’s call, or listen to any music, I don’t disturb anyone else” (Kanav’s

photo diary, day 3).

This points to another aspect of working from home: freelancers often share

their homes, and, by extension, their workspaces, with others. Accordingly,

they are not only potentially distracted, but also potentially a distraction to

others.

In addition to the practical requirements, some designers also pointed

to ways in which they personalise the space and create a pleasant work

atmosphere for themselves: Advik, for example, has placed some Hindu

idols on his desks, listens to music while he works, and likes to have his pets

around when he is working. Krishnam has decorated his work area with a

wall sticker, a small panda figure, and a photograph of a video game he en-
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joys playing (cf. Figure 2).When they are creating designs, then, freelancers

are required to work in a focused and solitary way. Their work rhythms are

still dependent on others to some extent, as they agree on deadlines with

their clients and as their responsibilities beyond the platform affect what

time they can allocate to platform work. However, the work itself is rather

based on retreating from connections with others and making time for

uninterrupted work.

Practices of assembling, by contrast, have a very different character: they

are based onmaking connections with others, and they aremuchmore elas-

tic (Nadeem,2009) in both time and space.While the designpart of freelance

designers’ work is predominantly stationary, the surrounding elements of

their work are more mobile. Janbir, for example, usually takes clients’ video

calls from other places than his desk: instead, he moves to another room in

his apartment with his laptop. While his desk setup works well for creating

designs, he prefers presenting a different background to his clients. More-

over,many freelancers have the gigwork platforms they use installed as apps

on their smartphones in addition to their computers.The apps are predom-

inantly used for the latter part of their work, for example, connecting with

clients via the messaging service of the platform. In addition to the plat-

form itself, some freelancers also connect to clients via further tools, such

as WhatsApp or Skype.This means that they carry their work with them al-

most everywhere and not just at set spaces and during set times. While gig

workers are generally free to organise their time as it suits them, working

efficiently on one or more gig work platforms entails being fast to reply, as I

will elaborate on below.

In short, platform work has a twofold impact on how freelancers can

align different relations spatially: On the one hand, their work takes place at

home, which brings opportunities as well as challenges for alignment. On

the other hand, being able – and expected – towork from anywhere via their

smartphones further contributes to expanding work time, as freelancers

carry their work with them on the go and in different situations.Thus, work

seeps into different situations and they are always ‘on call’.

7.2.2 Work across time and space: Global work relations

Connecting to clients mainly in the US, UK, and Australia means that the

designers must adapt their circadian rhythm to be awake when their clients
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Figure 2: Krishnam’s workspace

Source: Krishnam’s photo diary, day 1

need them, to talk over a draft, for example.Working and living in a rhythm

that is out of syncwithmost people around you can take an emotional, phys-

ical, and social toll, as Aneesh (2006) describes. In his ethnographic study

of work relations between India and the US, he argues that for software

programmers in India who work during the night to be available during

US working hours, “local contexts and the social times of people’s lives”

(Aneesh, 2006, p. 92) are reconfigured. Mankekar and Gupta (2019) make

similar observations in their study of call centre workers in Bengaluru, who

are employed in the BPO industry and connect to clients mainly in the US.

They argue that as work rhythms are adapted to the needs of clients in the

Global North, “disjunctive temporalities” emerge:

“The modes of embodiment enjoined by BPO agents’ affective labor were profoundly im-

bricated with the temporal disjunctures between biorhythms and cycles of affective labor,

the disruption of circadian rhythms by the durée of business cycles, and the complex rela-

tions of articulation and disarticulation between the temporalities of BPOwork and those

of family and community” (Mankekar & Gupta, 2019, p. 422).

The authors describe how workers’ bodies are challenged by their dislodged

circadian rhythms, messing up their menstrual cycles, for example. More-

over, being in a different time zone than those immediately around them

meant that they regularly missed out on family or community events and

being awake when those around them were asleep left some of them feel-
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ing estranged. At the same time, some of the call centre workers appreciated

being able to combine work and care responsibilities.

The platform-mediated work at the centre of this study shows some im-

portant parallels to BPO work in that its translocality creates temporal dis-

junctures.Althoughworking together across largedistanceshasbecomeeas-

ier in terms of technology, aligning platformworkwith other elements of re-

mote gigworkers’ lives still entails tying it to local, embodied rhythms.How-

ever, there are also crucial differences and new aspects brought about as this

work is done freelance andmediated by platforms.Differently from call cen-

trework,onlypart of the freelancers’workmustbeperformedsynchronously

with their clients’businesshours.When freelancers createdesigns, theyusu-

ally donot have towork synchronouslywith their clients.Moreover,practices

of creating designs and practices of assembling are affected by these tempo-

ral disjunctures in separate ways.

As freelancers, they do not need to stick to schedules created by employ-

ers. Depending on the type of project they work on, freelancers may be paid

for every hour they work, for milestones, or a final product.This affects how

they manage their time. Altogether, their work time is organised around

deadlines rather than schedules, as Arnav describes: “A freelancer doesn’t

have any work schedule. We have targets” (Arnav’s photo diary, day 2). This

provides themwith some flexibility, as they can usually choose at what times

to work:

“Most of the maintenance of my day comes fromme. I’ve to complete projects within cer-

tain timelines, endingup sleeping andwaking late.Outside influence ismuch less because

the only instruction affecting my workday is deliverable deadline, which in most cases is

sufficient enough” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 2).

As Krishnam describes, no one tells him when to start his workday or how

much time to spendona job.He canorganisehisworkdayhimself if hemeets

his deadlines. Usually, the intensity of his work increases as he approaches a

deadline. Freelancers can choose autonomously when to perform a task and

over what time. Accordingly, they canmove this part of their work around to

align it with other elements of their lives. However, they are not completely

free in how they organise their work – Krishnam adds: “Oh, but sometimes

when client want some changes or multiple changes, it definitely interrupts

my structure” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 2).This is the flipside of his flex-

ible days: while he does not have anybody to give him a fixed structure from

the outside, he is not always able to defend his structure against outside in-
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fluences, either.Working as a freelancer does notmean that he is free to plan

his days as he pleases, but that it consists of moving parts – some of them

within, some beyond his control.

Reacting flexibly to clients’ wishes presents additional challenges in the

translocal work contexts of the platform workers, as this account by Kiaan

illustrates:

“I mean, in terms of challenges I would say there were a lot of times when the timeline

got really used by the clients, because, I mean, the entire process got shifted. […] Plus, you

have to maintain the time zone. […] Because you cannot contact them when it is night-

time over there […]. Mostly, it was the deadline, so you get some requirements from the

client and the requirements eventually got changed in the middle. […] And then, it was

muchmore difficult in terms of having that right communication with the client, because

they were not available all the time.They had a fixed time, ‘I can give you two hours of the

day’” (Interview with Kiaan, 29–02-20).

As I have described in Chapter 5.1, it is often hard for freelancers to assess

how long a job will take, as it includes a process of negotiation about the re-

sults with clients. Moreover, they cannot always rely on the deadlines that

were agreed upon in the beginning. Sometimes, clients change the dead-

lines, or they require freelancers to quickly react to a request. In Kiaan’s ac-

count, the time difference between him and his clients exacerbates this chal-

lenge, reducing the time frames for them to discuss ideas.What ismore, the

quote shows that in relation to his clients, Kiaan did not have much power

over the process – in theory, he could use his time flexibly, but at the same

time, he was expected by clients to adjust if they changed the deadline and

to be available to them during their business hours. While his schedule was

flexible, then, this flexibility did not mean complete freedom, but aligning

his schedule with that of his clients.

For asynchronous work, the time difference between gig workers and

clients can be an asset, for example, if a job is done during Indian business

hours and can be submitted by the time US business hours start. This phe-

nomenon has been coined “time arbitrage” (Nadeem, 2009, p. 21). Jiya, for

example, explains:

“See, mostly my clients are offshore clients, so out of India. It depends, actually most cli-

ents are from theUS.Mostlywe haveUS clients. So,most of the time, theworks, if you’re 1-

to-1, you directly contact your client, it begins, you know, after 12 o’clock or 3 o’clock, it will

start. Because there’s a time difference, different time zones. And actually, sometimes it

helps. Because the entire day I can domy job. I can submit, you know, here in the evening,
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they can review, next morning I have next feedback and I can start working. So, it is very

helpful in that” (Interview with Jiya, 08–03-20).

Jiya creates her designs during the day and takes turnswithUS clients in giv-

ing and incorporating feedback. Platform work is part of her daily rhythm,

but it is not all-encompassing. She combines platform work with caring for

her son and structures her workday according to what she finds important.

For the most part, she can decide on her own when she works for the plat-

form, and she has come upwith a general structure for herself: in themorn-

ings, she takes care of her son and household chores, and in the afternoons,

she works on her designs. However, the quote also illustrates that time ar-

bitrage is only feasible for part of the freelancers’ work.While Jiya canmake

use of the time difference when she is creating a design, she also adapts to

her clients’ time zone when she schedules calls with them.This assembling

work is affected by different time zones much more, as it often requires the

freelancers to work synchronously.

There are also variations between the different freelancers in how syn-

chronised their work rhythms are with those of their clients. While Jiya

mostly works independently on bigger projects, Advik, for example, is in

close contact with his client during his working hours. His work rhythm

is quite similar to that of a BPO worker in that he works mainly for one

client and adapts to his work rhythm. He works as a virtual assistant for

several clients in the US, taking care of admin work for them and only

occasionally creating designs. As he is mainly tasked with things that must

be done immediately, he cannot choose freely when to work but must be

available during his US clients’ business hours. Creating designs (or mostly

spreadsheets, in his case) and assembling work are both tied to his clients’

time zone. He has shifted his circadian rhythm completely, usually waking

up around 2 pm IST and going to bed at around 5 am. He has built his life

completely around his work schedule, leaving little space for anything but

work and recovering for work. He describes that he does not have many

social connections beyond his family and a friendly relationship with one of

his clients. His mother keeps him company when he is working but usually

falls asleep before the end of his work hours.He lives with his parents,works

from home, and does not leave the house much except for taking a walk.

While Advik feels quite comfortable with living and working according to

a different rhythm from those around him, it also means that he has little

contact with others.However,working freelance and fromhome still affords
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him some freedom to allot his time flexibly: he has spread his work across

his waking hours, usually alternating between around 30 minutes of work

and rest, respectively.

For some of the freelancers whom I have talked to, there is another mov-

ing part in the assemblage: inspiration.They explain that as creative profes-

sionals, they cannot schedule creativity – as Kiaan puts it, referring to the

timeframes his clients used to set: “as a freelancer [in design] you do not get

ideas only in those two hours, you get ideas any time. So, that is the differ-

ence between designers and engineers” (Interview with Kiaan, 29–02-20).

Producing anovel idea sometimes feels to thedesigners like it is beyond their

control:

“The main thing is the creative part. Sometimes you don’t get the ideas, something like

a brain freeze happens. You might get some ideas instantly, within a minute, to create.

Suppose a client wants a design for Valentine’s Day. Youmight get the same ideas which is

already available in all the platforms. So, even if you keep on thinking, it does not work at

all. And sometimes, when you are not thinking about it, you are just walking on the street

and you get an idea, ‘I can put a design in thisway’, and you can immediately start. So, that

is how it happens for me most of the time. As soon as I get an idea, when I am thinking

about some project, I note it on in my notes and then I can implement that when I am

designing it” (Interview with Moksh, 10–03-20).

What Moksh and Kiaan say about creativity and time adds another essen-

tial element to aligning relations that distinguishes design frommany other

jobs. At least in Kiaan’s case, there is tension between his need for flexibility

and the small window that remains for him to discuss ideas with his clients.

Sometimeshe cannotprovide an idea in just the time the clientneedsor steer

hismind towards an idea, asmaybe an engineer could.Moreover, this under-

lines how closely creating designs and making connections with one’s envi-

ronment are interwoven: if designers tried to only focus on designing and

shut out all outside influences as distractions, they would miss out on the

inspiration that comes with not sitting at one’s desk.

In short, freelancers are indeed rather flexible when it comes to creat-

ing designs. They can make their own schedules within the framework of

deadlines. For some of them, time arbitrage enables them to take turns with

their clients in feedback loops for bigger projects. However, they are also

not completely free in timing their work. Clients may request more changes

than expected or change the deadline for a project, and they also cannot al-

ways anticipate when inspiration hits.Thus, even for this part of their work,

theymust regularly deal with spontaneous schedule changes to synchronise
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their schedules with those of others. Moreover, looking at a broader time

horizon, how much time they can allocate for a design also depends on

their highly dynamic workload. In addition to how the work for a single

job unfolds, platform workers also experience irregular rhythms regarding

their overall workload. Freelancers cannot plan easily and encounter phases

of high activity, where they must finish a lot of work with tight deadlines,

on the one hand, and phases of low activity, where they cannot find work,

on the other hand. The contingency of applying for briefs or taking part in

design contests means that if every proposal works out, theymay havemore

work than they can handle. All this plays into how flexible freelancers are

able and required to be when it comes to aligning this part of their work

with further elements of their lives.

Freelancers’ flexible schedules alsomean that they have towork on creat-

ing and negotiating them–a task that I categorise as an assembling practice

here.Workingas freelancers, their schedules are lessfixed.Creating a sched-

ule can be a big challenge for platform workers, as their work environment

is highly dynamic. In this chapter, I will add to this the notion of aligning

different, sometimes conflicting, time logics. Like the value of their work,

schedules are also subject to negotiations between freelancers, clients, and

platforms. Moreover, their work schedules impact and are impacted by the

different elements of their lives,which I have outlined in the first part of this

chapter.When gig workers create a schedule for themselves, theymust con-

sider all these different elements, and they must flexibly react to changes. It

is therefore important not to mistake flexibility for complete freedom here:

like in the previous chapters, flexibility also requires continuous work to

make and sustain connections. In this chapter, this implies assembling one’s

time tomake space for work and other responsibilities. In the highly volatile

context of platform work, freelancers cannot create a fixed schedule that

will accommodate everything, but they must continuously negotiate their

schedule.This flexibility is not good or bad in itself: it holds opportunities to

combine different responsibilities, but it can alsomake it harder to combine

them and create the pressure of always being on call.

Moreover, freelancers usually have different projects at the same time.

Accordingly, they must manage different projects and prioritise some over

others. The freelancers in this study use different strategies to manage the

projects they have. Suveer, for example, asks clients to communicate to him

clearly if a project is urgent so that he can prioritise it accordingly: “I am

also writingmy clients: If they havemultiple projects, then set their priority.
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And if you have an urgent problem, then writing ‘urgent’ in the post. I can

manage all the projects and all the jobs according to them” (Interview with

Suveer 27–02-21). Krishnam tries to prioritise higher-value projects. Free-

lancers can come up with a structure or routine themselves to some extent,

but this routine regularly changes.Their prioritisation is not a solid structure

but can be disrupted by urgent client requests, for example.

To stay on top of their different jobs, freelancers also make use of differ-

ent technological tools.Krishnam, for example, usually starts hisworkday by

checking various apps for newmessages from his clients:

“Iwill startmyworkday typicallywith openingupmyphone and see if there’s a newproject

available for me. I am connected with my clients through various apps the first thing I’ll

do is to check them. Also, sometimes i will just resume any previous work if paused and

get to my projects folder in my PC for completion” (Krishnam’s photo diary, day 2).

Janbir, too, uses different tools to stay in touch with his clients, and keeps an

overview of his different tasks via tools provided by Upwork:

“I plan my workday in advance. I used to maintain Task management software, but now

I Marking emails, Whatsapp/ skype messages, and Upwork job board is my main tool to

make a to-do list. I always work on a priority basis. Also, I try to serve them during their

Business hours” (Janbir’s photo diary, day 2).

Connecting these different media of communication and different techno-

logical tools also presents challenges: asVertesi (2014) argues,heterogeneous

technological infrastructures present different standards and interactional

possibilities.They produce “seamful spaces” (ibid.), requiring those who use

them to create fleetingmoments of alignment to make themwork together.

Unlike creating designs, coordinating with clients is usually a syn-

chronous task: freelancers communicate with clients in video or audio calls,

for example, to discuss ideas and potential trajectories. Serving overseas

clients during their business hours for synchronous cooperation comeswith

challenges, however. Jiya, who works asynchronously with her clients most

of the time, still needs to do part of her work synchronously. To be able to

create a design according to her clients’ ideas, she usually schedules audio

or video calls with them, for example via Skype. When she works on larger

projects, she additionally coordinates her work with further designers,

who contribute different elements to the project. These designers are often

located yet in other countries, such as the Philippines. These instances of

coordination make it necessary for her to adapt to others’ schedules and to

their time zones. That is, she cannot plan her days completely freely and
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she cannot always predict how her schedule will unfold. Moreover, she does

not always have clients from the US, but also from Australia, for example,

andmust adapt her schedule accordingly.While she can coordinate with US

clients in the afternoon, she must adapt her schedule to work early in the

morning for Australian clients, for instance.

Suveer also works predominantly through Upwork and regularly con-

nects to clients in various time zones.Thismeans that he cannot simply shift

his rhythm to fit US business hours, as that would mean not being available

for his Australian clients.This is how he describes his work rhythm:

“I am working east to west, almost all the clients in between, although in a middle part.

And then, I canmanagemy time according tomy clients. Australian clients, I amworking

in the early morning, my early morning, because of five to six hour difference. If I am

working in 8 or 9 am, then there it’s 2 pm or 1 pm accordingly.They are in a half day. I am

matching my time according to them. If I am working a US client, then my night-time is

their daytime. Definitely, clients want working in their time, according to their time. […]

In my real life, I have to sleep 3 am or 2 am daily, almost 1 am or 2 am daily in the night,

my night. And I get up in the morning 8 am. If I am tired and I get up 7 or 8 am, because

my son is starting the class, then I manage the time accordingly” (Interview with Suveer,

27–02-21).

He orients his work schedule to when his clients need him, respectively. At

the same time, he also has obligations like getting his son ready for school

and, as he stresses, working out regularly to stay fit.

Like in BPO call centres, remote platformworkers’ jobsmake it necessary

for them to communicate with their overseas clients in real-time, albeit only

for some elements of their work. Both types of work, then, require them to

adapt to different time zones.However,while BPOworkers’ rhythms ofwork

and life are disconnected from their immediate surroundings in terms of

their days andnights andbyworkingonweekendsorholidays, their schedule

has its own regularity. For a lot of the freelance workers in my study, by con-

trast, their rhythm is not somuch shifted as it is spread across their days and

nights. Advik has a rather fixed schedule, which is spread across all his wak-

ing hours and shifted towards US business hours, while Suveer works with

clients from a variety of different time zones and adjusts his schedule ac-

cordingly, and Jiya generally keeps a fixed schedule, which she departs from

if her present client’s time zone requires it. Similarly, Shevchuk et al. (2021)

find that especially freelancers who work in different time zones than their

clients work a high proportion of non-standard hours.They argue that being

fast to reply to job offers is crucial for platform workers to secure a job and
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that freelanceworkers feel compelled to be awake during prospective clients’

business hours as a result.

So far, I have established that the translocality ofwork relations, the free-

lance character of work, and the creativity that is needed for it, all affect how

gig workers can align platform work with further elements of their lives. In

the followingpart of the chapter, Iwill outlinehowthe characteristics of plat-

formwork add to this.

7.2.3 Platformmechanisms

As I have outlined above, practices of assembling and practices of creat-

ing designs come with different temporalities and spatialities. I will focus

here on practices of assembling, which regularly require designers to in-

teract with the platform as they find and apply for jobs, make and sustain

connections with clients, andmanage their online reputation.

Freelancers on an online platformdeal with a great deal of competition –

as Arnav puts it: “Like every day is a new beginning, A freelancer has to com-

petewithmillions everyday” (Arnav’s photo diary, day 2). I want to stress two

elements of this statement: every day is a new beginning for freelancers as

they do not have a structure to fall back on. This points to the dynamic and

flexible character of platform work. Connected to this, having to compete

with millions everyday points to a combination of flexibility and volatility.

While part of this is like other freelance work as well, the scope of the com-

petition is much greater with platform work. Accordingly, standing out and

convincing clients to hire them takes significant effort. As I have described

in Chapter 5.2, this requires them to continuously work on their online rep-

utation and reviews. Moreover, even compared to other forms of freelance

work, platform work is often connected to very strong fluctuations in how

much work the freelancers have, partly due to the systems of being rated by

clients (cf.Wood & Lehdonvirta, 2021b). As Moksh describes:

“I am into freelance designing. I catch clients online to Upwork and various other plat-

forms. It looks easy but it is really tough. At times, you don’t have work for months to do.

And at times you haveworkwhich you alone can’tmanage” (InterviewwithMoksh, 10–03-

20).

On the one hand, these fluctuations make it hard for gig workers to count

on an income fromplatformwork to support themselves and others who de-
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pend on them. On the other hand, they depend more on others to support

themwith their work or financially.This leaves freelancers in an ambiguous

situation: On the one hand, their work is not regular or predictable, and they

cannot rely on a stable income or a certain number of jobs every month. On

the other hand, they must stay active and make platform work a priority, as

they need to put in constant work to keep up their reputation.

When they are connecting to clients, freelancers are also required to reply

to messages fast and reliably. As I have described in Chapter 6.2, being re-

sponsive is key to forming relationships of trust with clients. Leaving a good

impression on one’s client not only contributes to the success of a single job,

but may also lead a client to hire the same freelancer again for the next job.

However, being fast to reply to messages is also important when interacting

with the platform.Upwork, for example,monitors how fast freelancers reply

to clients’ messages and shows it on their profiles. Both the global compe-

tition and the monitoring mechanisms put in place by the platform create

conditions thatmake it hard to just leavework to fixed timings and to switch

off notifications.

The different elements of freelance work in this setting reinforce each

other: the competition with other freelancers for jobs is exacerbated by the

global reach of the platform.The need tomanage client relations is spread to

different time zones by just this global reach, and with the platform on their

smartphone and reputation systems putting pressure on them, this means

that freelancers are on call – anytime and anywhere.

7.3 Synthesis: Ambiguous alignment

To sum up, I have argued in this chapter that how freelancers connect to a

global assemblage of platform work is interwoven with other forms of con-

nections theymake. To start with, I have pointed out how they combine plat-

form work with other forms of paid and unpaid work. How they do this af-

fects how they experience their work on the platform, how flexibly they can

dedicate time to platform work, and to what extent they depend on an in-

come from the platform.Workers are connectedwith others in relationships

ofmutual care and responsibility:On theonehand, thismeans that theyded-

icate part of their time to caring for others, or that there are often several

people who depend on a platformworker’s income.On the other hand, free-

lancers also count on the support of others to buffer a high workload or to
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support them financially in phases of low activity. To understand designers’

work on the platform, then, it is necessary to also look at how it relates to

other elements of their lives. The practices of assembling that I have char-

acterised as the foundation of the global assemblage of platform work also

include practices of aligning the relations of platformwork with further ele-

mentsof everyday life.Basedon thisnotion, in the secondpart of the chapter,

I have outlined the challenges and opportunities that platform work poses

for aligning it with other elements of the life-work continuum.These chal-

lenges and opportunities are expressed temporally and spatially in ambigu-

ous ways.

Practices of assembling are interwoven with practices of creating de-

signs: as Repenning (2022) argues for the case of fashion designers using

Instagram in various parts of their work processes, “platforms co-constitute

work practices, spaces, and places in the field of creative work” (p. 221). To

carve out their specific spatialities and temporalities, Iwill disentangle them

analytically here. Creating designs is mostly stationary work, as freelancers

need heavy hardware and software for detailed designs. Moreover, this part

of their work is rather solitary and requires them to stay focused and keep

distractions at bay for an extended time. As most of them work from home,

this can be a challenge and requires them to set boundaries and to find

ways of ‘being at work’ inside their homes, and often around other family

members. In this part of their work, freelancers depend on others’ time

requirements only indirectly: they must finish their work by deadlines that

are set by or negotiated with their clients. Within these timeframes, they

can make their own schedule, although they must be prepared to adjust to

spontaneous client requests. For creating designs, time differences do not

have an adverse effect, as they can work asynchronously with their clients.

Being in different time zones can even be an advantage, as it allows free-

lancers to incorporate feedback when it is night-time for their clients and

to have it ready by the time their clients’ business hours start. This part of

freelance work allows them quite a high degree of flexibility to integrate it

with other elements of their lives. However, there are also elements beyond

their control: First, some of the freelancers explain that inspiration often

hits them at unexpected times. Second, the fluctuation in their workload is

something they cannot plan for. As I have described above, sometimes gig

workers cannot find work, and other times they have more work than they

can handle on their own. Accordingly, they must flexibly adjust to changes
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they cannot predict, and often also depend on others’ flexibility to make it

work.

Practices of assembling, by contrast, are based onmaking and sustaining

connections.They necessitate connecting to clients on several levels.This in-

cludes, first, writing a proposal and convincing the client to pick them for a

job.When themode of allocatingwork is based on design contests, this over-

laps with practices of creating designs. Especially if the freelancers rely on

platformwork to a large extent, reacting to design briefs is time sensitive: if

another convincingdesigner is quicker, the chance is gone.Second,practices

of assembling are necessary on different levels during the process of work-

ing with a client. A lot of clients and freelancers prefer discussing modifica-

tions of designs synchronously, for example via audio or video calls. As the

freelancers are usually the ones to adapt to their clients’ respective time zone

and their clients are often spread across different time zones, their work-

ing times, too, are spread. Moreover, they depend on agreements with their

clients, so they cannot flexibly fit these appointments into their schedules.

This becomes evenharder to plan if clients ask them for last-minute changes.

In addition to their clients’ different time zones, freelancers may have to co-

ordinate with others contributing to the same project, who are often in yet

another time zone. Differently from creating designs,much of the practices

of assembling can also be done in a very mobile way. Messaging clients and

checking new design briefs is often done via smartphone,making it possible

for thispart ofwork to seep into timesandplacesbeyondfixedworkinghours

and their fixed workplace.This is exacerbated as the global competition and

platformmechanisms require them to be constantly ‘on call’. What is more,

the practices of negotiating value and establishing trust, which I have de-

scribed in Chapters 5 and 6, require continuous work. These practices are

not bound to fixed working times butmake it necessary for freelancers to be

flexible and adjust to ever-changing conditions.

While the flexibility of creating designs may help with aligning different

elements of life, practices of assembling in the context of translocality and

platform mechanisms involve continuous work and flexible adjustment

to the needs of others. Consequently, this aspect of platform work often

cannot be adjusted to the time requirements of other elements of life but, by

contrast, different elements of lifemay need to be flexibly shuffled around to

accommodate the many moving parts of platform work. Aligning different

elements of life in a global assemblage of platform work, then, means con-

tinuouslyworking on creating fleetingmoments of alignment.Based on this
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observation, I argue that the characteristics of platform work that I have

described above create ‘seamful spaces’ (Vertesi, 2014). Vertesi originally

introduced this concept to better grasp work contexts that include several

different infrastructures, which work according to distinct logics or ontolo-

gies. She contends that in everyday practice, using different technologies

is far from a seamless experience: there is a possibility for action, but it

requires actors to continuously work on creating copresence through het-

erogeneous infrastructures, creating a seamful interactional space. Within

this space, there is no stable balance but only fleetingmoments of alignment

(Vertesi, 2014, p. 268). Connecting heterogeneous technical infrastructures

in the way Vertesi (2014) refers to is part of freelancers’ work practices, for

example, when they communicate with clients via different communication

tools, or when they use task management software to manage their projects

on one or several platforms. Beyond the technological understanding of

seamful spaces that Vertesi puts forward, the different relationships that

make up freelancers’ work and lives can also be understood as seamful

spaces. They continuously work on temporarily aligning not just technolo-

gies, but also different responsibilities and different relationships, as well

as different time zones and spaces of work and non-work. Designers align

their work on the platform with their lives beyond the platform, and as the

examples have shown, they are not separated with clear boundaries but

rather patched together to create temporary seams or messy overlaps (cf.

Vertesi, 2014, p. 266). As a result, time and space are atomised into many

moving parts, requiring freelancers to work on aligning themwithout being

able to create a stable structure.

Within this dynamic environment, flexibility is connected to diverse de-

grees of agency. As I have described above, flexibility can have quite differ-

ent implications, depending on the situation. Whether flexibility is a chal-

lenge or an opportunity is connectedwith power relations or actors’ capacity

to assemble (McFarlane, 2009, pp. 566–567). In relations between workers,

clients, and platforms,workers are often required to flexibly adapt to clients’

time demands:They work at night to adapt to their business hours, they ad-

just their schedules to clients’ requests for alterations in their work, and they

often feel obliged to cater to spontaneous deadline changes. Platforms pro-

vide a framework for these relations and their ranking and reputation sys-

tems contribute to the freelancers’ need to go to great lengths when it comes

to adapting to clients. At the same time, not all freelancers have the same ca-
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pacity to assemble: Those who do not rely completely on platform work can

rather afford to only accept work that fits into their schedule.





8. Synthesis: Negotiating Relations –
Assembling Global PlatformWork

The purpose of this study was to explore and theorise remote gig workers’

everyday work practices of making and sustaining global connections me-

diated by online platforms. I have established in the beginning that remote

work in the gig economy entails practices of assembling, that is, navigating

a complex, opaque, and volatile work environment. In the analysis section,

I have compiled elements of an assemblage of global platform work: nego-

tiating value, managing emotions, and aligning relations. In this chapter, I

explore the connections between these practices to create a clearer picture

of what is new about this work and how it can be conceptualised. In the first

part of the chapter, I briefly summarise my findings against the backdrop of

the research questions posed in the beginning. In the second part, I synthe-

sise these findings into four characteristic practices of assembling against

the backdrop of the conceptual framework of the study. Finally, I set these

practices in the context of features of the platform-mediated work environ-

ment.

8.1 Summary of findings and answers to research questions

In Chapter 5, I explored the question of how value emerges from relations

between freelancers, clients, and platforms.The value of freelancers’ work is

interwoven with remuneration, but it also has an affective dimension. Free-

lancers and clients not only often disagree about the value of a service, but

theymay even disagree about what constitutes value in the first place.While

the value of freelancers’work is oftenmainly associatedwith thedesigns that

they create, practices of assembling, too, create value, albeit in amore subtle

and volatile way. In Chapter 6, I explored how gigworkersmanage their own
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and their clients’ emotions and how platforms mediate emotional connec-

tions.Thechapter builds on the argument fromnegotiatingvalue that the free-

lancers produce an image of themselves that is supposed to appeal to clients.

In Chapter 7, I explored how freelancers’ relations extend beyond platform

work. In this chapter, I described how the assemblage of platform work is

interconnected with practices of assembling beyond platform work. In line

with my observations from the previous chapters, freelancers are continu-

ouslyworking onmaking and sustaining connections –with clients, but also

with other actors around them. Moreover, I complemented this with how

freelancers are supportedbyotherswhosustain relationsofmutual carewith

them.Throughout the three chapters, I have related the practices to three key

features of the platform-mediated work environment, reflected in the three

guiding research questions.

The first research question was: how do gig workers navigate the volatility of

work relations? Both the literature on the gig economyand thematerial I gath-

ered throughout the research process suggest that platform work is charac-

terised by loose and short-term work connections. My goal was to explore

how platformworkers’ everyday work practices reflect this, how they organ-

ise their work in this context, and what strategies they develop to deal with

the volatility of their work environment. I found that practices of assem-

bling entail continuous negotiations over the basic terms of work. The two

main findings from Chapter 5 are, first, that value is negotiated in a con-

tingent, “heterarchical” (Girard & Stark, 2005) process, and, second, that the

process of negotiating value is closely connected to the process of producing

the worker as a “subject of value” (van Doorn, 2014).This process of negotia-

tion takes place on small and big scales. On a small scale, freelancers nego-

tiate their position in a working relationship through communication with

clients, for example. On a bigger scale, they invest in future relationships,

sometimes accepting losses in the short run, in the hope of being rewarded

by a highermarket value. A central take-away from this chapter is, then, that

practices of assembling do not result in a stable product, but that the free-

lancers must continuously work on relationships with their present clients,

partially to invest in relationships with future clients.

In Chapter 6, I found that the uncertainty of gig work has an emotional

impact, as the lack of planning security causes stress and anxiety for work-

ers. Moreover, through ranking and reputation systems, working on an

image of themselves is deeply entangled with working on relationships with

clients for gig workers. Managing emotional connections is one aspect of
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how freelancers negotiate their value and scoring high on the respective

reputation metrics of the platform they use invokes trust with their clients.

However, having a good reputation does not mean that the freelancers

can get complacent: their value is continuously re-negotiated, and one

bad review can drastically reduce their capacity to assemble (cf. Wood &

Lehdonvirta, 2021b). Platform workers spend considerable time and effort

trying to establish trust with clients and thusmotivate them to start or keep

working together; the freelancers in this study often lead clients returning

for follow-up projects back to the elusive impression of getting along well

or ‘just clicking’. Gig workers’ dependence on clients’ emotional reactions

to what they do further underscores the contingency of their work, as they

can only try to anticipate clients’ expectations but not predict them. Long-

term connections between freelancers and clients do happen, but they are

an exception rather than an inbuilt part of the system.

In Chapter 7, I connected the uncertainty of the loose work connections

to the work of continuously aligning platform work with freelancers’ lives

beyond platform work. As in the other chapters, there is a process of nego-

tiation, especially concerning the freelancers’ schedules. I describe platform

work and the other elements of their lives as “seamful spaces” (Vertesi, 2014)

– they are not bounded but rather floating around and the freelancers must

continuously work on aligning them. The loose and short-term work con-

nections of gig work require constant changes in workers’ routines.That is,

gig workers often do not have a set routine that they adapt if changes arise

but make up temporary routines and align different elements of their lives

momentarily. The chapter also shows that there is great variation between

freelancers’ experiences: their lives beyond platform work have a significant

impact on how they can align different elements.

The second research question was: how do online platforms mediate work

practices? This question is directed at how gig workers interact with online

platforms, and howplatforms frame and structure interaction.My goal was,

again, to explore how workers negotiate connections with and mediated

by online platforms, framed as actors in the assemblage of platform work.

By relating work practices to the framework set up by the platform, I also

explored workers’ agency beyond categories of employment. This question

is connected to the first one, as the organisation of work connections is

influenced by platforms. The logic by which a platform allocates gigs, such

as through design contests or by applications as a response to design briefs,

plays a key role in how stable or volatile work connections are. Online plat-
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forms shape relations by technological means, by setting up terms of use,

and by acting as mediators in conflicts between freelancers and clients.

By setting up a framework for interaction, online platformsplay a power-

ful role in the assemblage.The different online platforms used by the work-

ers in this study allocate gigs according to different logics, such as through

design contests or by applications as a response to design briefs.These vari-

ations are reflected in different work practices and experiences. Moreover,

platforms provide a range of possible uses to workers when it comes to cu-

rating their profiles, communicating with clients, or negotiating the rate for

their service. Platforms also frame negotiations about value, for example by

stratifying the pool of registered freelancers into hierarchies.What is more,

the various reputationmechanisms that online platforms provide commen-

surate value: they condense the impressions that the freelancers have left

with previous clients into a measure of how the chances are that they will

performwell. Value, here, is also connected to power in the sense of “capacity

to assemble” (McFarlane, 2009, pp. 566).That is, online platforms contribute

to structuring the field by establishing hierarchies and categories and sort-

ing workers into them.The mechanisms of sorting often remain opaque to

the workers.

In addition to providing a framework for interaction, online platforms

alsomediate connections.Concerning value, this happens for examplewhen

there is a conflict between clients and freelancers about whether a job was

successfully completed.How freelancers establish trust and form emotional

connections with their clients is also closely associated with the reputation

mechanisms set upby online platforms.At the same time, the restricted time

and forms of communication canmake it challenging forworkers to connect

with clients on an emotional level.As I have found inChapter 6, trust is put in

the online platform by both workers and clients rather than established be-

tween workers and clients. Workers rely on the platform to make sure they

are paid for their service, and clients rely on the platform to make sure they

must only pay if a service is performed.Online platformsmay reduce uncer-

tainty by verifying profile information, for example, but even in this case, it

is the platform that is the bearer of trust. Thus, online platforms are indis-

pensable actors in the work relationships described in this study. However,

the control over the situation exerted by online platforms has its limits, and

workers do exert agency in how they navigate the framework set up by the

platforms. They shared accounts of moving away from the platform for fol-

low-up projects, for example, or of working around the platforms’ control
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mechanisms. Platforms do not exercise complete control but are part of ne-

gotiations. Agency, then, does not lie solely with online platforms but is con-

tinuously negotiated.This reflects the non-linear causality of an assemblage,

which “is located not in a pre-given sovereign agent, but in interactive pro-

cesses of assembly throughwhich causality operates as a non-linear process”

(B. Anderson et al., 2012, p. 180).

The third research question was: how do remote freelancers align global work

relations with local, situated practices?This question focused on the tension be-

tween the global dispersion of work enabled by online platforms and its un-

equal distribution and valuation. Again, I used a lens of everyday work prac-

tices of assembling to approach the question, focusing on workers’ experi-

ences and challenges.Notions of global and localwere layered in theworkers’

experiences: theywere not only affected by their actual geographical location

but also by their discursive location in categories like ‘low-income country’.

InChapters 5 and 6,workers’ locationswerepredominantly relevant onadis-

cursive level. Research participants reasoned that clients fromEurope or the

USperceived themas “cheap labour” (Interviewwith Sarabjit, 09–03-20) and

that their motivation for hiring them rather than someone from their local

labour market was saving money through arbitrage. Moreover, freelancers

found that the knowledge of certain cultural codes, for example in their use

of theEnglish language,affected the value attributed to themand theirwork.

Cultural familiarity also seemed to play a significant role inworkers’ endeav-

ours to establish emotional closeness with clients.

However, the analysis also showed that the designerswho participated in

this study do not simply fit into categories like ‘Global South’ or ‘low-income

country’. Instead, their roles and positions are ambivalent and always nego-

tiatedwith others.While they experience prejudice against SouthAsians and

are well aware that they earn less on average than fellow gig workers in other

countries, the platform workers also found that they could often still earn

more money through platform work than with local projects. Some work-

ers also outsource jobs via online platforms, for example. In the position of

the client, they often chooseworkers fromother countries, such as Pakistan,

Vietnam,or the Philippines,whom theyfind to do the job at a lower rate than

locally.Moreover, theyexperience their ownand their clients’ locationsas just

one ofmany factors that influence their work relationship and paymore im-

portance to how experienced they are, for example.

In Chapter 7, the tension between local life worlds and globally spread

work connections played a central role. I found that “temporal disjunctures”
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(Mankekar & Gupta, 2017) between workers’ locally grounded relationships

and their globally spread work relationships mediated by online platforms

posed challenges that go beyond the “social death” that Aneesh (2015) has

found business process outsourcing (BPO) call centre workers in India to ex-

perience. This is due to the spread of clients’ locations across various time

zones, because of which work times, too, are often spread across various

times of day and night. Moreover, the fluctuation of workload and unpre-

dictability of jobs, which I have described above, further contribute to the

challenges of aligning global work relations with various further elements

of workers’ lives. Thus, gig workers’ physical locations influence their work

experiences despite the technological connection through online platforms.

Workers navigated these lines of tension in diverse ways. Regarding the

valuation of their work based on their location, they often used local rates as

a point of reference to assess whether a job was worth their time.Moreover,

they tried to distance themselves from stereotypes they experienced by fo-

cusing on reviews they had received from international clients, for example.

Regarding the alignment ofwork spreadacross timezones,workers often try

to establish at least a rough routine for themselves. Importantly, they often

do not navigate the challenges of alignment alone: many mobilise a support

system of family and friends to buffer the challenges of aligning the timing

of clients’ globally spread business hours with their further responsibilities.

In the following subchapter, I synthesise the findings from the previous

chapters into four characteristic practices of assembling.Thesubchapterwill

elucidate the connecting threadsbetween thepractices andpoint to the char-

acteristics of platformwork that these practices reflect.

8.2 Practices of assembling

I have focused onpractices of assembling in this study to shed light on anun-

paid and often unrecognised aspect of remote freelancers’ work. The broad

perspective on work that I employed was informed by the premise that the

category of work is socially constructed and depends on power relations (cf.

Star& Strauss, 1999). Starting from this assumption, I drew on feminist per-

spectives thathave challenged the ideaofworkasanessential category.These

frameworks, first, expand the range of practices counted as work:They fore-

ground invisible background work in handling technology (Star & Strauss,

1999; Vertesi, 2014), as well as emotional and affective dimensions of paid
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work (Hardt, 1999; Hochschild, [1983] 2012; Mankekar &Gupta, 2016).More-

over, Marxian-inspired authors have explored the “free labour” (Terranova,

2000) that keeps the digital economy going – practices that blur the bound-

aries of work and play. Second, the conceptual approaches that I build on

stress the interdependence of different forms of work.The notion of repro-

ductive labour (Mackenzie & Rose, 1983) sheds light on the unpaid domes-

tic work often done by women, without which capitalist production could

not be kept up. Subsequent approaches have built on and expanded this to

go beyond a binary of productive and reproductive spheres: Ivancheva and

Keating (2020), for example, propose to study work and life, or productive

and reproductive spheres, as a continuum, and to consider economic actors’

entanglement in interdependent relationships.

I have constructed thefield of research as a global assemblage,first, to ac-

count for the dynamic and volatile connections that make up platform work

and, second, to grasp the tension of digitally mediated translocal work con-

nections. By framing practices of assembling asmaking and sustaining con-

nections, I have aimed to incorporate a variety of practices irrespective of

their direct economic productivity. The four characteristic practices of as-

sembling reflect the volatility of work connections, the mediation by online

platforms, and the translocality of work relationships.

8.2.1 “It’s like shooting in the dark”: Guessing and anticipating

“Shooting in the dark”, as Ankit, one of my research participants has called

it (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20), is a practice that cuts across what I have

described in the previous chapters: practices of assembling include working

on reaching a goal without knowing the path towards it. As I have elucidated

above, the platform-mediated work environment is complex and opaque.

With the potential to connect to thousands of clients all over the world

through online platforms, freelancers face a lot of decisions.Complexity and

opacity are entangled: the sheer number of options, that is, the complexity

of the environment, make it hard for gig workers to grasp what is worth

spending their time and energy on. Moreover, online platforms add a layer

of opacity through their mediation of visibility, value, and trust according

to logics that often remain hidden from the freelancers. Negotiations be-

tween freelancers, clients, and platforms are contingent and thus hard to

anticipate, making it hard for them to plan for a certain outcome. In the
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following paragraphs, I will explicate guessing and anticipating as an element

of practices of assembling and point out what sets it apart from existing

conceptions of work.

InChapter 5, I havedescribedhowelusive value is in the freelancers’prac-

tices of assembling. Practices of assembling, rather than creating a product,

can be understood as an investment with an uncertain outcome.When free-

lancers apply for a job through one of the online platforms that I have de-

scribed in Chapter 4.3, they perform a considerable amount of unpaid work

without knowingwhether it will pay off eventually.Depending onwhat plat-

form they use, there are different stakes: if freelancers do not hit the mark

on a platform that operates mainly through design contests, such as 99de-

signs, they create a complete design based on the information provided in

a design brief but will only be paid for their work if their design is chosen

from a usually large number of contest entries.While workers only start cre-

ating a design after closing a contract on a platform like Upwork, the fierce

competition and restricted communication on the platform also mean that

they must usually answer a lot of briefs to land one job. Similarly, once they

have closed a contract or won a design contest, freelance designers perform

a considerable amount of unpaid work producing designs that they have to

redo entirely because they did not meet their client’s expectations.

Gigworkers oftenhave little informationonwhat the clientwants,as they

have little time for each project and the platform-mediated process reduces

communication with clients. On the level of negotiating short-term value,

then, shooting in the dark means that the freelancers invest time and effort

into something without knowing if it is really what is needed – what Ankit

has called “an educated guess” (Interview with Ankit, 01–03-20). The same

practice of shooting in the dark is also present in freelance designers’ at-

tempts to improve their status on a platform. This is illustrated by Ankit’s

account of how he tries to be featured on 99designs’ ‘inspiration’ page. Be-

ing featured there helps designers to be more visible to clients and to be di-

rectly invited to work together instead of having to go through the contest

stage. As Ankit told me, the staff of 99designs handpicks designs according

to what they find unique or creative. So, in the hopes of being featured, he

tries to post in the community forum of the platform regularly to catch the

staff members’ attention in addition to catching their eye by winning con-

tests. But in the end, it is still up to the platform to decide which design is

creative and unique.
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For freelancers who are new to platform work, guessing and anticipating

mainlyhappens in the formof trial anderror:within a context of uncertainty,

they spend quite a lot of time writing unsuccessful proposals, for example.

Their isolation from other platform workers exacerbates this – unlike in an

office environment, for example, platform workers cannot rely on mentors

ormore experienced colleagues to teach them.As they gain experience, free-

lancers invent strategies to introduce some structure and predictability: to

generate a continuous and sustainable income from their work on the plat-

form,designersmustweigh risks and rewards. Inplatformswith various lev-

els, this means that they calculate if they should enter a contest for a higher

paying design, thereby risking not being chosen and having worked in vain,

or enter a contest for a lowerpayingdesign,where their chances arehigher to

succeed.While increased“gig literacies” (Sutherlandet al., 2020) thus reduce

the necessity to ‘shoot in the dark’, it is a continuous aspect of practices of

assembling, and freelancers cannot foresee the outcomes of the complex ne-

gotiations of relationships between themselves, platforms, and clients. Just

like the things that the freelancers plan for do not always happen, sometimes

things happen as an indirect result of what they do on an individual level:

even though the freelancers act in isolation from each other, their choices

have an impact on other freelancers, whom clients and platforms will assess

with reference to them.

As I have carved out in Chapter 6, establishing work relationships in a

platform-mediated environment is also based on managing others’ emo-

tions and establishing a relationship of trust with them. Connecting in

mostly written formwith clients from various backgrounds on an emotional

level, too, involves guessing and trying to anticipate reactions. Establishing

trust can be a challenge for both sides in this context. At the same time,

the impact of emotional connections on work relations creates additional

contingency: again, designers can build on their experiences with previous

clients to some extent, but they can never clearly predict their reactions.

For graphic designers working through an online platform, this means that

they invest in the market value of their personal brand without really being

able to tell what a successful strategy looks like. With a lot of platforms, de-

signers are sorted into several categories that affect what jobs are accessible

to them. However, they often do not know what exactly they need to do to

increase their position in the hierarchy. Furthermore, they try to increase

their visibility by posting in online forums or by changing their profile

information, for example.However, the algorithm that the platform deploys
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affects freelancers’ visibility in ways they cannot oversee, and it continually

changes. What van Doorn (2014) has called ‘affective ambiguities’, then, is

expressed in trying to master a game the rules of which are both obfuscated

and changing all the time. Freelancers are confronted with an ambiguous

situation that suggests agency while also bringing a lot of uncertainty.

To sumup, shooting in the dark consists of trial and error and of trying to

anticipate short-term and long-term outcomes of practices.These practices

reflect the opacity, complexity, and contingency of the platform-mediated

work environment. Other types of work also include practices of shooting in

the dark: designers who do not use online platforms, too,may participate in

design contests and potentially create a design in vain, for example. Job ap-

plicantsmaywrite a lot of applications before being invited to a job interview

and pitching an idea to others usually involves uncertainty about how they

will react.However, for practices of assembling, shooting in thedark ismuch

more prevalent.With themass of potential jobs and the enormous competi-

tion, freelancers spend a lot of time and effort trying to get an overview and

doing work that potentially amounts to nothing. Remote freelancers’ work

includes a high proportion of reaching out to clients whom they do not know

yet, leaving them in a steady state of trial and error, whereas other jobs have

a higher proportion of stabilised relationships.Moreover, as the examples of

freelancers who also do local jobs have shown, these are often initiated via

recommendations by friends, for example. While online platforms can pro-

vide a sense of security to some extent through rating systems or acting as

an escrow for payments, on the interpersonal level, the work relationships

on online platforms are muchmore a leap of faith.

With practices of assembling, workers cannot directly aim at producing

a certain outcome.While reproductive labour or invisible background work

also refer to forms of work that are unpaid and often overlooked, what sets

practices of assembling apart is their irregularity. There is a constant need

for workers to perform these practices, but their results vary greatly. Uncer-

tainty about the outcomes of one’s practices remains part of practices of as-

sembling, and it is harder to direct one’s practices to a desired outcome.AsB.

Anderson et al. (2012) point out: “The implication of assemblage thinking is

that causality is located not in a pre-given sovereign agent, but in interactive

processes of assembly throughwhich causality operates as a non-linear pro-

cess” (p. 180). Freelancers contribute to shaping the relationships in this as-

semblage, but the outcome of their practices depends on the decisionsmade

by multiple other actors, too.
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8.2.2 “Every day is a new beginning”: Adapting to constant change

Thesecondaspect of practices of assembling that has emerged fromtheanal-

ysis is adapting to constant change. It relates to guessing and anticipating: as I

have argued above, uncertainty regarding the outcomes of one’s practices

is a part of platform work even for experienced freelancers. The platform-

mediated work environment is characterised by constant change and loose

relationships – as Arnav has put it, “every day is a new beginning” (Arnav’s

photo diary, day 2). In this section, I will elucidate how freelancers deal with

the volatility of their work environment along three axes of volatility: loose

work connections, the volatility of status, and the dynamic development of

the platforms.Moreover, I will point out how practices of adapting to constant

change differ from other forms of work.

First, gig workers’ practices of assembling are informed by the notion

that they can be replaced in an instant by someone from the global ‘crowd’.

Loose and short-term work connections are characteristic of the gig econ-

omy – against the background of the oversupply of labour on gig work plat-

forms,workers are considered easily replaceable.Therefore, adapting to new

clients and their needs is a constant necessity for them. While some of the

freelancers in this study have built long-termwork relationshipswith clients

thatmay last several years, this doesnot coincidewith ahighdegree of stabil-

ity in a platform-mediatedwork environment.There is lesswork of adapting

to new clients for them, but theymust continuously keep up the relationship

or risk their clients moving on to someone else. Introducing some stabil-

ity into their work relationships thus implies continuously managing their

clients’ emotions.

Loose work connections also have an impact on freelancers’ work

rhythms, which are often unstable and hard to predict. As freelancers,

they produce their own structures, but they must remain open to changes

and there is no stable foundation to fall back on. Both their workload and

their income, thus, vary greatly: there are phases when there is no paid

work at all and other phases when the workload is high, sometimes even

overwhelming. The freelancers develop different strategies to buffer this

volatility: they need to make sure that they only take as much work as they

can manage and that they can meet their expenses in phases when they

cannot find work. As I have described in Chapter 7, gig workers often com-

bine various sources of income. Connecting this to the broader context

of interdependent relationships of care and responsibility, volatility and
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fluctuation also make it especially necessary for freelancers to activate their

support system; their family members, for example, alleviate some of the

uncertainties of platform work financially or by helping in phases of high

activity. Not being able to rely on a stable income, but continuously having

to try to find work takes a heavy toll on many of the designers to whom I

have talked.

Second, gig workers must continuously work on their online status to

avoid it deteriorating. As I have described in Chapter 5, freelancers’ capac-

ity to assemble increases with their reputation on the platform or platforms

they use. However, their online reputation, too, is very volatile. If the free-

lancers do nothing for some time, their reputation will automatically dete-

riorate. Moreover, a single negative review by a client can severely decrease

their rating (cf.Wood&Lehdonvirta,2021b).Consequently, freelancersmust

work continuously on keeping their status up. In addition to preparing for

potential changes, then, adapting to constant change implies keeping up a frag-

ile equilibrium through continuous work.

Third, gig workers need to regularly adapt their strategies to changes in

their work environment.Themechanisms with which platforms operate are

not only opaque, as I have outlined regarding guessing and anticipating, but

also dynamic.Therefore, freelancers cannot simply stick with a strategy that

has been successful in the past but need to adapt their strategies regularly to

an environment that keeps changing. I have described this concerning op-

tions like payment per hour or milestone or fixed price offers in Chapter 5.1,

for example.This adds to the continuity of trial and error, as they need tofind

new strategies and regularly adapt to an environment that is new to them.

Beyond the changing terms and conditions, the dynamic platform landscape

also implies that the freelancersmayhave toadjust to anoverall newplatform

occasionally, for example,whenplatformsmerge,as in the case ofElance and

oDesk.

To sum up, the need to continuously start over is characteristic of prac-

tices of assembling and sets it apart from other forms of work. Structures

of organizing work have partially dissolved, and workers must continuously

adapt their practices to changing situations. While work relationships in

freelance work, in general, are often volatile and dynamic, platform work

adds volatility as the work environment itself is highly dynamic and the

reputation systems put in place by the platforms require continuous activity

from the freelancers. Moreover, the global dimension of competition adds

to the impression that workers are disposable and easily replaced. While
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continuous work is necessary tomake new connections and to sustain exist-

ing ones, what this work looks like exactly changes and strategies need to be

adapted.This sets adapting to constant change apart from routine background

work or reproductive labour. The constellations in the assemblage change

dynamically and are hard to predict, as they depend on decisions bymultiple

actors. This underscores that flexibility, for the platform workers, often

implies reacting to dynamic developments and adapting other elements

of their lives rather than spontaneously changing their work schedules

according to their own wishes.

8.2.3 “Freelancers must be able to put up with all types of clients”:

Producing relatable selves

To compete with other people who are offering their services via online plat-

forms, freelancers need to try and stand out to clients as well as aim to gain

their attention and trust.Therefore, another part of practices of assembling

is producing relatable selves. The image that freelancers present is always pro-

duced in relation to others and connected to the emotional labour of antic-

ipating what others may expect or want from them. In this section, I will

outline how the affective dimension of practices of assembling connects to

how freelancers manage the value of their work in relation to other actors in

the assemblage and how their subjectivities emerge from these practices.

First, as I have described in Chapters 5 and 6, freelancers’ chances of suc-

cess reflect their capacity to assemble, that is, their agency depends on how

well they can make connections with others. How they can present them-

selves and what counts as ameasure of their employability does not lie com-

pletely with them but also depends on other actors in the assemblage. Ne-

gotiating emotional connections and negotiating the value of their work are

entangled for these freelancers. On the level of specific everyday practices,

writing personalised cover letters is an example of how gigworkers establish

trust with their clients and at the same time increase the perceived value of

what they can provide.The emotional labour that they put into empathising

with their clients is also an investment in the hopes of a financial reward.The

service that theyprovide to their clients has anemotional component andbe-

ingnice toworkwith plays into the freelancers’ reputation and,by extension,

their capacity to assemble.
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Second, online platforms mediate freelancers’ work on producing relat-

able selves.The range of possible uses that the platform provides affects the

image that they can present to the world. Producing relatable selves contains

elements of self-branding (cf. Gandini & Pais, 2020): freelancers continu-

ously work on their online image and try to anticipate their clients’ needs.

As I have noted in the section above, in the volatile environment of platform

work there is a constant need for freelancers to perform their hireability. As

freelancers negotiate their positions with clients and platforms, they can-

not foresee whether the image they produce will prompt the reaction that

they hope for. Moreover, as I have elucidated in Chapter 5, online platforms

commensurate freelancers’ relatability through different reputationmecha-

nisms.Thus, how workers can present themselves is mediated by the online

platforms they use.Richardson (2017) argues that “theworker is both creator

and created through relationships with machines” (p. 254), that is, workers

are simultaneously influenced by the platform they use and their practices

have an effect on the assemblage of platformwork. As they work on creating

relatable selves, workers’ subjectivities take shape in relation to other actors

in the assemblage.

Third, the selves that freelancers produce reflect the multitude and

volatility of the work connections that they make. Online personas are not

simply a role that freelancers play online, but the affective labour (Hardt,

1999) of relating to clients and platforms contributes to the production of

their subjectivities as workers. As Ibert and Schmidt (2014) have argued

for musical actors, remote freelancers are required to produce “prismatic

identities” (pp. 12–14), that is, they show different aspects of themselves

according to what they anticipate their respective clients to be looking

for. With remote freelance work this is exacerbated by different cultural

contexts: studying BPO workers in India, Mankekar and Gupta (2016) have

contended that producing culturally appropriate affect by nuances of speak-

ing in just the right tone or using language that ‘feels right’, for example,

becomes part of their subjectivity as workers (pp. 26–27). This is true for

practices of assembling, too, but it is extended by the need to produce flexi-

ble selves. Freelancers have the task to hit the mark in communicating with

clients from all over the world, following different feeling rules (Hochschild,

[1983] 2012; cf. also Koch, 2013) and cultural codes (Mankekar & Gupta,

2016). Unlike workers overseas who operate from within a stable structure,

remote freelancers’ connections are loose and spread out in a constellation

of relationships across different scales.
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As they connectwith people from various countries outside of the frame-

work of an institutionalised office setting, freelancers must also adapt their

ways of connecting on an affective level in several ways – as Krishnam

expresses it: “freelancers must be able to put up with all types of clients”

(Krishnam’s photo diary, day 4). As I have elucidated above, gig workers are

confronted with different people from diverse backgrounds regularly.Thus,

practices of assembling produce flexible selves. Producing a “self that works”

(Gandini & Pais, 2020, p. 232), then, is not enough for remote freelancers,

as their selves only work with some of their clients. Moreover, how others

perceive them is not completely in the freelancers’ control. The country in

which freelancers are based also affects clients’ reactions to them, as I have

shown in Chapter 5.2. However, not all freelancers reported differences in

how they deal with clients from different countries. Instead, how they get

along with a client is often affected by clients’ previous experiences with

design, for example.

To sumup, freelancers do not approach the assemblage of platformwork

as static or bounded entities, but their subjectivities as workers are dynamic

and subject tonegotiation.Their practices partially reflectwhat has beendis-

cussed as self-branding (Flisfeder, 2015; Gandini & Pais, 2020; Hearn, 2010;

van Doorn, 2014), but also go beyond it in some respects. Within the space

of assemblage, the image that freelancers present to clients is subject to ne-

gotiations between freelancers, clients, and platforms. In a context where

clients come from various backgrounds and have diverse implicit expecta-

tions, rather than simply playing a role, freelancers produce highly flexible

and dynamic selves.

8.2.4 “It looks easy, but it is really tough”: Creating temporary alignment

In the previous three sections, I have characterised practices of assembling

as acting in a context of uncertainty and volatility and pointed out how free-

lancers’ subjectivities develop in dynamic negotiations in the assemblage. In

this section, I will build on these observations to focus on freelancers’ prac-

tices of creating temporary alignment.While the previous practices referred to

single or sequential relationships, this one focuses on the coordination of

constellations, includingbut alsogoingbeyondhowfreelancers interactwith

and via gig work platforms. I argue that practices of assembling include cre-

ating – and frequently adapting – structures and routines, aligning their
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overlapping roles, and reducing uncertainty for other actors in the assem-

blage.

First, freelancers create momentary alignment in how they organise

their everyday work. As I have outlined for adapting to constant change, there

is a lot of fluctuation between phases of high and low activity for freelancers,

and it is hard to predict what even their next workday will look like. When

they come up with a structure for their days and weeks, they must account

for these potential changes, trying to balance the time they invest and the

chances of rewards. Moksh explains: “It looks easy, but it is really tough.

At times, you don’t have work for months to do. And at times you have

work which you alone can’t manage.” (Interview with Moksh, 10–03-20).

Freelancers’ routines, in other words, must often be adapted and allow

for spontaneous changes. On a small scale, this includes making sure to

assemble different platform-mediated tasks: this is similar to other jobs,

where part of the daily work often consists of prioritising tasks. However,

the volatility of tasks exacerbates this challenge. Moreover, as platform

workers connect to clients in different time zones, “temporal disjunctures”

(Mankekar &Gupta, 2017) between local contexts and clients’ business hours

leave their schedules potentially spread across all hours of the day and night.

The friction becomes even more apparent when the focus shifts beyond

justplatformwork: as Ihavedemonstrated inChapter 7, freelancers combine

their work on the platform with various other responsibilities in their lives,

such as different forms of paid work, or family and care responsibilities.The

setup of these different elements varies between different freelancers – how

central the role of their income from platform work is in this setup affects

to what extent they face the challenge of adapting the rhythm of other re-

sponsibilities to the fluctuating rhythmsofplatformwork.Their lives beyond

the platform do not just pose challenges for alignment, but can also alleviate

friction, for example when familymembers help freelancers out in phases of

high activity. As freelancers flexibly adapt their rhythms to the moving ele-

ments of platform work, they continuously work on creating “fleeting mo-

ments of alignment” (Vertesi, 2014, p. 268). They temporarily align not just

technologies but also different responsibilities and relationships, as well as

different time zones and spaces of work and non-work. Even if they find

alignment, it is only temporary, and the constellation may disintegrate any-

time. It is thus necessary to work on either keeping it up or finding new con-

stellations. As their work is globally spread and divided into small chunks,
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creating alignment becomes more difficult and fragile for designers in this

context.

Second, regarding the production of flexible selves in practices of assem-

bling, creating temporary alignment includes dealingwith the tension between

different versions of themselves that the freelancers put forward in their

different work relationships. As I have outlined in producing relatable selves,

freelancers integrate what they expect different clients to want from them

into how they carry themselves. As they frequently deal with different clients

in parallel, they establish different strategies for presenting themselves and

establishing and emotional connection. At the same time, both workplace

and working hours blur into times and places outside of work. As they

manage these different relationships, freelancers also produce various im-

ages or selves in parallel. This can produce friction when they face different

expectations. When freelancers combine local projects with remote work,

for example, they switch between different expectations of their service

and different temporalities; at the same time, while they usually earn more

via online platforms than they do locally, they sometimes find themselves

confronted with ideas that delineate them as ‘cheap labour’ in the global

system of platform work. Continuously assembling their different tasks,

then, also leaves them continuously assembling their subjectivities.

Third, while freelancers continuously work on creating moments of

alignment for themselves, they additionally work on alleviating uncertainty

for their clients. The freelancers do so, for example, by adapting to their

clients’ business hours, or by explicating their thought process and thus

reducing opacity for their clients. They are simultaneously expected to be

very flexible and gain trust by being fast in their reactions and dependable

in their predictions. Creating temporary alignment, then, also extends to pro-

ducing stability for others. Freelancers are required tomake the tough job of

aligning their different responsibilities look easy.This points to the distinct

positions in the global assemblage of platform work: while the connections

are loose for everyone, freelancers also work on making the experience

smooth for other actors.

To sum up, to understand freelancers’ practices and experiences in the

assemblage of platform work, it is important to also relate them to further

elements of their lives. Practices of assembling, then, also include coordi-

nating constellations and continuously adapting and re-arranging relation-

ships. Coordinating different elements of life is not a challenge reserved for

platformworkers– the feminist perspective on studies ofwork that I am tak-
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ing on in this thesis uses the multitude of interdependent responsibilities

as a basic premise. However, the volatility and unpredictability of gig work,

in connection with the spread of work across different time zones and the

home as a predominant place of work,make the work of creating alignment

a constant need. At the same time, especially designers who do not depend

on their income from platform work can adapt the rhythm of gig work to

their needs, moving gigs around flexibly to fit their schedules. Below, I con-

nect the practices of assembling back to the features of a platform-mediated

work environment.

8.3 Work in a volatile, complex, and opaque environment

The observations on remote freelance work in this thesis hold insights for

the broader context of studying platform work: practices of assembling re-

flect the volatility, opacity, and complexity of the platform-mediated work

environment. In this context of uncertainty, platform workers continuously

work on trying to predict outcomes, adapting to constant change, present-

ing themselves in various ways and creatingmomentary alignment between

different elements of their lives.While uncertainty is part of most work set-

tings in some way, I argue that the mediation by online platforms, the or-

ganisation of work as gigs, and the global spread of work relationships, all

contribute tomakinguncertainty especially prevalent in gigwork.This study

has shown that workers find strategies to deal with this uncertainty, but also

that this has an emotional impact on them and requires continuous effort.

Relating practices of assembling back to the wider context of the global as-

semblage of platform work, the uncertainty in this work context is not sim-

ply a feature of digital work but also resembles platformworkers’ vulnerable

position.Their uncertainty is connected to not being in control or, in the im-

age of the assemblage, a limited capacity to assemble. In many situations,

the platform workers are the ones being chosen and not the ones choosing,

and they bear most of the risks and uncertainty. For most freelancers, being

flexible is something that they must do rather than have the freedom to do.

Flexibility rather entails adaptability than freedom to them, as they are re-

quired to react to constantly changing situations.What is more, freelancers

also carry the burden of reducing uncertainty for others in the assemblage.

Rather than a simple transaction of selling their time to someone else,

work in this context entails continuous negotiations.Thus, framing work as
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making and sustaining connections goes beyond adding unpaid practices to

the equation – it entails calling into question the equation itself. The nego-

tiations that I have described involve trying to anticipate the value of one’s

work, both in specific situations and as it is anticipated to evolve.Moreover,

freelancers do not simply put in time and get out money: they grapple with

their work relations on an emotional level, both by managing their own and

others’ emotions. In this process,workers’ subjectivities are dynamically ne-

gotiated.What is more, the relations in question have more than two sides:

Platforms commensurate value and structure the terms for negotiation. In

addition, workers draw on support from others, so that the time that they

put in is interwoven with the need to make and sustain connections with

others beyond their paid work, as well as others’ efforts to make and sustain

connections with them.While these practices reflect the characteristics of a

platform-mediated work environment, they also provide clues for how the

concept of work should be adapted to changing work constellations. In the

final chapter, I will point out how this perspective can contribute to closing

the gaps that I have proposed at the beginning of this study.





9. Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to explore and theorise remote gig work-

ers’ everyday work practices of making and sustaining global connections

mediated by online platforms. Starting from the observation that online

platforms are transforming theworld ofwork, leading to a complex, volatile,

and dynamic work environment, I have argued that novel work practices

are emerging that existing concepts of work cannot fully grasp. To address

this, I have focused on everyday practices by freelance designers based in

India, who connect to overseas clients via online platforms, guided by the

central research question of the study: how can platform work be conceptualised

through the lens of making and sustaining connections? I established at the be-

ginning of the study that the category of work is socially constructed and

thus also depends on power relations. Based on this premise, I explored

a range of practices directed at navigating the platform-mediated work

environment to build up a notion of work as practices of assembling. With

online observations, in-depth semi-structured interviews, and digital photo

diaries, I iteratively compiled elements of a global assemblage of platform

work and related them to each other. From this kaleidoscope of practices,

I distilled four characteristic features of practices of assembling: guessing

and anticipating, adapting to constant change, producing relatable selves,

and creating temporary alignment. These features reflect how freelancers

interact with the platform-mediated work environment by continuously

negotiating uncertain relations.

In this chapter, I first outline the contributions to the literature. Second,

I reflect on the significance of the study beyond the specific field of research

in which it is embedded. I conclude by pointing out some limitations and

unfinished thoughts, as well as potential directions for further research.
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9.1 Main contributions

Overall, this study responds to the call to bring together anthropological ap-

proaches toworkcultures anddigitalisation ineveryday life by exploringhow

digitalmedia are incorporated into and shapework practices (cf.Eckhardt et

al., 2020, p. 3). I aim to contribute to debates on the transformation of work

in digitally mediated environments from a feminist perspective, expanding

the notion of work to incorporate relationships and their various dimen-

sions. Constructing the field of research as a global assemblage (Collier &

Ong, 2005), I have focused especially on unpaid practices of navigating the

uncertainty of the platform-mediatedwork environment. Against this back-

drop, Iwill outline themain contributions of this thesis on amethodological,

empirical, and conceptual level below.

First, I have combined different methods of gathering material, which

have jointly served to carve out the interplay of online platforms and work-

ers, contributing to “non-digital-centric approach[es] to the digital” (cf.

Pink et al., 2016, p. 7) in the field of digital ethnography. The use of digital

photo diaries has prompted research participants to reflect on the more

subtle aspects of their working lives and to transcend preconceptions about

what counts as work. In combination with semi-structured interviews,

I have given space to research participants to share their reflections and

interpretations. Moreover, presenting preliminary results in follow-up in-

terviews supported the relational negotiations overmeaning in the research

process. By incorporating and making transparent the research process, as

well as foregrounding ambiguities, I contribute to feminist methodologies

that stress the situatedness of knowledge production (cf. Haraway, 2006).

Overall, the combination of ethnographicmethods put forward in this study

elucidates the heterogeneity and ambiguities in workers’ experiences.

Second, on an empirical level, I have contributed to knowledge on plat-

form work by addressing some of the blind spots in the existing literature. I

have added empirical insights on aspects of platformwork that have received

little scholarly attention so far, therebyexpanding the rangeofdifferentprac-

tices and experiences covered. By now, research on platform work has espe-

cially focused on location-based work, such as delivery riders, and micro-

tasks, such as AmazonMechanical Turk (cf. Oechslen, 2020). By focusing on

remote freelancers performing complex tasks, I have carved out challenges

that are specific to this field, such as standing out to clients and striving to

make emotional connections via limited communication options.Moreover,
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so far, platform work has predominantly been studied through a Western

lens, focusing on and generalising from workers located in Europe or the

US. By exploring the work experiences of platform workers in India, I con-

tribute to the emerging literature on platformwork beyond theGlobal North

(cf. e.g. Graham & Anwar, 2019; Qadri, 2021; Shevchuk et al., 2021; Wallis,

2021; Wood et al., 2019a). In terms of translocal work relations, I have found

the connections to be more diverse and fluid than is often assumed, with

platform workers switching roles and negotiating their positions according

to different situations.Thus, I added insights on how freelance workers ne-

gotiate their roles between the narrative of a global labourmarket and being

categorised as ‘cheap labour’, for example.

Furthermore,by foregrounding theunpaidwork of navigating theuncer-

tainty of platformwork and the emotional toll that this takes, this study con-

tributes to a more nuanced and complete picture of working conditions in

the gig economy (cf. e.g.Ravenelle, 2019; Sutherland et al., 2020;Wood et al.,

2019a). Based on freelancers’ need to produce a sense of stability for clients

while being required to flexibly adapt to constant change themselves, I have

argued that freelancers are generally in a relatively vulnerable position. At

the same time, I have shown that the volatility of gig work has diverse im-

plications for different freelancers, depending on their support system and

their further responsibilities.While some freelancers enjoy the flexibility of

working at irregular hours or manage to arrange their work schedules ac-

cording to their requirements, especially those who depend on their income

from platform work must often try to adapt all other responsibilities to its

fluctuating requirements.Through the notion of “capacity to assemble” (Mc-

Farlane, 2009, p. 567), power relations are reflected in a relational instead of

an absolute way: freelancers’ capacities to assemble are not static but nego-

tiated with other actors in the assemblage, and they may differ depending

on the specific situation.Thus, the study contributes to a more nuanced un-

derstanding of working conditions that goes beyond a dichotomy between

stability and precarity.

Third, on a conceptual level, I have developed the framework of practices

of assembling, that is, a relational understanding ofwork, bringing together

assemblage theory and feminist critique of work. By doing so, this study de-

parts from standard employment as a main reference and thus contributes

to a broader understanding of work, including its anthropological dimen-

sions. This framework can be put to use to better grasp the heterogeneous

and ambivalent implications of a platform-mediatedwork environment and
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highly flexible work contextsmore broadly.The image of assemblage reflects

the volatility of gigwork and the need to continuouslywork on a fleeting bal-

ance that comes with it.

Through the lens of negotiating connections, I contribute to the literature

on agency and control in platform work (cf. e.g. Jarrahi et al., 2020; Rosen-

blat & Stark, 2016; Shapiro, 2018). This perspective on the dynamic negoti-

ations of platform work contributes to transcending established categories.

I find that as they negotiate relations with clients and platforms, freelance

workers do have agency, on the one hand: they can choose between different

platforms or leave platform work altogether, and their practices affect the

larger relations of the assemblage. On the other hand, freelancers have little

control over the outcomes of their decisions, as information is unequally dis-

tributed. I have proposed to study work as the continuous effort of making

and sustaining connections. Workers’ effort of making and sustaining con-

nections extends to both human and nonhuman actors in the assemblage.

Thus, the interaction betweenworkers and the platforms that they use can be

grasped as a dynamic process of negotiation, integrating platforms as both

actors andmediators of connections.

Framing work as making and sustaining connections makes it possible

to integrate multiple spatial imaginaries (cf. McFarlane, 2009, p. 566) and

thus incorporate the translocal social relations of globalised work. The ten-

sion inherent in the global assemblage reflects the ambivalences of unevenly

dispersed global work relationships.The study of freelancers based in India

has shown that workers’ location implies different things to different actors

and their roles in specific situations. Their location is entangled with ne-

gotiations over the value of their work and the emotional connections that

they formwith clients.Thus, the perspective on platformwork as a global as-

semblage can also contribute to debates on the globalisation of work (cf. e.g.

Graham & Anwar, 2019). In addition to the entanglement of global and local

scales, the assemblage perspective also reflects the entanglement of physical

and virtual elements inworkers’ practices.By applying a perspective focused

on the everyday practices of using digital media, I have aimed to transcend

binary understandings of virtual or physical spaces as bounded entities.

Moreover, this framework foregrounds the interdependence of different

dimensions of work. To grasp the scope of unpaid work done by gig work-

ers to navigate the uncertain work environment of the platform, concepts

of work are necessary that extend beyond the job descriptions on the plat-

form, also taking relationships beyond paid work into account (cf. Jarrahi
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et al., 2020). Through the notion of making and sustaining connections, I

have integrated paid and unpaid tasks into a shared framework.Thus, work

is detached from economic productivity, making space for a more nuanced

classification of what platform work entails. In doing so, I build on existing

notions of invisible work or unpaid labour (cf. e.g. Star & Strauss, 1999; Ter-

ranova, 2000) and extend themwith a notion of volatility and contingency to

make them more compatible with platform workers’ experiences.Through-

out the thesis, I have described how practices of assembling are connected

with and prepare the ground for practices of creating designs. Additionally,

I have elucidated how workers are integrated into interdependent relation-

ships of mutual care and responsibility. This focus contributes to feminist

perspectives that seek to bring to light the interconnectedness of paid and

unpaid work, responding to the need to embed economic actors within rela-

tionships beyond paidwork by including care in studies on precariouswork-

ing conditions (cf. Ivancheva & Keating, 2020).

To sum up, this study aims to contribute a conceptual framework

grounded in practices of making and sustaining connections to grasp the

heterogeneous and ambivalent implications of a platform-mediated work

environment. Its focus on relational practices allows for an exploration of

platformworkbeyondadichotomybetween flexibility and stability, incorpo-

rating affective relationships within and beyond platform work, entangled

physical and virtual elements of practices, as well as multiple spatial scales.

The empirical insights gained in this study reflect this framework by outlin-

ing characteristic practices of assembling in the context of platform work.

Below, I will reflect on how the results of this study can inform research and

practice beyond the specific focus on remote platformwork.

9.2 Significance and implications

While the continuous work of making and sustaining connections as I have

described it in this study reflects the volatility of platformwork, the concep-

tual framework that I have used can inform the study of work cultures more

broadly. As work is becoming increasingly flexible,with entrepreneurial and

project-based elements in a wide range of professions, the framework of

practices of assembling points beyond the context of platform-mediated

work. Understanding work through a relational and practice-based lens

can help to better grasp the affective elements of work: it is not only plat-
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form workers who continuously make and sustain connections, but this is

also part of teachers’, carpenters’, or office clerks’ jobs, for example. As the

assemblage framework includes human as well as nonhuman actors, tech-

nological or other tools can be included in analyses. Teachers may connect

to students, parents, and co-workers, for instance, by sharing the space of

the classroom or using video calling software. Differently from platform

workers, they may have more fixed routines and be able to establish more

stable connections, so the rhythms of their work are possibly more regular.

With a focus on making and sustaining connections, important aspects of

the teaching job, such as establishing a community in the classroom and

making students feel safe to speak up, could be explored, for example.What

is more, the assemblage perspective can integrate interdependent relation-

ships beyond the classroom, such as more experienced teachers mentoring

new colleagues or teachers with care responsibilities aligning grading pa-

pers with their own children’s sleeping schedule. Thus, this framework can

provide insights in a broad range of fields, bridging analytical gaps between

paid and unpaid work, and foregrounding the embeddedness of workers in

interdependent relationships.

Moreover, by amplifying stories of everyday work experiences in the gig

economy, I have elucidated unpaid and largely invisible aspects of gig work.

Beyond the realm of academic research, this can contribute to the articula-

tion of demands for fair working conditions. On an empirical level, my ob-

servations have supported the argument that platform work usually comes

with a lot of unpaid extra work. Additionally, I have shown that there is an

imbalance between workers and clients in terms of uncertainty, with work-

ers usually beingmore vulnerable and less protected by the conditions set up

by online platforms. These insights into remote freelancers’ everyday work

can be used by gig workers, workers’ initiatives and unions, platform op-

erators, as well as policy makers seeking to adjust regulatory frameworks

to changing work environments. On a more general level, I also hope that

understanding the everyday negotiations of gig workers’ lives may “begin a

longer conversation about the better workplaces we might imagine for the

future” (Gregg, 2011, p. 18). Taking this idea of continuing the conversation

as a starting point, I will reflect on some issues that this study has left open

and new questions that it has raised in the final subchapter and point to how

future research may contribute to answering them.
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9.3 Limitations and directions for further research

First, as I have pointed out in Chapter 4, how I have constructed the field

by relating to different actors has necessarily produced a partial account. I

have not aimed to generate all-encompassing universal knowledge but sit-

uated engagement with the knowledge shared by research participants (cf.

Haraway, 2006). Perspectives by other researchers, thus, could add to the ac-

count by forming different relations – both with research participants and

analytically.Moreover,while I have touched upon the role of power in the as-

semblage of platform work, further studies could delve deeper into how so-

cial categories of difference are negotiated in the everyday practices of plat-

form workers and thus develop the material and relational qualities of race,

gender, or sexuality further in this context (cf. Kinkaid, 2020, p. 460).

Second, the larger context of the assemblage of platform work could

be elaborated more by adding further entry points. The empirical case of

graphic designers based in India has pointed to specific practices of as-

sembling, which could be complemented by in-depth studies of further

local contexts and fields of platform work. Moreover, different actors in

the assemblage, such as platforms or clients, could be the focus of further

studies.What ismore,while I have traced translocalwork connections based

on research participants’ accounts, these connections could also be followed

further, thus incorporating further situated accounts. These expansions

could add more layers of interdependence between actors and between

different dimensions of work. I have shown how practices of creating de-

signs depend on practices of assembling, and how designers depend on

their families, for example. Building on this, further studies could elucidate

interdependent relationships in the larger context of the assemblage: This

could include elaborating how gig workers’ practices of assembling prepare

the ground for the platform economy on a larger scale, as well as adding the

role of the data that they provide in the process, for example.

Third, while I have expanded the notion of work to unpaid practices, I

still focused my analyses on unpaid practices that are directly connected to

and support paid work. However, “life’s work” (Mitchell et al., 2004) encom-

passes a much wider range of practices: eating, sleeping, or taking a shower

could all be integrated there. This restriction was partly due to the limited

possibilities for participating in research participants’ everyday lives. Thus,

I could only catch glimpses of how the practices that I observed were inte-

grated into a larger context.The range of interdependent relationships that
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I have subsumed under the category ‘beyond platformwork’ could be differ-

entiated and elaborated more by future studies, building on more extensive

participant observation, for example. The approach of understanding work

as an assemblage thus provides various loose threads for future studies to

take up andmake further connections.
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